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CONFIDENTIAL
Report lC830-Q-4

FOREWORD

(u) This is the fourth written progress report submitted under the ARES Program,
Contrdct AF 0(6l1)-10830. It provides a sumnary of mjor accomplishments and dis-
cusses the technical aspects of the program. The period covered by this report is
I April through 30 June 1966. The progrcm structure number is 63409604; the project
number is 682A.

(u) This program is under the direction of M . R. Beichel, Manager of the
Advanced Storable Engine Program Division, Liquid Rocket Operations, Aerojet-General
Corporation, Sacrmento, California.

(u) The program is sponsored by the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory,
Research and Technology Division, Eawards Air Force Base, California, under the direc-
tion of C. W. Hawk/RPRZ.

(u) Publication of this report does not constitute Air Force approval of the
report's findings or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange and stimula-
tion of ideas.

Clark W. Hawk
Program Manager

ii
(This page is Unclassified)
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UNCLASSIFIED ABSTRACT

(u) The objective of the ARES (Advanced Rocket Engine, Storable) Program is
to demonstrate the engineering practicality and the performance characteristics of
an advanced storable propellant modular engine embodying high chamber pressure and
the staged-combustion cycle.

(u) This fourth quarterly report describes the technical accompl~shments of
the reporting period. Generally, the period was characterized as one in which many
analyses and designs vere completed, fabrication of many components was completed,
and testing was accelerated. The most noteworthy accomplishment was the successful hot
firing of two different modular injectors using the intensifier test system.
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INTR0DUCTION

(u) The principal objective of the ARM (Advanced Rocket Engine-Storable)
Program is to demonstrate the engineering practicality and performance characteris-
tics of a high-chamber-pressure staged, combustion engine module.

(u) The modular engine is a highly integrated assembly in which the turbopump
assembly housing combines the fuel and oxidizer pumps, the turbine, the engine con-
trols, and the primary cembustor chembef into a single assembly. Turbine exhaust is
ducted directly into the secondary combustion chamber, where additional fuel is added.
The resultant combustion products are exhausted through a cooled 20:1 area-ratio nozzle.
Thrust from the rocket nozzle is transmitted through the turbopump assembly housing to
the vehicle frame.

(c) The engine is designed to produce 100,000 lb of thrust at sea level and
operates at a secondary combut-tion chamber pressure of 2800 psia using N204 and
AeroZINE 50 as propellantp. The engine module is designed for ready use either as
a single unit, in parallel-axis clusters, or in forced-deflection or plug-nozzle
propulsion systems.

c) The modular engine uses a staged-combustion cycle in which all the oxidizer
and 19% of the fuel are injected into the primary combustor at 4775 psia to produce a
turbine working fluid at approximately 1240F. This fluid passes through the turbine,
which operates at a pressure ratio of about 1.5, at a mixture ratio of 11.5, and
passes through the secondary combustor injector where additional fuel is added to
produce a mixture ratio of 2.1 in the thrust chamber. The resultant combustior prod-
ucts cxhaust through the nozzle producirg thrust..

u) Engine control is achieved through the use of eyelid valves (located at
pump auction) wherein the segment of a ball is rotated out of the flow .- tream and
admits propellant to the engine. For the development engine, auxiliary fuel control
valves are 'installed to govern fuel admittance to the primary and secondary combustion
chnmbers during transient anti steady-state operation. All valves are powered indepen-
dently 0o achieve the flexibility desired during the program.

(c) The secondary combustor uses a flameholder injector consisting of a series
of radial vanes from which fuel is injected into the oxidizer-rich turbine exhaust
strem. The resulting mixture burns in the thrust chamber and is exhausted through
the nozzle. Two cooling systems are under consideration for the modular engine.
These employ regenerative and transpiration cooling. The regeneratively cooled system
uses a considerable number of thin wafers that are chemically milled to produce the
desired pressure-drop pattern required to coutrol the coolant flow.

(u) Phase I of the two-phase program is devoted principally to the develop-
ment of individual components such as cooled combustion chambers, injectors, turbo-
pump housings, bearings and seals, suction valves, and engine fuel controls.

Page I-1
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I, Introduction (cont.)

The Phase II program is devoted to performance improvement or the thrust-chamber compo-
nents, development of the t)-rbopump v.'stem, and the integration of turbopump, thrust
chamber, and controls into an engine nodule.

(u) This report, covering activity during the fourth quarter of the program,
is organized into four groups of sections. The first group, Sections III and IV,
covers the combustion system development e~fort. Sections V through X cover the
turbopump design and development tasks. ;ontrols are reported in Sections XI through
XIII. The remaining sections, XIV through XIX, cover the activity associated with
the propulsion system as well as a series of related analytical activities.

Page 1-2
(This page is Unclassified)
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" II.

StU4MAPY

(u) Major mileposts in the thrust chamber, turbo:ump, and controls areas were
met during the fourth quarter of the ARES program. The primary combustor was com-
pleted and testing initiated, a secondary combustor injector was -elected, a number
of requirements for propellant-lubricated tests were met successfully, suction valves
and fuel-control valves were successfully tested, and the aerodynamics test program
at FluitDyne Corporation was completed. Considerable effort was devoted to accelerating
the completion of critical components required to support the test program.

(u) A major primary-combustor milepost was met with the conversion of Test
Stand 11-3, the installation of the workhorse primary combustor, and the completion
of the first six tests, four of which are reported in Section III. During Test 3,
the primary combustor liner was damaged, and oscillations of 600 cps were observed
throughout the combustion and hydraulic circuits during Tests 2, 3, and 4. The
cause of the anomalies was identified correctly, as verified by the elimination of
these oscillations in Tests 5 and 6, in which the oxidizer injector AP was increased
and straightening vanes were added in the combustion zone.

(c) The Yxrk-125 injector has been selected for use throughout the remainder
of Phase-I testing because of its demonstrated superior performance over that of the
Rake injector. With a demonstrated performance of 93.5% of theoretical specific
impulse, the ?4rk-125 injector should be adequate for demonstrating Phase-I perfor-
mance goals.

(u) Eleven secondary combustor zests were conducted. Fifteen tests, including
five tests conducted in the last week of March, are summarized In Section IV. Yark-125
injectors exper:ienced erosion damage due to fuel lealtae on three unrelated occasions.

(u) The transpiration-cooled combustion chamber was completed and will be
tested in July. Three regeneratively cooled combustion chambers are being assembled,
the first of which is scheduled for completion in mid-July.

(u) The advanced-TPA housing was pressure-tested and exceeded 100% of proof
pressure for a short time in one of the tests. A revised pressurization sys-"= is
being obtained to allow testing over durations specified by the Work Statement.

(u) Fabrication of the inline TPA housing was completed, and the housing will
be tested in the near future.

(u) Excellent results were obtained in the bearing test program. Ball and
roller bearings were demonstrated successfully (1) at 31,2r0 rpm in N204 and
AeroZYNE 50 and (2) at 40,000 rpm in N204. Cage problems caused failures during the
fuel-lubricated 40,000-rpm tests, and new cages were therefore ordered. Testing will
resume late in July.
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II, SuXWX (cont.)

(u) Turbopump wear-ring development testing was delayed because of utilization
of the test heads for bearing and seal testing in preference to wear-ring testing. A
new turbopwsp housing was received, and six tests ",ere conducted with water as a
working fluid. Of the three tests reported, one was nonrotating with stepped laby-
rinths and two were rotating tests using straight labyrinths. The flow before and
after rubbing on one of the tests was essentially the same, and no damage to the hard-
ware occurred.

(u) Twelve tests of the hydrostatic combustion seal are reported. The test
series culminated with two successful cold-rotating tests of 84- and 78-sec duration,
respectively.

(u) Eleven segment tests were conducted on the two-dimensional tester to
evaluate a O.OOl-in.-wide slot. This narrow slot closed because of thermal expansion
during preburner operation, calling attention to the possibility of difficulties
during the hot rotating testing of the hydrostatic combustion seal.

(u) The design of the hydrostatic combustion seal was modified to incorporate
a two-ply bellows of revised configuration. This revised design strengthens the
resistance to external pressure by a factor of eight.

(u) Testing of the experimental suction valves has been conducted satisfac-
torily. Design of a prototype version was completed and fabrication has been initi-
ated. A satisfactory technique for electron-beam-welding of the storage seal has
been developed.

(u) Testing of the primary and secondary fuel-control valves was completed.
Modular configurations of these valves have been designed and are being fabricated.
The primary combustor fuel-control valve will begin testing in July; the secondary
valve is being tested, and results will be reported after conclusion of this effort.

(u) All analytical and testing efforts to date continue to validate the
feasibility of the ARES advanced engine concept.
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PRII'RY CO-tBUSTOR ASSMULY

A. GENERAL

(u) A major milepost in the primary combustor assembly progrenm was met
this quarter: fabrication of the workhorse primary combustor housing was completed
and the primary combustor test program was initiated. Four tests have been made to date.

(u) Detailed discussions of the design and fabrication effort for the
primary combustor assembly are given in Section IIi,B, below, and a detailed discus-
sion of the test program is presented in Section II!,C.

B. PRI!.!ARY C -!BUSTO.R ASSZ--LY--DEIG, AiD FABRICATO 10

1. 2

(u) The design and fabrication activities on the primax-y corbt.s-
tor program were continued. Principal design activities involved (1) redesign of the
primary injector orifices to increase pressure drop. (2) redesign of the liner for
increased stiffness and incorporation of gas-flow-distribution vanes, (3) completion
of detailed turbulator designs for the primary combustor, and (4) completion of the
injector layout for the !od-B turbopump assembly (three-walled housing'. Principal
fabrication activity included completion and build-up of the first primary conbustor
workhorse housing assembly, hydrotesting the assembly to proof conditions, flow-
testing the housing both with and without injectors, and delivery of tc copleted
assembly to the test area. In addition, the primary combustor turbulators were com-
pleted, liner stiffeners and distribution vanes were completed, and substantial fabri-
cation progress was made toward completion of the r ,ond primary combustor housing.

(u) Primary combustor testing was initiated, and four successive
tests have been performed. The description and results of these tests are presented
in Section III,C.

2. Injectors

(u) Flow tests were perforred on each of the three primary combustor
injectors. Two of the three injectors, the full-flow and the quadlet, yielded flow
resistances in the oxidizer circuit considerably different from calculated design
values, but the pentad injector offered flow resistances (for both the fuel and the
oxidizer) in reasonable agrer-;ent with the calculated design values.

(u) Investigations of the pressure-drop discrepancies detected for
the full-iow. and the quadlet inj. ctors revealed triat the outside supplier had fur-
nished Aerojet-Generl vith face material (Rigimesh) of wrong porosity for the full-
flow injector, which resulted in an extremely hig" pressure-drop. In the quadlet
desigi., the pressure drop was found to have been caused by an orifice sizing error
in combination with the selection of a discharge coefficient that vas too low.
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III, B, Primary Combustor Assembly--Design and Fabrication (cont.)

(u) The following paragraphs present additional information on each
of the injector designs.

(u) Proof, leak, flow, and pattern check tests were performed on
the pentad injector. Pressure drops of 230 psi in the oxidizer circuit and of 408 psi
in the fuel circuit were measured; the nominal design pressure-drop values for all
injectors are 300 and 400 psi, respectively, for the two circuits. No modifications
of this injector are currently planned becaude the measured pressure drops agree
reasonably well with the planned values.

(u) The first flow test of t;he full-flow injector showea that the
pressure drop of the oxidizer circuit exceeded the design calculations by 2230 psi.
It was found that the porous face material was 75% denser than called for by the
design. In an attempt to increase the effective flow area, an acid mixture of water,
hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, and ferritic chloride was flowed through the porous
injector face to chemically etch.out some of the obstructing material. This operation
reduced the pressure drop to ll16 psi. Based on subscale experiments ane on the
etching attempt on this injector, it was determined that the etching operation was not
sufficiently predictable. It was therefore decided to remove the injector face and to
repla.'e the porous material with material of proper porosity. A sample of the new
porous material has been received, and flow-testing confirmed that the material has
the proper porosity. Installation of the new porous material will be completed early
in July 1966. The flow test of the fuel circuit on the full-flow injector showed a
measred pressure drop of 444 psi, which is considered satisfactory.

(u) The first flow test of the quadlet injector yielded the follow-
ing pressure-drop data: 602 and 63 psi for the fuel and oxidizer circuits, respec-
tively. An error in tube sizing combined with the selection of an assumed discharge-
coefficient value which was too low caused the very low pressure-drop in the oxidizer
ci:rcuit. However, the pressure drop in the fuel circuit, although high, is considered
satisfactory.

(u) A flow test was performed on saxaples of the porous face material
from which the quadlet injector is made to determine the flow rate through the actual
porous face material under steady-state ccnditions. The measured flow rate was 80% of
the calculated design value, which is considered satisfactory.

u) After the initial hot-firing tests were complcted, the quadlet
injector was returnied to the shop for rework. Tubes of 0.180-in. ID were welded
inside of the existing 0.242-in. ID oxidizer tubes. The revised configuration showed
a measured pressure drop of 264 psi, which is satisfactory.

(u) A layout was completed of a new injector designed to fit the
Mod-B three-walled TPA housing. This injector can be made from the M4od-A injector
by machining metal from the turbine stator interface and from the backside of the
injector fuel manifold. Matching grooves, machined into the housing and injector
body, provide a positive locking method fer the injector by the use of a retaining
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III, B, Primary Combustor Assembly--Design and Fabrication (cont.)

ring. In addition to its restraining function, the retaining ring also acts as a
seal because it replaces the second expanding N2 O-sealing ring used in the Mod-A
design.

3. Workhorse Primary Combustor Housing (WPCH)

(u) As reported in the previous quarterly report, the first WPCI?
(SN-1) cracked severely and had to be scrapped. This caused considerable delay and
corrective action was therefore immediately instituted for Housing SN-2 to pre'ent a
recurrence. Accelerated schedules were implemented to regain the lost time as fast
as possible. The fabrication and assembly of WPCHI SN-2 was subsequently completed
successfully. The assembly was proof-, leak-, and flow-tested and the finished unit
was delivered to the test area, installed on the test stand, and successfully test-
fired in four successive tests. A discussion of these tests is presented in
Section III,C.

(u) Inspection of the test records and of the test hardware showed
evidence of high-amplitude pressure oscillations. Following the initial test series,
the housing was therefore disassembled and returned to the machine shop for Nvrious
machining operations including the installation of high-frequency (Photocon) instru-
mentation ports. These ports will provide means for accurately recording the pressure
oscillations in the primary combustor during the next test series.

(u) The WPCH was then used for hydrotesting the reworked injectors.
At the end of this reporting period, the reworked quadlet injector was assembled into
the reworked housing and the entire assembly was returned to Test Stand H-3 for
installation.

(u) WPCH SN-3 is being fabricated using the same heat treatments
and welding procedures as for WPCH SN-2. Joining of the insert to the outer housing,
final-machining, and hydrotesting are scheduled to be completed by mid-July.

4. Other Primary Combustor Components

(u) The chamber liner of WPC1I SN-2 was slightly damaged during the
initial test series. To prevent a recurrence, a reinforcing band of 0.063-in.-thick

by 1.60-in.-wide sheet metal was TIG tack-welded around the OD of the liner. This
band should prevent further cracking of the slotted elements. Five vanes were also

welded inside the liner. Thce vanes are designed to prevent tangential pressure

oscillations.
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III, Primary Combustor Assembly (coat.)

C. DEVEOMET TESTING

(u) The development program for the primary combustor was initi-
ated, and four tests were conducted, Prior to testing, detailed steady-state and
transient analyses were performed to determine both the proper engine sequences and
the operating balance point. The transient analysis indicated that oxidizer-
manifold fill time is critical for obtaining the correct start transient; it was
therefore decided to perform a cold-flow test of the oxidizer circuit only,
before initiating the hot firing tests. Furthermore, the first hot-firing test
series was designed to verify start-transient operation only, by ending each suc-
cessive test later during the start transient, at times indicated as significant by
the transient computer program. This step-wise approach also provided maxivmum pro-
tection for the limited and expensive hardware prior to committing the combustor
to full-duration testing.

(c) In accordance with the test plan, the first test was an oxi-
dizer flow test only; the three other tests were start-transient hot firings.

ximaum chamber pressure attained vas 3450 psia, and minimum mixture ratio during
the start transient was about 22. Nominal steady-state conditions for this series
of tests would be a pressure of 4775 psia and a mixture ratio of 14.0.

u) amination of test records revealed persistent feed-system-
coupled oscillations of about 600 to 700 cps. A detailed investigation to determine
the exact nature of the oscillations, their cause, and the reroired modifications
to prevent a rtcurrence, is being performed. Since this test series was performed
during the closing week of this qua-ter, no coil.Lusions have yet been drawn.

(u) The analytical effort performed in preparation for primary
combustor testing in described in Paragraph III,C,2, below. A description of the
engine test system is given in Paragraph III,C,3, whereas a detailed discussion of
each test is presented in Paragraph III,C,4.

2. Ans

a. Steady-State Analysis

(u) A s,.ies of stead-state computer runs were made to
determine the effect of parameter variations on the balance point of the modular
primary combusto:. The parameters varied were: throat area, oxidizer system
resistance, fuel system resistance, oxidizer intensifier pressure, and fuel inten-
sifier °pressure.

(u) In operat 'on, nominal balance is obtained first, and then
the parameters are varied one at a time in series. The combustor readjusts itstIf to
thn2 new operating conditions by varying its chamber pressure and mixture ratfo. The

,A,- . r any parsete ig reitoftd at the time a new parameter variation is
begun.
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III, C, Development Testing (cont.)

(u) The mixture ratio for the first steady-state duration
test vas to be 14.0 and the pressure 1475 psig. Figure III-1 shows a mixture-
ratio shift from 14.07 to 13.57 with a 10% increase in throat area, and a chamber-
pressure decrease from 4T5 to 146 psig with the same throat growth. There is
little change in chamber pressure with throat growth due to the ebility of the
intensifiers to maintain their pressure at the required increase in propellant flow
rate.

(u) A change In oxidizer system resistance from 20 to -20%
results in a minima mixture ratio of 12.6, as a maximum pressure of 4823 psia, and
at opposite ends of the range, as noted in Figure 111-2. Since the design mixture
ratio Is 11.5 and the proof pressure is 7200 psig, both of the above extremes are
considered safe.

(u) A similar change in fuel-system resistance results in a
ixture-ratio range of 15 to 12.85 and in a pressure range of 4T08 to 4852 psia.

From Figure 111-3 it is noted that the extremes of mixture ratio and pressure occur
simultaneously at -20% fiel resistance. The hardware should be capable of vith-
standing this extreme without difficulty.

(u) A 400-pst decrease in oxidizer intensifier pressure would
result in a mixture ratio of about 11.0. However, Figure 111-4 indicates this would
occur at less than 4775 psig and is unlikely to happen since all intensifier data
indicate an overshoot rather than an undershoot of set pressure. The cool gas at a
mixture ratio of 17, which is attendant to an oxidizer overpressure of 400 psig,
reduces the possibility of damage at the overpreesure of 4847 psia.

(u) Figure 111-5 demonstrates that a o0-psig overpressure of
the fuel intensifier vould simultaneously decrease the mixture ratio and increase the
pressure to levels below and above those desired, respectively. Experience with the
fuel intensifier has demonstrated close control of fuel pressure. In addition, the
period of axism overpressure of fuel occurs simultaneously with a like excursion
of oxidizer intensifier pressure on start. The result would be a higher pressure,
but at a higher mixture ratio and at a lower temperature than the nominal conditions.

b. Transient Analysis

4 (u) The method of analyzing the system transients of Test
Stand 1-3 was similar to that used on the sector engine of Test Stand H-2. An analyti-
cal model of the system vas constructed. The same analytical theories and techniques
that were used successfully on Test Stand H-2 vere used on the modular primary analysis.
The vaterhaer wave equations describing the eystem were solved continuously by the
method of characteristics on a digital computer.

(u) The design of the primary combustor and its installation
on the test stand were studied in detail to determine problem reas affecting the
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III, C, Development Testing (cont.)

start and shutdown transients. Special attention was directed toward propellant
phasing and purging during these two phases. The overall goal of this program was
uixture-ratio control during transient operations. On the basis of this study, it
was concluded that a cold-flow test of the oxi-izer circuit should be performed to
ascertein the fill characteristics of the complex manifolding.

(u) The analytical model was used to determine valve sequencing,
the preset pressures for the propellant intensifier, the time of ramp initiation, and
the feed-pressure ramp-rise rate for the start and the valve sequence on shutdown.
Because of the complexity of the oxidizer manifold, the oxidizer col-1-flow Test
1.2-Oa-WAG-001 was used to verify the time required to fill the manIfold. The model
predicted a time of 0.290 sec, whereas test data showed a time of 0.255 see. There-
fore, confidence in the predicted propellant phasing was established.

(u) The analytical model predicted a high chamber-pressure
spike at ignition (i.e., about 1800 psia) and chamber-pressure oscillations of
250 millisec caused by chamber combustion coupled with the waterhaimer in the feed
system. The model predicted these chamber-pressure oscillations would dampen out
by FS-1 + 1.0 sec. To verify these predictions, it was decided to conduct two short-
duration tests: one of a 0.90-sec duration to check out the ignition characteristics
of the primary, and one of 1.1-sec duration to determine if the feed-system oscilla-
tions would dampen out.

3. ftine Description

(u) The modular primary combustor, as installed on Test Stand H-3,
consists of the workhorse primary housing, the quadlet injector, the reverse-flow
combustion cmber, the turbine-simulator nozzle assemblyt, the secondary combustor
diffuser section, and the burnoff stack assembly. A schematic drawing of the test
setup is presented in Figure 111-6. The burnoff stack assembly is used to burn off
oxidizer-rich gases produced by the primsry combustor.

(u) The propellant-distribution system receiYq".high-pressure pro-reliant from the intensifiers on the second level to Test and H-3 through 3- and
-in.-dia SCH-XX pipe. The oxidizer flows through a flowmeter and a 2-1/2-in.-dia

ball valve into the hardware, vhereas the fuel flows through a flovmeter and a
l-in.-dia ball valve into the hardware. There is a blanked-off 3-in. tap for future
use to supply secondary combustor fuel.

(u) Tests 1.2-04-WAG-00l through -003 were performed with the
combustion-chamber liner in place. Test .2-04-WAG-004 was performed witbout this
liner to determine if the liner had any effect on chaber-pressure oscillations.

(u) The feed line pressures were monitored with both static and
dynamic tranr ucers. Couustion-chamber performance was measured with three Taber
transducers and five high-response thermocouples. Exhaust gases were monitored
with one Taber pressure transducer and three hich-ream w _n the uonix_ es.
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III, C, Developent Testing (coat.)

(u) Flush-nounved photocon pressure transducers vill be used for

the next primary combustor tests.

4. Tests

a. Test 1.2-0-WAG-001

(1) Purpose

u) This test was a cold oxidizer-flow test for the pur-
pose of obtaining infozaa~ion required to verify or modify the analytical transient

model and the firing sequence of hot testing. The questions to be answered by this

test ere: (a) When does the oxidizer manifold fill with liquid? (b) Does the

combustion chamber fill with liquid oxidizer? Cc) WhFit is the fuel manifold pressure

durins ftel fill? d) Do the intensifiers provide the desired pressure rise rates?

(e What electrical-mechanical sequence delas are present? and (f) Does the burn-

oit stack ignite and eliminate excess oxidizer?

(2) Attempted

() A full engine firing sequence was attempted, with

the fuel-valve discharge god the fuel-injector manifold blanked-off. Excessive pres-
sure drop across the injector face was eliminated by limiting the upper pressure
setting for the oxi4iser intensifier to 2500 psi. The dead-headed condition of the

fuel intensifier was considered to be equivalent to flow conditions since the piston

displacement due to cmpressibility wa very nearly equal to the test condition.

(3) Obtained

(u) A duration of 1.7 sec with oxidizer flow only.

0.) Discussion

(a) Test nardvare

u) All hardware was undamaged.

(b) Test

(u) The oxidizer manifold filled 35 millisec earlier
than estiated; 200 millisec later the ccabustion chamber filled with liquid oxidizer

producing a fuel manifold pressure of 30 p-ia. A nitrogen purge in the fuel manifold
will be used during hot firing to prevent entry of oxidizer during fuel fill. All
electromechanical sequence delays were close to estimates. The burnoff stack worked

* well, although stack ignition was later than desired due to the long filling time of

the EP-I circuit. Subsautwt test ing -.&dintae fillng 0.5 iec variier.

L
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II, C, Development Testing (cont.)

(c) The oxidizer intensifier created the required
rise rate up to a pressure of 2500 psia. The fuel intensifier pressure did not rise
until 0.100 see after the expected ramp initiation and then rose at a rate limited
by the flow capacity of the 2-n.-dia valve. The ramp rise was clearly out of con-
trol since the fuel-system G 2-flov-control valve was fully open until steady state.

(u) Several tests were subcequently made in which
fuel-intensifier control-valve operations ullages, and maplifler gains were varied
to obtain a satisfactory fuel-pressure rise rate prior to the first hot firing.

b. Test l.2-O.-WAG-O02

(I) Purpose

(u) This short-duration test was performed to determine
the fuel-manifold and ignition characteristics of the quadlet injector.

(2) Attempted

(u) A 0.9-sec-duration test with full primary combustor
firing sequence.

(3) Obtained

(c) The test, of 0.917-sec duration, was performed on
8 June 1966 to a maximum chamber pressure of 2053 pi. and a mixture ratio of about
30.

(4) Discussion

(a) Test Hardware

(u) The test hardware shoved some minor chamber-
liner heat marks, but was otherwise capable of refiring.

(b) Test

(u) At FS-1, both valves were signaled open. The
oxidizer valve and the fuel valve opened in 0,. and 0.9 sec, respectively. The oxi-
dizer intensifier pressure began its ramp at 0.69 see and continued upward until
1.00 sec when its rise rate began to decrease. Pressure tppeared to be following
its programed rise rate.

(u) The fuel intensifier began its pressure rise
ramp at 0.70 sec and continued to rise virtually linearly until 1.0 sec when its
rise rate began to decrease.
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(u) Ignition began at 0.777 see; chamber pressure
rose in accordance with the high initial fuel flow rate, then rapidly decreased as
fuel flow decreased in response to the resistance offered by chamber pressure. Both
pressure and flows then increased with the intensifier romp until 1.071 sec when
closing of the fuel valve began to reduce fuel veight flow. Shutdown vas normal.

(u) The oscillograph traces indicated a 600-cps
cycle oscillation on all chamber- and feed-system pressure traces. This was attrib-
uted to vaterhamer in the feed system caused by the ignition spike and by the off-
design operating conditions. Preparations were therefore made to increase the
duration of Test 1.2-04-WAG-O03 to 1.1 see.

(u) A performance plot for this test is presented
in Figure 111-7.

c. Test 1.2-O-VAG-003

(1) Purpose

(u) The purpose of this test vas to provide sufficient
duration to determine if the feed-system induced ehanber-pressure oscillations,
predicted by the transient computer program, wold 4*mpen out.

(2) Attempted

(u) The test was performed on 9 June 1966with an
intended duration of 1.1 see and an intended chamber pressure of 2500 psia.

(3) Obtained

(u) Test duration was 1.115 see, vith the intensifiers
providing excellent pressure ramps.

(4) Discussion

(a) Test Hardware

(U The ccbustion-chanber liner was damaed, as
shown in Figure 111-8, but the remainder of the hardware was in good condition, as
illustrated in Figure 111-9i

Mb Test

(u) The oscillograph traces exhibited the cae
600-ep oscillations as in the previous test, with no sign of say decrease in ampli-
tude or change in frequency. Two microsysten transducers installed on the propel-
Inv%+. faaA 14,,ag vi&IA&A th* ft~nwiri. dta:
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(c) Peak-to-Peak
Transducer Tim, &t sec .4-MU- gm Aplitude, p i

0f.9(7) 0.93 580 60
1.115 6ho 130
1.125 640 160
1.178 6ho 195

fPo-P() 0.973 600 55
1.15 620 110
1.125 660 150
1.178 680 305

(c) Mazima chamber pressure vas 3380 pla, and
the uinlmm mixture ratio was about 23.

(u) Performance plots for this test are presented

In Figure ni1-10.

d. Test 1.2-04-WAG-0014

(1) Purpose

(u) This test was made to obtain additional tiring
data at higher pressure and temperature for determining if the 600-cps oscilla-
tions would continue without the chamber liner and at a lover mixture ratio.

(2) Attempted

(u) This test was to be a 1.2-sec-duration test of the
quadlet injector and vorkborse primary combustor, without the chamber liner.

(3) Obtained
(u) The test, conducted on l4 June 1966, had a duration

of 1.211 see. Intensifier operation and sequencing vere as programed.

(4) Discussion

(a) Test Hardware

(u) The test hardware was undamaged and capable
of retfiring.
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III, C, Development Testing (cont.)

(b) Test

(u! The oscilloraph traces ssin exhibited oscil-
lations with the Same frequency on all chamber and feed-system parameters. Toward
the end of this extended-duration test, a trend toward a higher frequency was noted,
which is attributed to the higher gas temperature caused by the lover mixture ratio
attained.

(u) High-frequency tape data were analyzed to deter-
uine the exact frequencies and their amplitudes. These data are smarized in the
folloving tobulatton:

Peak-to-Pesk
Transducer Time see Preenc ps, Axvlitudesi

PfDF(M) o.6i8 450 75
0.973 0 -

1.115 636 250
1.211 680 215
1.261 1480 120

PoD-Y%*) 0.618 350 80
0.973 0 -

1.115 630 320
1.2n 680 .0
1.261 TO 160

(c) Maxima chamber pressure was 3450 puia and
minia mixture ratio was about 22.

(u) A performance plot for this test is shown in
Fivure 1i-il.
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SECONDARY CGIMU8TOR ASSIMLY

A. GUERAL

Cu) The secondary combustor program was continued, with emphasis on
Injector developnent testing,, fabrication of cooled thrust chunbers, and design
support for the fabrication and test programs.

Ca) Fifteen secondary Injector evaluation tests were performed, In
which the Mark 125 ad the'Rake injectors were evaluated, Results of this testing
led to the selection of the Mark 125 Injector for the ARE engine. The performance
level deostrated with this Injector was 93.5% theoretical of specific Impulse which$
when coupled with a cooled- chamber* io sufficiently high to meet the Phase4 perfor-
mance requirement. The Rake Injector, also successful but somewhat lower In pertor-
mance, hat been relegated to back-up status.

Cu) Fabrication of the cooled thrust chambers continued. The first of
two transpiration-cooled chambers was comipleted and now awaits testing early In July.
Three regeneratively cooled chambers ane being assembled$ the first of which in
scheduled for completion at 15 July 196.-

C(u) All design and fabrication activity of secondary combustor components
t-discussed- 1n ditill In Sebtio4 IVI, below. A detailed discussion of -the test

pormis, given in section IVJ'C.

B. SECODAY COMEUBTR ASSEMY, DESIGN AND FABRICATION

1. !S

sl~i)i~y a a (u) The secondary Injectors have, been redesigned end reworked
siloitly n aresult of experience gained In, hot firing tests.* A special stress

slss Is currently In progress-to define-the effects of temiperature and vibration
on the Mark 125,injector vans because thermal Ad vibration-nduced stresses my
contribute to fuel leakage froa- the vanes * A formal stress azilysis was completed
and a final report publisd fat? both- injector configurations.* Ablative liners have

beenrepace inthe uncooled chambers after test firings If requirei Fabrication
Is currently IA progress for- the 'two-dimensional nossle chamber.

Cu) Fabrication of cooled chasibers was continued on a maimu
Ilevel of effort. A major fabrication evenat occurred In the closing weeks of this

reporting period when the first transpiration-cooled, chamber was completed. Work
In currently continuing on transpiration-cooled Mhmber 81-2.

t
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IV, B, Secondary Combustor Assembly, Design and Fabrication (con.)

(u) Progress on regeneratively cooled chambers has been substantial.
Three regeneratively cow-led chambers are currently in fabrication at Aerojet-General.
The first chamber, SN-i, should be available by 15 July 1966. Outside vendors are
presently at work on tube sets for Chambers SNX- through SX-10. The required metal
parts for these additional chambers are prerently being fabricated at Aerojet-Qeneral,
Sacramento.

2. Uncooled Combustion Chamber Components

a. Injectors

(1) Mark-125 Injector

(u) Fabrication and testing of the Mark-125 injector
continued. A description of testing and a discussion of test results are presented
in Section IVt.

u) Leakage has occurred li numerous tube-to-vane braze
joints and in several vane-to-mnifold weld joints of the Mark-125 injectors SK-1
and S-2. The thermal and vibration loads are being calculated and injector-fabricatin
procedures examined to locate the possible cause of the leakage.

CU) The vane- in Injectors S3-1 and SN-2 that had been
eroded by fuel leakage were replaced by using part of the vane set intended for
Injector S-3. A fourth set of vanes is 70 complete; fabrication of a fifth set
will begin in July. Including the fifth set of vanes, there are now enough vanes
for a total of four Mark-125 injector assemblies plus 20 spare vanes.

(u) Injector SN-1 is nov available for testing.
Injector SN-2 Is currently scheduled for completion early In July, whereas Injectors
S1-3 and SN-4 are scheduled for completion late in July and mid-August, respectively.

(2) Fuel-Swirl Rake Injector

Cu) P'r/formance of the Fuel-Swirl Bake injector has been
found to be less thin that of the Wark-125 injector in identical chambers under
idential test conditions (see Section IV,C,2,b). Therefore, the Rake injector has
been relegated to back-up status and will not be tested again unless difficulties
arise during continued testing of the Mark-125 configuration.

(u) The Injection elements of Rak Injector SN-1 were
destroyed in a recent test firing when the mixture ratio in the primary combustor
shifted to an oft-design value. A no set of fuel elements has been received and
could be installed into Injector SN-I if so desired. However, such an installation
is not planned at this time, and the body of this injector will be used, rather, for
asembly of a Mark-125 injector. Rake Injector S-2 is available and is in storage.
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IV, B, Secondary Combustor Assembly, Design and Fabrication (cont.)

(u) A design effort is currently in progress to incor-
porate performance-improvement features in the Bake injectors. The design, when
completed, will not be fabricated unless a d-cision is made to re-activate this
Injector concept.

(3) Injector Stress Analysis

(u) A final report presenting the stress analysis of the
secondary injector vas completed and issued. The report concludes that (a) the
primary stresses are low and give relatively high margins of safety, (b) the stresses
induced by thermal gradients are peak stresses, (c) the combined primary and peak
stresses will withstand at least 55 cycles of operation and will not fail by a
brittle-type failure because of the large elongation that Type 347 stainless steel
can vithetand, and (d) either design will maintain its structural integrity during
55 cycles of normal operation.

b. Ablative-Lined Combustion Chamber

(u) The characteristic lengths (L') of ablatively lined
combustion chambers are now designated nominally 20-, 35-, ond 50-in.-!L. These
values more closely correspond to the actual Les than the originally designated
30-, 40-, and 50-in..,L' values.

(u) Fabrication of ablative liners during this reporting

period consisted of replacing the liners as required after test firings.

t. Tvo-Dimensional Nozzle

(u) Five quotations from suppliers for the fabrication of
the two-dimensional nozzle were received. Four were "no bid," and the fifth was
considered too high. It was therefore decided to fabricate the metal parts at
Aerojet-fteral, Sacramento, and to purchase the liners. The half-angle of the
contoured divergent nozzle was changed to 230 22'. This change, which will reduce
fabrication cost, has a negligible effect on aerodynamic and heat-transfer charac-
teristics.

(u) A purchase order for the divergent-nottle liner has been
placed, and delivery is expected early in July 1966. Machining of the throat contour
using templates has begun and fabrication of the metal parts is in progress.

3. Cooled Combustion Chambers

a. ARS Regeneratively Cooled Combustion Chambers

(u) The engineering, procurement, and fabrication efforts on
regeneratively cooled combustion chambers were continued. Combustion chambers SN-1,
-2, and -3 are being fabricated at Sacramento, with chamber SN4I nearing completion.
The current status of each of the three chambers is reported in the following

* paragraphs.
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IV, B, Secondary Combustor Assembly, Design and Fabrication (cont.)

(1) Regeneratively Cooled Combustion Chamber SN-1

() Fabrication of combustion chamber SN-1 is progressing
satisfactorily. Major mileposts accomplished during this reporting period included:
receipt of first tube set at Aerojet-General; successful lay-up and brazing of the
chamber; attachment of all metal parts to ihe forward end of the chamber; explosive
welding of the tubes to the flange; and initiation of final machining on the forward
flange assembly. The following work remains to be done: completion of leak checks
(initiated during this quarter); applicat.on of the glass wrap; high-pressure proof,
leak, end flow testing; final-machining of the forward flange; and application of a
thermal-barrier coating. This chamber should be available for hot firing on
15 July 1966.

(2) Regeneratively Cooled Combustion Chamber SN-2

(u) Three furnace-braze cycles were performed on
regenaratively cooled combustion chamber SN-2. Some leakage was noted to occur
after the third braze cycle and after chamber aging at the tube-to-tube braze joints
in the aft section of the chamber. These leaks are currently being repaired by
manual brazing. A leak check will be performed to ensure that all leaks have been
eliminated. The remaining work on the chamber includes, attachment of the forward
flange and remaining metal parts; explosive v lding; interim machining; leak checking;
epplication of the glass wrap; proof-, leak-, and flow-testing; final flange machining;
and application of the thermal-barrier coating. The chamber should be completed
during the first week in August 1966.

(3) Regeneratively Cooled Combustion Chamber SN-3

(u) Lay-up of this chamber began in the closing weeks
of this reporting period. Preparations are being made for the first chamber-brazing
cycle. This chamber, a capillary tube design, differs from chambers SN-I and SN-2
by having two fils-coolant injection stations instead of one. An additional braze
cycle will be required to secure the capillary tubes in th - valleys between adjacent
regeneratively cooled chamber tubes. The planned completion date for this chamber
is 1 September 1966.

(14) Regeneratively Cooled Combustion Chamber SN-4
through SN-30

(u) At the end of May 1966, a large quantity of Inconel-
718 tubing was delivered from the mill to the tube-forming vendor. This tubing will
be used for chambers SN-4 through SN-10. Processing of the tubing was promptly
initiated at the vendor's plant. Fabrication of the small-dimeter tubes (nominal
0D, 0.48G in.; rtinal wall thicknesses, 0.015 in) is being accomplished in a
multiple-stage tapering operation with in-process annealing. Initir tube sets
'rem this lot will be eo~leted early In August 1966.
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IV, B, Secondary Combustor Assembly, Design and Fabrication (cont.)

(u) Tering of the 0.778-in.-OD (nominal) tubing pre-
sented no problems. Tapering was accomplished in a single operation.

(u) The tube turn-around manifold was revised during
, this reporting period in the original design utilized on chambers SN-1, -2, and -3;

the right-hand and the left-hand tube subassemblies were joined by TIG-welding,
followed by fitting and electron-1-' a-welding an end cap (turn-around assembly) to
the tube assembly. Difficulty t jeen experienced in making this joint leak-tight
(TIG welds have cracks); and the ..rength of this joint becomes marginal when
subjected to chamber operating pressures. To alleviate this condition, the original
end cap was replaced by machined fittings that are brazed into the tube subassemblies
and then brazed together to form the completed tube assembly. Structural analysis
of this joint indicates a good margin of safety is present even when the design is
subjected to the proof pressures for the modular engine. Chamber SN14 will be the
first chamber to incorporate this design change. Completion dates for the machined
fittings are compatible with the tube delivery schedule for this chamber.

(5) Other Items Related to the Regeneratively Cooled Chamber

(u) Fabrication of all chamber-layup and machining
tooling vwa completed. Two complete mandrel assemblies are now available for chamber
buildup. Tooling designed during the previous reporting period for proof-, leak-, and
flow-testing the chambers was fabricated. One complete set of proof-, leak-, ,and
flow-test tooling is available for use. All tooling required for application of the
thermal-barrier coating to the chamber was completed. Modifications to the coating
machine have been made and checked out. The coating facility is currently awaiting
receipt of the first chamber assembly.

(u) An internal final report on the stress analysis of
the regeneratively cooled chamber was issued. This report suimarizes, and discusses
in detail, all structual-analysis efforts undertaken on the ARES regeneratively
cooled chamber.

(u) Fabrication of chamber metal parts is continuing
at Aerojet-General, Sacramento, and will be completed well in advance of the chamber
tube sets. Metal parts are currently on order for all chambers through chamber SN-6.

b. Transpiration-Cooled Combustion Chamber

(u) Fabrication of the transpiration-cooled chambers remained
on a Task-Force basis, culminating in completion of the first chamber at the end of
this reporting period.

(u) Laboratory tests, perfomed during the previous reporting
period, letermined that the best method of joining the flow-control washer to the
flow-diffusion washer was by spot-velding and that joining these washers into
unitized compartments could be best achieved by TIG-velding the outer periphery with
the washer stack compressed between two copper plates.
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IV, B, Secondary Combustor Assembly, Design and Fabrication (cont.)

(u) The most difficult remaining task; i.e., that of obt'aning
a satisfactory compartment contour, had yet to be demonstrated. Therefore, an
experimental protptype compartment composed of rejected washers was fabricated to
demonstrate the unitizing and machining operations to be performed on each compartment.
To determine the effect of machining the contour, the compartment was water-flow
tested before and after machining the inside diameter. Hydraulic Laboratory data
revealed that pressure-drop-versus-flow-rate values were not affected by machining.

(u) By the end of April, all 0.001- and 0.010-in.-thick
washers had arrived from the vendors. Six compartments composed of these washers
were completed up to the point of machining the inside contour. Contour-machining
of these compartments was initiated during the first week of May.

(u) Concurrently, several sample instrumentation washers were
machined. The object was to obtain a satisfactory 0.012-in.-wide by 0.014-in.-deep
rdiil groove in a 0.020-in.-thick flow-diffusion washer into which a thermocouplewoud be braxed. The best thermocouple grooves were obtained by electric-discharge

mchining. A purchase order for the fabrication of six grooves in each of 12 washers
was let during the middle of May, Upon completion of these grooves, the washers were
shipped to a brazing vendor where the first washer was used to determine the proper
amount of braze required per thermocouple. Upon receipt of the completed instrumen-
tatiion washers, it was noted that five of the eleven washers were slightly warped.
Although this warpage is undesirable, it did not appear to have affected the assembly
or the cold-flow data.

(u) Delivery of the 0.020-in.-thick flow-diffusion washers
continued to be a problem. The die used in punching-out the washers produced
unacceptable, eccentric parts. Extensive coordination with the vendor resolved the
problem, and all washers were available by ther end of May.

u) By the end of May, the first compartments became
available for flow evaluation. As discussed in the previous quarterly report, the
best fluid for flow-evaluating the compartments is trichloroethylene, a degreasing
fluid which is readily available. At 770F, the fluid has a specific gravity of 1.46
and a. *iscosity of 0.53 (as compared to 1.43 and 0.393, respectively, for N 04 ).
Thus, the Cosponents Evaluation Laboratory in Test-Area A prepared a facility for
floving the compartments with trkchloroethylene. Compartment 8 was the first
available for test evaluation. The compartment was flowed at inlet pressures of
500 to 3000 psi at 500-p*A± increments. Initial data appeared questionable because
an increase in back pressure would increase tho flow rate for a given pressure drop.
It %w determined that the flow fixture separates from the washer stack as much as
0.001 in. at a back pressure of 600 psi. Data at 100-psi back pressure appeared to
correlate well. All remaining tompartments were flowed as they became available,
at a back pressure of 100 pal. Several retainers were remachined as a result of these
flow tests to ensure proper seating of the washer stack. Flow data were very close
to predicted values, in most instances being slightly higher but never less than the
value predicted.
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5 IV, B, Secondary Combustor Assembly, Design and Fabrication (cont.)

(u) All compartments were completed and individually flow-
tested by mid-June. Final assembly of the chamber was accomplished during one
shift. Assembly was accomplished by placing the aft flange on the assembly fixture
first. Compartment 12 was then carefully lowered into the flange recess. The
retainer for Compartment 11, to which the instrumentation washer had been spot-
welded, was next placed on the aft flange. Washer Compartment 11 was then care-
fully lowered into its retainer. This procedure was continued until all compart-
ments and retainers had been assembled.

(u) The chamber compartments were compressed in the assembly
fixture, until all parts bottomed out, by means of a 5-in.-dia solid shaft, which

Iis secured at the forward end by 16 bolts and runs up the c, .;r of the chamber.

(u) Twelve circumferential seal welds were then made to
join the outer retainers and the forward and aft flanges into one unitized chamber.
Although care wus exercised in making the 1/8-in. circumferential TIG welds, it
appeared that the epoxy used in sealing the thermocouple wires into the steel
retainer had been scorched.

(u) Proof-testing of the chamber with trichloroethylene
verified this conclusion. Some seepage was obtained which, although minor, was
considered a safety hazard. Before attempting to seal the thermocouple exit ports,
it was decided to reflow the chamber compartments in the assembled condition to
confirm the flow parameters established during the individual compartment tests.

L (u) The resultant flow data were exceptionally satisfactory.
'Whereas some compartments flowed somewhat higher than predicted in individual com-
partment flow tests, the flow data for the assembled compartments were somewhat
lower, more closely approximating the predicted values. Compartment 1 is the only
compartment whose flow characteristics were less (about 5%) than predicted.

(u) Vari. :s methods of sealing the thermocouple leaks were
considered. TIO-welding closed the leaks, but this most expedient and positive
method was considered unsatisfactory because it would destroy the thermocouple.
The most promising method appeared to be to apply a thinned epoxy compound to the
leaking thermocouple port while a vacuum was produced inside of the chambers.
This method proved to be successful.

(u) All compartment retainers, forward and aft flanges,
studs, nuts, and seals are currently available for the second chamber. About
1000 washers have already been received, and the remainder is expected to be
available during the first half of July.

(u) Several modifications on the second chamber are being
considered as a result of experience gained in fabricating the first chamber.
The most important modification will be a redesign of the retainer-instrumentation
ports to eliminate any chance of leakage.
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IV, B, Secondary Combustor Assembly, Design and Fabrication (cont.)

(u) The ID contour of the first two compartments is being
modified to increase the performance potential of the secondary injector. This
modification eliminates the need of a separate outer periphery shroud, currently
being evaluated. A change order for the washers of the first two compartments has
been issued.

(u) Additional brazing experiments will be conducted on
sample washers to eliminate a recurrence of warping..

(u) Although the washers must still be handled and fabricated
vith care, almost all problems in fabricating the first chamber have been resolved.
The chamber is scheduled for completion early in August.
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IV, Secondary Combustor Assembly

SC. DEVELOPMENT TESTING

lb1. Summary

(u) This phase of the sector-engine test program was conducted
to obtain performance data for the two prospective injector concepts. Both the
Rake and the Mark-125 injecto?were tested in I secondary combustor configuration
identical to that of the ARES modular hardware. The data indicated that the per-

formance of the Mark-125 injector is 1.4% higher than that of the Rake injector,
and the Mark-125 injector will therefore be used on all subsequent testing.

(u) Fifteen tests were eonducted,of which eleven were successful.
The Rake and the Mark-125 injectors were tested f6ur and seven times, respectively,
in chambers with L* ranging from 19.7 to 46.8 in. A cumulative summary of all
testing is shown in Figure IV-1.

(c) The single most significant accomplishment was the attain-
ment of 93.5% engine Is with the Mark-125 injector. This performance, when
adjusted for predicted film-coolant losses, will meet Phase-I contract commit-
ments. Other significant accomplishments included:

a. The demonstration of 91.1% I with the Rake injector.

b. Evaluation of variations in L* on engine performance.

c. Evaluation of mixture-ratio distribution effects on engine
performances

d. Evaluation of ablative-nozzle friction effects.

e. Evaluation of combustion losses with both the Rake and the
secondary injector.

(u) Testing during this quarter revealed a performance degrada-
tion, which is directly attributable to the physical configuration of the modular

, injector and of the chamber. The antlyses and hardware modifications required
for a successful solution of this problem are discussed in detail in Section
IV,C,2,b, below. The modifications are now being designed for incorporation in
the ARES modular engine.

(u) Another problem, resolved in this quarter, was that of incon-
sistent flow data. The uncertainties as to the reliability of flow data were
eliminated by a series of intensifier water-flow tests in a precisely controlled
environment. The resulting data established a flow-rate accuracy of + o.6%. This
testing is discussed in Section IV,C,2,e.
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IV, C, Development Testing (cont.)

(u) Preparations for testing the transpiration cooled chamber
are 75% completed. This series will constitute the next phase of hot testing.
Testing of film-cooled, ablative-lined, instrur.entcd hardware will follow, immedi-
ately followed by testing of regeneratively cooled chambers.

(u) Detailed discussions of each test are presented in Section
IV,C,3. The analysis performed in support of engine testing, together with the
interpretation of performance data, is presented in Section IV,C,2.

2. Analysis

a. Summary

(u) Four areas were analyzed in detail: (1) injector per-
formance, (2) test support usin, the transient engine model, (3) test support
using the steady-state engine model, and (4) the engine flow-measurement systems.

(u) The performance analysis centered on three topics:
mixture-ratio-distribution (I.MD) losses, combustion losses, and nozzle friction
effects. Testing revealed that VMD losses exceeding 18 sec in I. were being
generated by both the Rake and the Mark 125 injectors. Detailed examination of
injector and chamber configurations revealed that primary oxidizer gas was escap-
ing through an annulus and remained unreacted. The ?.1RD loss was eliminated by
installing a steel ring about the injector, forcing the primary gas to mix and
burn with the secondary fuel. Continued testing further defined the performance
loss incurred by the relatively rough ablative nozzle. Combustion-loss analysis
indicated that the performance of the Mark 125 injector is 1.4% higher than that
of the Rake injector in a comparable confIguration.

(u) Steady-state and transient engine analyses were used to
support engine testing. In addition, parametric studies are being conducted to
define engine system requirements for the forthcoming cooled testing.

u) A detailed investigation of the engine flow-measurement
systems resolved the problem of inconsistent flow data. The investigations estab-
lished that the tape system is best, with the rotor-meter system being nearly as
accurate. Tte potentiometric and orifice systems appear to be relatively inaccur-
ate and, at this time, will be used for back-up data only (see Section XV,C,2,e).

b. Performance Analysis

(u) The first 15 ARES oodula:-configuration tests were con-
ducted between 25 March and 30 June 1966. Two secondary injector configurations
were tested: the Mark 125 and the Rake injectors. Performance analyses of the
11 valid modular-configuration tests are summarized in Figure IV-1.

(u) The design of the ARES Mark-125 secondary injector was
based upon results of the Mark-125 IC? injector. The importance of upiformly dis-
tributing the injected secondary fuel was recognized from ICP test results.
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IV, C, Development Testing (cont.)

Initial test results with both the ARES Mark-125 and the Rake secondary injectors
yielded lower performance values than had been anticipated on the basis of pro-
jected ICP performance data. Tests 1.2-11-WAMI-002 through -005 were made with
Configurations A and D of Figure IV-2. Closer examination of the secondary

injector-chamber interface configuration indicated the possibility that oxidizer-
4" rich gases from the primary combustor were being diverted into the annulus pro-

vided by the diverging chamber and not combusting with the secondary fuel, thus
resulting in a mixture-ratio-distribution (MRD) loss. This was confirmed by
installing a steel ring in the chamber gap during Tests 1.2-11-W I4-007, -008, and
-010, as shown in Configuration B of Figure IV-2. Although performance was
increas-d by the ring, it was not increased by as much an had been expected.
Further inspection indicated a 0.1-in. tolerance gap between the secondary injec-
tor vanes and the chamber through which oxidizer-rich gases from the primary com-
bustor were flowing. When a steel shroud was installed to fill the gap, as shoun
in Configurations C, E, and F of Figure IV-2, performance was improved further.
For purposes of comparative analysis, zero mixture-ratio-distribution loss was
assumed for the secondary injectors when tested in the last three configurations.
With this assumption, there is a MRD loss of 10.3 and of 18.9 see, respectively,

ro if the Mark-125 injector is tested with only the chamber ring or tested with
neither the ring nor the shroud. The Rake injector has a MD loss of only 7.5 sec
when tested without the ring and the shroud. The MRD loss with the Rake injector
is believed to be lower because the swirl-fuel injector of thin design permitted

some fuel to burn with the oxidizer-rich gases in the outer chamber annulus and

thus to reduce the MRD loss. In this analysis, the MRD losnes for the injector
configurations tested with a shroud were taken to be zero, based on the assumption
of an even oxidizer-rich gas distribution at the secondary injector.

(u) Combustion-loss analyses of these tests indicate that
the performance of the Mark-125 secondary injector is about 1.4% higher than that

of the Rake Injector in a comparable LO ARES chamber. Further, it appears that the

performance of the modular Mark-125 injector (9.5 in. dia) is almlost 1% lower than

that of the ICP configuration (8.5 in. dia). Combustion loss data vs L* are shown

* in Figure IV-3 for the three secondary injector configurations. The test data were

corrected to represent the combustion loss at a nozzle area ratio of 20, i.e.,
that of the ARES modular configuration.

(u) When repeat firings are made with a given ablative

nozzle, the nozzle wall becomes progressively rougher, which causes a correspond-

Ing increase in nozzle friction loss. The performance data in Figure IV-i reflect

the adjustment made in nozzle friction loss to account for the varying degrees of

nozzle surface roughness.

c. Steady-State Analysis

(u) The steady-state ,mputer program was used to study the

ef ec. on the balance condition of a series of variations in film-coolant manifold
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IV, C, Development Testing (cont.)

resistance for both ablative and regeneratively cooled chambers. These studies
included pump-fed and intensifier-fed systems. Pending the receipt of water-flow
resistance data, these studies will be completed and liscussed in the next report.

(u) The steady-state program was also used for reducing the
test data and for predicting engine-balance conditions during tests on the sector
engine.

d. Transint Analysis

(u) The verified analytical model of the ARES TCA H-2 test
systeit was used to determine the controls requirements for testing during this
quarter. Some valve times were changed to optimize the transients. The opening
time on the SCFv was shortened to decrease the time delay between ignition of the
primar"y and the se-ondary combustors, whereas the closing time of the PCOV was
shortened to decrease the amount of oxidizer lU on shutdown. The ramp-pressure
rise rates were increased over a series of five tests to provide faster start
transients.

(u) A problem was encountered during the start transient
between primary and secondary ignition: The oxidizer-rirh primary gas was pres-
surizing the secondar chambor sufficiently to force the gas into the secondary
fuel manifold prior to its filling. A pressure spike on the fuel-injector pres-
sure Indicated some burning in the fuel ma.ifold. This problem was solved by
isolating the fuel from the oxidizer $as with a N2 ga purge, which is automatic-
ally terminated by a check valve &t 450 paig-.

(u) The control aequence for the film-cooled test series
was developed. ,xcept for the film-coolant valve, the sequence is the same as
that for the uncooled tests,

e. Plow-Rate Calibration

(u) Engine testing during this and the preceding quarter
revealed large uncertainties in flow measurement. The intensifier-configured
engine has four meant of flow measurement: rotor meters and delta orifices in the
engine lines, a linear tape system, and a potentiometer system meiasuring intensi-
fier piston travel. The discrepwicies between these measurement systems were
found to be as high as 4%. Because these discrepancies affect performance evalua-
tion, tests were made with precisely calibrated flow to resolve the uncertainties.

(u) The calibration objectives were two-fold: (1) to verify
the dimentional accuracy of the Intensifiers, and (2) to determine how well the
poeition of the piston is measured by the potentiometric and tape iystems. Cali-
brations were made at 1000 and 5000 psig usirg water as the working fluid. Flow
was measured with two standard meters in ser,.es, whereas intensifier piston posl-
tion was measured with a highly accurate break-wire system.
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IV, C, Development Testing (cont.)

(u) The intensifier volumes calculated by the break-wire
system were compared to those found by flow measurement. Differences of only
+0.01 and -0.047% were found for the oxidizer and fuel intensifiers, respectively.
This excellent correlation confirmed the intensifier dimensions, and the Intensi-
fiers can therefore be considercd an secondary standards when used with the
break-wire system.

(u) Initial analysis of the tape system revealed some data
loss caused by electrical noise of the system. This condition was also apparent
in hot testing. The noise problem was eliminated by increasing system voltage.
Sufficien tape data were salvaged for comparison with the break-wire reference
system and indicated little difference between oxidizer and fuel intensifier
operation. Both intensifier tape systems were compared, yielding an output 0.17%
lower than the break-wire indications, with a 1-deviation of +0.22% about the mean.
Therefore, the measured flow should be increased 0.17% to obtain valid flow rates.
The flow uncertainty, at incraned flow, would be +o.66%,

(u) In contrast to the tape system, the potentiometer sys-
tem is biased by set-up prior to testing. Review of the data indicated a +0.457%
oxidizer bias and a -0-187% fuel intensifier bias. The l repeatability about
the bias point was +0.166 and 0.082% for the oxidizer and fuel intensifiers,

respectively. It must be emphasized that the biac error is not consistent and is
dependent only on protest setup. If a means of eliminating or ensuring a constant
bias is used, the potentiometric system becomes highly accurate. The error as a
function of piston travel, without bias or witi. constant bias, is listed below:

Distance, in. 3o ErrorL %

18 0.696
36 0.492

5), 0.)402
72 0.348

(u) With the information generated by the calibration tests,
the hot-test flow data were re-analyzed using the flow tape as a standard. The
enjine flowmeters were found to be accurate within +1.0%. Flow through the ori-
fices appeared to be 3% high on the fuel side and ± on the oxidizer side.

(u) Fiuture performance calculations will be based on tape
flows as a first source and on meter flows as a second source. Orifice and
potentiometric data will be used an back-up data only. Currently, work is being
directed toward eliminating the random potentiometer bias and, whcn completed,
this measurement system will offer another excellent means of obtaining flow
information.
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IV, C, Development Testing (cont.)

3, Modular Secondary Injector Iyvaluation

a. Survmary

(u) Fifteen tests were conducted, 11 of which produced
valid performance data. Two injector concepts, the Rake and the Mark-125 injec-
tor, were tested. The Rake injector was fired four times in chambers with charac-
teristic lengths (L*) ranging from 19.7 to h6.5 in. The Mark-125 injector was
fired successfully seven times in chambers with L* ranging from 20.0 to 46.8 in.
The four invalid tests included two tests which were terminated due to start
malfunctions; one test was terminated due to an intensifier malfunction, and the
data from the other test were considered compromised because the exit liner had
been ejected.

(u) Engine system operation, in general, wan smooth and
stable, with no temperature excursions. The intensifiers continued to perform
reliably and well (except in one test). Control difficulties In earlier testing
were completely eliminated, and startup and shutdown transients were as predicted.

(c) Significant accomplishments in this quarter included:

(1) Demonstration of over 91% Is with both the Rahe and
the Mark-125 injectors (see Figure TV-I for a complete tabulation of performance).

(2) Evaluation of L* effects on engine performance.

(3) Evaluation of injector-chamber IVRD effects on engine
performance.

(h) Continued evaluation of the ablative-nozzle riction
character ist ics.

(5) hvaluation of inherent injector combustion losses, from
which it was established that the performance of the Mtrk-125 injector was higher
than that of the Rake injector.

(c) Testine revealed that lower-than-expectud performance
could be attributed to an adverse mixture-ratlo distribution. The adverse distri-
bution was caused by a gap between the injector and the chamber through which
primary oxidizer gas could escape. The resulting distribution produced a fuel-
rich core surrounded by oxidizer-rich gas (see Section V,C,2,e for a complete
discussion). This condition was rectified by plugging the gap with a shroud and
a ring. The various shroud-ring modifications are shown in Figure IV-2. This
solution successfully increased Mark-125 injector performance from 85.6 to 93.5%
of theoretical I.#

(c) T h attainment of 93,5% I s is noteworthy because this
e Aine would meet the Phase-I commitment when fired in the cooled configuration,
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IV, C, Development Testing (cont.)

4with coolant losses as predicted by ICP testing. The Rake injector, although

demonstrating 91.1% I, produced 2.h% Is less than the Mark-125 injector in a
comparable chamber configuration. The test program will therefore be continued
with the Mark-125 secondary injector.

b. Engine Description

(u) T' ARES-configuratlon sector engine remained essen-
tially unchanged. A complete description of the engine system was given in the
third quarterly report.

c. Tests

(1) Test l.2-11-WI-O01

(a) Purpose

(u) The major objective of this test was to
evaluate the performance of an ARES modular secondary Injector in a chamber-
injector configuration identical to that of the regeneratively film-cooled englne
(see Figure IV-2, Configuration A). Engine mixture ratio was to be 2.5 to permit
a comparison with previously generated Integrated Components Program (ICP) data.
In addition, the testing was to demonstrate the mechanical integrity of the engine
system.

(b) Attempted

(c) The Mod-li primary injector, the Mark-125
secondary injector (see Figure IV-4), an ablative 46.8-in. L* cylindrical 2econdary
chamber, an ablative expansion nozzle with an area ratlo of 13, and a modular
secondary-to-primary adapter section were used in this test. High-pressure pro-
pellants were provided by intensifiers. Scheduled duration was 2 sec at a chamber
pressure of 2800 psia.

(c) Obtained

(u) Testing was prematurely terminated at FS-l

+0.903 see by an erroneous flow signal.

(d) Discussion

1 Hardware

A(u) No hardware damage was sustained; &11
components were suitable for retesting.i
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XV, C, Development Testing (cont.)

STest

(u) Examination of test records disclosed that
a sec'nidary fuel-flov-sensing device was operating erratically. This signal indi-
cated , higher-than-safe fuel flow, which resulted in premature engine shutdown.
This device was subsequentlyr removed from the malfunction circuit.

(2) Test,.2-1-WM-002

(a) Purpose

(u) The objectives were identical to those of
Test 1. 2-11-WAN-001.

(b) Attempted

(u) The repeat test on 26 March. 1966 was to be

performed with the hardware and at the engine conditions of Test 1.2-11-WAM-001.

(e) Obtained

(c) The engine performed successfully for 1.909 sec.

In the,'h6.8-in.-L* chamber, the engine delivered a specific impulse of 270.2 lbf-sec/lbmat a chamber pressure of 2848 psia for a steady-state duration of 0.30 sec.

(d) Discussion

1 Hardware

(u) No damage was sustained, and all compo-
nents were suitable for retesting.

2 Test

(u) Engine operation van completely satis-
factory; startup and shutdown were smooth and stable; no temperatui excursona ere
noted, and steady-state engine operation was as predicted.

(3) Test 1.2-11-WAM-003

(a) Purpose

(u) The objectives of this test vere to evaluate
the'performn6e and mechanical integrity of the Mark-125 secondary inJector at ihe
AP.ES deagn oint.

CONFIDENTIAL
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(b) Attempted

I, (c) The test was to be performed with the hardware
used In rcat i- WA.002.. The Intended chamber pressure end the secondary mix-
turu raet'o were 2800 pia and 2.20, respectivelyr.

K (c) Obtained

(c) Satisfactory operation was again obtained on
29 M-rch 1966 Tor the prescribed duration of 2.'13 see. Specific impulse in the
46.8-in.-L4 chamber was 273.1 lbf-secJlbm at a chamber pressure of 2811 psia for a
stead~r-state duration oi 0.66 sec.

4 (d) Discussion

i. Test Hardware

;u) No damage was sustained, and all compo-
nents re suitable fo- retesting.

2 Test

' ) Analysir - the test records iidicated
SI, excel--&t engine cper ,1on. The cont:, Z sy -a),, c) .. ed as predicted. Injector

perfcrmance was lower than indicated l. preyl,,as XCP experience. The lower per-
2'ormeane was attributed to an adverse mixture-ratio distribution across the injector
fae L ue to a gap about the periphery of the fuel elements (see Figure IV-2,
Contigvration A).

(4) Test l.2.1WAM-O04

r I (a) Purpctse
(u) The odhzctive of this test was to evaluate the

performance of the Rake injector in a nominal 45-ia.-L* ARES cooled TCA configuration.

(b) Attempted

fu) The Rake secondary injector (Figure IV-2,
Configuration D) was uned. Engie balance was at the ARES design point. The
remaining hardware wa unchanged.

i' ge IV-17
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(c) Obtained

(c) The test was conducted satisfactorily on
30 March 1966 fo? a total duration or 2,026 sec. Specific impulse in the h6.6-in.-L*
chamber was 285.. ibf-c-c/lbm at a chamber pressure o' 2850 psia for a steady-
state duration of 0.37 sec.

(d) D.1scusuion

1 Test Hardware

(u) No major damage was noted. Only the tips
of the fuel elements on the Rake injector exhibited minor random erosion; however,
the hardware was suitable for retesting.

2 Test

(u) Engine operation vas as predicted; shut-
down, steady-state , and control functions operated normally. Performance, although
higher than in previous Mark-125 tests, was still below that required by regenera-
tive~y film-cooled oF ratlon . Low-frequency, high-&.t;litude sella ns occu!rring
durin. the low levclo v the aturt tr,._!1ent, a ten:, .t':d at "f t-. c&Aamber pres-
sure -And als.,'Deared at ntev d; stat..

i (5) TAest 1.2-II-WA-N-005

(a) Purpose

(u) The objectives of this test were identical to
tho;e of Teat 1.2-l1'-,AM-O01; in addition the test was made to establish a second
performance-data point at a longer duration for the Rake injector.

(b) Attempted

(u) Again, the balance point and the hardware con-
figuration remain unchanged. Steady-state duration was scheduled to be 0.5 sec.

(c) Obtained

(c) The test was completed on 30 March 1966; total
engine running time was 2.309 sec. Again, engine operation vas normal; specific
ipulse in the 46.l-in.-L# chamber was 285.0 lbf-sec/lbm at a chamber pressure of
2820 paia. Steady-state duration was 0.66 sec.
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(d) Discussion

1 Test Hardware

(u) No major damage was noted. Again, the
tips of the fuel elements eroded slightly, but the remaining hardware was suitabtle
&ur refiring.

2 Test

(u) All engine functions were as predicted.
Low-frequency, high-amplitude oscillations were again present and attenuated upon
approaching steady-state operation. Performance was nearly identical to that in
Test-004--still lower than required.

(u) Performance analysis indicated a loss in
specific impulse as high~as 18 lbf-sec/lbm, caused by an adverse MRD attributed to
a gap between the injector and the chamber which allowed primary gas to escape
radially from the injector. This phenomenon and the analysis are explained in
Section IV,C,2. The effects" of the gas were eliminated by installing a ring about
the injector (see Figure IV-2, Configuration B).

(u) Disassembly of the engine revealed large
distortions in the injector-adapter seal. This condition was corrected by replac-
ing the Parker V-stal with an owni-seal.

(6) Test l.2-l-WAM-O06

(a) Purpose

(u) The test objective was to evaluate the perform-
an-e of the Rake injector with the injector-hamber gap removed.

(b) Attempted

(u) The test was oonducted at the same balance point
as in Test-005. The only hardware change was the addition of the performance ring to
fill the 0.5-in.-wide gap between the ahamber and the injector.

(c) Obtained.

(u) The test was conducted on 1 April 1966, with a

total engine running time of 1.728 sec. The test was terminated when a malfunction
sensing device indicated that the fuel-intotnsifier pressure was greater than the
oxtdizer pressure.
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(d) Discussion

00" 1 Hardware

(u) Posttest inspection revealed severe
erosion of the primary combustor chamber, turbulator section, Rake injector, and,
perfor;arce ri -g.

2 Test

(u) Data analysis re" ealed that the shutdown
was caused by the ,remature failure of a 4-in.-dia burst diaphragm located in the
oxidizer-intensifi, " gas-supply system. The diaphragm is a safety device that
protects the intensifier from large overpressures.

(u) Venting the oxidizer intensifier rapidly
reduced both oxidizer flow and pressure, decreasing chamber pressure and increasing
primary fuel flow, which shifted primary-combustor mixture ratio from oxidizer-rich,
through stoichiometric, to fuel-rich. The shift resulted in very hot gases, which
ultimately attacked and destroyed the hardware.

(u) Future failures of this type will be pre-
vented by installing seven 1-1/2-in.-dia diaphragms in parallel, thus allowing a
more gradual mixture-ratio shift in the event of a random diaphragm failure. The
diaphragms were sized to permit a compensation for flow reductions, caused by fail-
ure of one diaphragm, by action of the 2- or 4-in. flow-control valves without sub-
jecting the engine to mixture-ratio excursions.

(7) Test 1.2-!I-WAM-007

(a) Purpose

(u) The test objectives were to evaluate the per-
formance of the Mark-125 secondary injector with the performance ring installed.

(b) Attempted

(u) Test conditions were identical to those of
Test-006 except that the Mark-125 secondary injector and the performance ring were
used.
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t (c) Obtained

(c) Testing i,, a h3.2-in.-L* chamber was completed on
19 April 1966. Total engine running time was 2.010 sec. Operation was as predicted.
The engine generated a specific impulse of 282.4 lbf-sec/lbm at a chamber pressure
of 2854 psia for a steady-state duration of 0.48 sec.

(d) Discussion

1 Test Hardware

(u) No damage was noted. The hardware was
suitable for retesting.

2 Test

(u) All engine functiona were ar; predicted. A
specific impulse efficiency gain of 4% was recorded and was attributed to the addition
of the performance ring. This performance increase was not yet high enough for the
operation of a regeneratively film-cooled chamber.

(8) Test 1.2-11-WAM-008

(a) P rpose

(u) The major objective was to evaluate the Mark-125
injector-performance ring (see Figure IV-5) in a chamber of reduced L*. A second
objective was to establish the friction loss of an ablative nozzle with a steel exit
section.

(b) Attempted

Sos(u) The engine balance point remained unchanged.

Substitution of the steel exit section asd a 35.0-in.-L* chamber constituted the
only hardware changes.

i0 (c) Obtained

(c) Testing was completed on 20 April 1966. Total
engine running time was 2,011 sec. Again, the engine operated successfully, gener-
ating a specific impulse of 286 lbf-sec/lbm at a chamber pressure of 2891 psia
over a steady-state duration of 0.37 sec.
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(d) Discussion

1 Hardware

(u) No damage was noted. The engine was suit-
able ior retesting. The ablative expansion nozzle exhibited slight roughening just
downstream of the throat.

2 Test

(u) All engine functions were as predicted.
Performance was improved 0.90%. Sufficient data were obtained to establish the
friction loss of the ablative nozzle.

(9) Test 1.2-ll-WA4-009

(a) Purpose

(u) This test was a continuation of the Mark-125
injector-evaluation test in a chamber of reduced L*.

(b) Attempted

(u) The test was conducted at the ARFS-engine
balance point. The secondary chamber had a characteristic length of 20 in. and
was equipped with an ablative nozzle.

(c) Obtained

(u) Testing was terminated at FS-I +0.41 sec due
to an "open" condition of the first-motion oxidizer-valve microswitch.

(d) Discussion

I Hardware

(u) No damage resulted from the premature
shutdown.

2 Test I
(u) Posttest examination revealed satiseac-

tory microswitch operation. The "open" condition was the result of a broken .ec-
trical connector. The connection was repaired and the engine set up for a repeat
firing.
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(10) Test 1.2-l1-WAM-010

(a) Purpose

(u) The test was a repeat of Test.009.

(b) Attempted

(u) The engine balance point and the hardware were" identical to those of Test-009.
L

(c) Obtained

(c) Testing was completed on 20 April 1966 with the
engine operating satisfactorily. The engine ran 2.009 sec, generating a specific
impulse of 278.8 lbf-sec/lbm at a chamber pressure of 2841 psia. Steady-state dura-
tion was 0.44 sec.

(d) Discussion

JI Test Hardware

r- (u) No damage was noted. The engine was suit-

able for retesting. Nozzle roughening was minimal.

2 Test

(u) Engine operation was as predicted. The
specific impulse attained in the 20.0-in.-L* chamber was 7.3 lbf-sec/bm lower than
the 35-in.-L* chamber, indicating the characteristic relationship between combustion
loss and stay time.

(u) At this point, testing was suspended to
permit a careful analysis of all performance data. It was noted that agreement
between the four -flow-measurement systems was poor. A flow-calibration investiga-
tion, described in Section IV,C,2, was therefore conducted to define and correct
this condition. The information gained made a precise determination of performance
possible. The detailed performance analysis (see Section IV,C,2) indicated that
performance could be increased another 3 lbf-sec/bm by removing a tolerance gap

w between the injector and the performance ring.
1 (u) Although the performance ring completely

filled the i/2-in.-ide chamber step, primary gas still bypassed the secondary
injector,. resulting in a mixture-ratio-distribution loss. The gas escaped through a
O.102-in.-vide gap between the injector blades and the ring (see Figure IV-2,
Configuration-B). The gap wasw plugged by welding a cylindrical shroud to the injec-
tor blades; the shroud extended I in. below the injector face, retaining the primary
pas within the fuel elements (Figure IV-2, Configuration-C).
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(11) Test 1.2-iI-WAM-01!

(a) Purpose

(u) The objective was to ascertain the effect of
the performance ring-shroud combination on injector performance.

(b) Attempted

(u) The Mark-125 injector and the performance ring-
shroud combination were fired in the 35-in.-L* chamber at ARES-engine balance condi-
tions. This configuration is shown as Configuration-C in Figure IV-2. A steel
nozzle-exit section was used in this test.

(c) Obtained

(c) Testing was completed on 2 May 1966, with the
engine running successfully for 2.003 sec. The engine generated a specific impulse
of 295.5 lbf-sec/lbm at a chamber pressure of 2828 psia for a steady-state duration
of 0.52 sec.

(d) Discussion

1 Test Hardware

(u) The injector exhibited erosion on two of
the fuel vanes at the manifold attachment point. The erosion is attributed to fuel
leakage at the weld causing high-temperature combustion. The performance ring was
eroded back to the meeting point of -ring and shroud.

2 Test

(u) Engine operation was as predicted. Per-
-formance was significantly improved, confirming that performance loss was due to
idVerse MR distribution. Based on predicted film-coolant losses, this engine would
me"the Phase-I contract commitMent when fired in the cooled configuration,
assuming that cool t losses are commensurate with those developed during the ICP
residual-hardware test series.

(12) Test 1.2-11-WAM-012

(a) Purpoxe

(u) Test objectives were to evaluate the perform-
ance of the Bake injector and of tho performance ring-shroud combination iL a short
La chamber.
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I (b) Attempted

(u) The Rake injector was tested at ARE-engine
balance conditions in a 19.7-in.-L5 ablative chamber with a steel nozzle. This I
assembly is shown as Configuration-E in Figures IY-2 and IV-6.

(c) Obtained

(c) Testing was completed on 3 May 1966, with the
engine running successfully for 2.002 sec. The engine generated a specific impulse

r of 281.9 lbf-sec/lbm it a chamber pressure of 2820 psia for a steady-state duration
of 0.1i9 see.

" (d) Disicussion

1 Test Hardware

(u) Again, slight erosion was present on the
tips of the fuel elements, but the injector was suitable for retesting. The perform-
ance ring showed slight ercsion on the trailing, edge.

2 Tast

(u) Engine operation was as predicted. TheIfcombination of Rake injector and short t* chamber produced a specific impulse
efficiency 4.5 less than the )ark-125 injector in'a similar chamber.

(13) Test l.2-Ul-WAN-013
(a) NP=ose

1" (U) The test objective was to determine the per-
formance of the Rake injector in a 42.1-in.-L* chamber.

(b) Attempted

(u) The engine balance point was identical to that
[Ir of the previous test; all other conditions were identical except that a

Chaber was used.

(c) Obtained

(c) The engine was fired successfully on 3 May 1966
and operated for 2.006 sec. This hardware combination generatedaa specific impulse
of 286.1 lbf-sea/llm at a chamber pressure of 2T1 psia for a steady-state duration
of 0.60 sec.
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(d) Discussion

I Hardware

(u) No dazage was noted.

2 Test

(u) The specific impulse efficiency attained with
the Rake injector was 2.4%5 lower than that attained with the Mark-125 In a compar-
able configuration (Test 1.2-fl1-WAX-Oil). This test therefore established the
superiority of the IMark-125 injector.

(14) Test l.2-11-WA4-014r

(a) Purpose

(u) The objective was to fire the W4rk-..25 injector
in a 40-in.-L* chamber.

(b) Attempted

(u) The engine balance point remained unchanged;,
the- only hardware change was the use of a'shorter chamnber.

(c) Obtained

(u) The engine was fired on 11 *Y, 19.66 andrain for
2.010 sec. Performance data were compromised becauise the liner -of the steel ~eiV
conae was ejected lite in the start transient.

Cd) Discussion

1 Test Hardware

C(u) Tie liner-supporting structure was com-
peey destroyed but- the liner sustaineid only minor- damage and was aiibsequeintly
re~1ed. Seien vanes 'of the' MAAr-125 injector were damaged by fuel-lube leakage
sadsbequent combustio (aeeigure -17-7).

2 Test

(u) separation of the liner from the no zzleV
shell was precipitated ty a weak silicon-based adaiebnding ant(TV 60)

P popr bond enabled- hot exhaust oas to leak behind the liner, to fuarther weaken,
tha -bond,and to create a large unbalanced pressure, which ultimately expelled the
liner. Future assemblies will be welded circumferentia'lly to preclude similar
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(u) The fuel-tube leakage vas corrected by
modifying the injector-assebly procedures.

(1)Test 1.2-1-WAM-QiS

(a) Purpose

Wu The objective of the test was to evaluate the
Mark-125 injector with a modified shroud in-&a ]2.0-.in.-L! lc6aer._

(b) -Attempted

-(u-) The test was cbndiuctid, at ARES engine design
cditi, wtth Z0-n- cabrmdaaltieeitcone section. The injec-

tor -shroud configur tioz-asas shown in Figure IV-g.
(c) Obtained

Cc) Testing was comspleted on,13 June 1966, with the
enin peaing for 2.00 -sec. The .engine geeratdd,_, a specfic iuj~ulse of '291.1l W-

se/l.ata ciubrpressure o 0 W 0 sec*
I ~~~ ~. -~ ~ (i~eV) ~ ~ Y a e'uaion 0 o 7e7 ac

(it) Thifee ar12 iqjtcir blades vepre
i!f rbdea - qhiroUd at thlci of te damaged blades was bwe akt h

Fi&" V!;S) 'frz6ii 'was attributiod-to ol initionfa:
01tewhc subsequent3* burned- backc to, and damaed the injector blades.,

2 lest

'(-4) All engine fuzctions wvere as predicted.I ~ Specific imuSe althfough high, was 0'.90%, lower hni es 3 hc
wasn' ewt acm~a~ chamber onfigration. ThIe loweir performance is tenta-

ively, asrie to the & 4iged inJector "d slirdud and to thie resulting interaction
yith the ~os stream. Tadi ion bth cha~ber,and exit section were very rough,

i~ich lsodigr Aed engine p rmace.
14. Trinepration-46olinz Evaluation

~ fl (U) Preparations for testing of transpiration-cooled hard-
U ware W a dhut- Y5cmletd with miajor e~ijaasabeing placed .on test-systq con-

figuratioln dedgn,4 tranient operati on,, A test W ilotopb. A conseriative
approach is followed 4a, procesing, both testa-qsti plan and the operating

l di ".1okd the copeion of theseobjtis perform.4ce data. The activities
t2 J;;Z- t6'~ i6Poif heseobjectivs fare simimrized in the folloving
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(u) During the initial test phase, the high-pressure inten-
sifier systems will supply both the oxidizer (N 0 ) and the fuel (AeroZINE 50) to
the primary and secondary combustors. The firs? test series will be of short dura-
tion and will be designed to display chamber integrity and system (engine and
chamber) balance, and to demonstrate the transpiration-cooled concept. Test 1 will
be conducted at a secondary injector mixture ratio of about 2.5 while flowing a
maxitum amount of film coolant through the chamber. Test 2 vill be made at the
design mixture ratio for the secondary injector with maxfrim film-coolant flow for
the some test duration as- In Test 1. Test 3 will be identical to Test 2, except
that its duration will be extended. The remainder of the series will be devoted to
optimizing the chamber-coolint fl~w rate. Thermal equilibrium of the transpiration-
cooled 'chamber is not expected to be achieved during this first series of tests.

4..(u) Following Vkie initial short-duration chamber checkout and
balance tests, the 1CP breadboard kp.ping system (Contract -A? 04(6nl)4548) wlli.be
instsl-1ed to replace the intensifier propellant-feed system. The second test series,
designed to demonstrate the performance of the transpiration-cooled chamber, will be
for durations exceeding 5 sec.

b. Engine Description

Wu The intensifiers and the pumping system supply propellants
to -h engine in an alicit identical manner. The oxidixer 's; routed fr~m eitherte

pp dic~ge or the intensifier dischar~ge through a,,syst. -balance oiieit
the secozidary injector adapter,, through a cohtrol valve, and into the primary cow-
bustor injctor where it is burned -with about 20% of.the total ftel flow., The
ozid~ir rich &4, is, then, fed int kth seodr 0c0uto netor vheke it con-
-binesithth reining- fuel coolant flow for the cooled cbsimber is directitd :from

upsream of -thei control1 orifice in the ,*in oxidizer 'feed syste thrug aotary
'flowmeteir and tboh a hlow-control "Valve into 'a -distributi&m- fold which, in
turni f1eeds the individual_ segments of the chamber. t*, -flow o'i"'t oxidier film
Coolant to the cooled chamber is controlled by oriffees located In the-distribution-

~a~fod ischarg'e lines (eFigures IV-9, -10 and -11-).

c* Test Preparation

(u) A pretest analysis of testing the trans'piration-cooled
thrust chamber -is presentl being conducted. The alialysis willnvetiat tre
ares': startup and shutdown transients, steady-itate 6peration,; and test philosophy.

(u) The startup and shutdown transients ire being designed to
62sure, that '(1) the film coolant (N 0 ) does not react with the main stream,
(2) suifficit film coolant is preignk prior to Ignition, and (3) injector mixture-
ratio excursion dons not occur during the transients. Particular emphasis is beirtg
placed on the tYpe "nd on-the sequencing of the purges for exhausting the propellant
maifolds during shutdown.

Page IV-2v
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IV$ C, Development Testing (cont.)

fl (u) All hydraulic characteristics of the thrust chamber havc
been determined t laboratory tests to ensure close coolant flow control during
steadj-state operation. Individual flow factors have been obtained for each mani-

r fold arm, and the flow versus pressure-drop values have been plotted for the Indi-
viduil sections of Iaminar-fiov platelets. The sizes required for the first test-
balance orifices in each chamber section are presently being determined. After
the first te ss the actual chamber-pressure profile vill be defined to permi- the

fabrication of orifices for any required section flow rate. Rapid turn-around dur-
iog testing and 'bolani flow control within 0.5 lb/sec will then be en 'ired for
faos ranging from 25 to 40 lb/see.

U
I
I

f
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Durtion0..stluY. v l
,, t 3*0044.1. t Av ;2.a 0 PCSC mRSc xIPC TVi te

uaLa g-tor il z A l o Ia. g hI I b b mS

1*2-11-AM-O01 3-25-66 0.903 125AE %1lfunction

002 t,26-46 1.909 125A 21.12 11.92 46.8 2818 2.57 14.9 99,847 369.5 0 %250

003 39.9666 2.313 25AN 21.02 11.96 '6.8 2811 2.03 11.6 97,532 357.1 0 5320

00.- 3.30-66 2.024 Take 21.02 11.92 46.5 2350 2.22 11.6 99,627 350.2 0 550

005 3-30-66 2.309 Itk* i.16 11.87 46.1 2820 2.21 11.5 99,370 349.6 0 5500

006 4-ti46 1.726 3Joke Malfunction 0

00 4-1946 2.010 125AX 42.34 11.32 43.2 2854 2.27 11.9 102,238 162.2 0 5650

008 4-20-66 2.011 12AN a;4 11.70 35.0 2891 2.27 11.6 103,421 361.5 0 5470

009 420-6 0.42 12"E Wltmcttei 0

010 4-20..6 2.009 12 5A 21.90 11.53 20.0 2161 2.26 11.5 100,309 7 .8 0 5570

011 -2-66 2.003 16A. 22.61 10.96 32.9 2828 2.18 11.3 105,515 357.1 0 5760

012 533- 2.002 mksc 21.18 11.33 19.7 2321 2.19 11.'. 101 ,3VI 1*59.4 0 5349

013 .- ". ;P.06, lke 22.91- 11.02 42.1 2771 2.27 11.7 103,527 361.- 0 5644

014 5-11-66 21010 125;E alfu .ctio 0

015 4-13-66 2.00 1252 23.32 10.78 42.0 2660 2.34 12.15 204,8k) 6,0.2 0 5541

(1) Coibustion loss ine lutle-%xtur* ratio Aistribution lose
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Chaber lsyt

c  S 5WTotal

0Nalfunctiaon due to rtise hel-flow
0imLal.o I 6a hawere das*.

0 5250 270.2 0 307.0 Satiefactory 3.25A performane test. No

bardware Oksage.

0 5320 273.1 08. 01. 0altatz 124 Ott*ta.N

0 550 25.0 ~ 00 * hardware damage.o0 0
0 3.003 a-tiae tory lserforane test. ve

hardware an*
O 5500 265.0 0 0 0 317.0 Ska0 tictactary Vate perfoisamc. test. We

WI) krware danage.

0 0 Hltuatlio due to ventlg e so. latexl-
tier reultineg in destructioa of aecokdary
lajeeter.

0 5650 282.4 0 315.1 -O Satlafactory ia. perforwance teat. 
3 "* hrdwaredamage.x orom ts. o

0 .0?0 286.1 6%} 0 316.0 Satisfactory 125A3 porarmace test.,:N

0 0 lels malfunction due to brokes eetrite
nsaetion. 'so kardw re daaage.

0 $570 276.8 6 A 0 315.6 Satisfat pr 125A Perforae teat. Ps

5 Y ;I. Try b i mreaage.~ ~ 0 0 09. 0 1. Satisfactory Vbk*-perfarsesce teat. N.
0 3A9 261.9 0et ft 0adwr dama.8

0 564 26..1 0 J-2 0 314.2 f Satisfactory blke-iajector pertozaaee
test. Zlo hardware deaige.

0 0 Perforance data eoeproasied by e*it User
expulston.

o 041b 291.1 0t % * 314.5 Satiazeetery X~iZ poesomee test."S light ajeqtor ad abrod erosioe.
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Mark-125 AE Secondary Injector (u)

Figure IV-4l
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Mark.125 AE Secondary Injrctor with Icrlormance Rimng (u)

Figure IV-5
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Rake Inijector with Shroud (u)

Figure IV-b
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Injector Erosion after Test 1.2-11-WAM-014 (u)

Figure IV-7
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V.

ADVANCED TPA (T-ENGINE)

A. GE21ERAL

(u) The three-wal.ld 1-design TPA was finalized, and detail drawings
of the fuel ~and oxidizer housings were completed. Quotations received for the
B-design fuel and oxidizer housing indicated -that costs were too high for Phase-11
production. Thereiore, various changes will be incorporated into a revised C-design.
Detail drawings of long-lead-time item~s for the pumps and the turbine (eog.,
inducers, impeller---, turbine rotor shaft, and turbine stator) are being prepared
to obtain advanced quotations and delivery dates for Phase-ft test planning.
Additional heat-trans for and stress analyses pertaining to the fuel housixg and
turbine -rotor shaft were completed.

Cu) Test results on the A-housing are very promising, and axial
bearing-housing dicplaceeents agree well with predicteid values.* Test results on
the- oxidizer-lubricated bearings were completely qatisfactory, but those for the
fuel-lubricatedlbearings indicated that further rifineients of the bearing-cag~e

des~n re ecesar. -Wear-ring tests to date in water were satisfactory;
wear-ring attachmzents of various designs perfdrmed successfully at pressureLdifferences of 2400 ps s i acros the libyrlih.' Sucbcessful cold-flow rotating seal

VB. AIJYANCED -TPA'DESIGN

()Finii sress aid displacement studies for the B-housing con-
figuration 'at- mxAum engine operating pressure -amprtewrec petd

~o~tonshigh thermal stkesses eiit at -the wall of the fuel-
pimp Ou o he~trb e ehaus gaes.These high thermal

istresses caute uinacceptibli axial displaceiients of the housing, balance-piston
rins Te- ri~llae o the fueX-pump housing wall will therefore be cooled

hous4_inig 'portion of Liie fuel p~.All other axial ".d radial dis-platmaents of the
oxdiersa felhosigae stfatr.TAbidup dimensions and critical

clea ances for Abhe iipeller,*eai-iigk the turbine stator piston rings, the
- turbine rotor-tip,ZL th e imsry cakbustor piston rings, and the balance-piston

gaps are presented in Figures V-1 and V-2.

au 4ate~xial-thrustoresfo off-design oeaig pb.te o hseTPA oeerto n e rt

t i- IluI;--rec mjr IWoum opnn egfe up

Page V-l
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B~ , Advanced TPA Design (cont.)

(u) Small sample filters (of 2, 5, 10, and 17 average micron filtering
size) for the bearing coolant were ordered and will be flow-tested in water to
determine pressure drop versus flow rate and filtering size.

after(u Taerstof thpoentsifiber-fe primary ccaibustor will be conducted
Atte waer est ofcompnens hve eenccmpletedinPaeIadwllvlut

,the performance and mechanical integrity of the turbopump. Initially, the tests
Vill be made at reduced speed and subsequently at design speed. A layout of the
TrPA test fixture is shown in Figure V-3.

C. PUMP DESIGN

(u) The hydraulic design of the advanced TPA piumps was reviewed on
2? April 1966 by an Aerojet-General consultant, Professor A. J. Acosta,.
California Institute of Tecbhology. Dr. Acosta agreed with the overall hydraulic
design and felt that the predicted performance of the pumps should be obtained
retdily.

(u) The ARES pumps (for both the T-engine and the inline engine)
are designed for supercavittation ai. a suction specific speed of about 30,000.
Trhis value was selected because of inducer-vanie stress limitations. The boost
pu~ip:S will. supply MPH values that will allow normal operation at suction
spV4fi speso-50.t 800 This design margin was provided to eliminate

ii' ile. operatina difclimsc spesr sillations, head-bias shifts,
azi caittio dmge. ThPaape will also p;Orxit the Wnie to be used

withouxt re6design, in many different applications including those with very low

(u) Misile-appilication studies have shown that IPS!I values of
60 t6 195- ft would be' availablei for typical missions. Foe normal operating
C644id~ne, at suction specific speed'of about 17,000, the T-engine pumps
requite a IIPSE of 381 rt -for the-oxidizer and of 355 ft for the fuel, whereas
tbe inlie turbopump requires 329 ft for the oxidizer and 260 ft for the fuel.
The*ae reqv$,ements are well above the 195-ft maximum available unless tank
prfissl~es are- increased at the expense of air-frame weight. These studies
't , erefore clearly indicate that bobst pumps are required for almost all

(.The main-4tage impeller discharge coefficients of 0.15 for the
Oxidiier andt of 0.12 for the- ftel are typical design values for ccamercial
P~wand also agreie ith- those-, for the Aerojet-General #high-eiff iciency Titan-Il
ppi. The diffuser' designs -are also based on past performance data for Aerojet-
Generili pumps and follow ccamercial design practice. Since the throat area of

Page V-2
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V, C, Pump Design (cont.)

the diffuser controls the shape of the head-flow curve for a given impeller-
discharge angle and flow coefficient, the area was sized In accordance with the
empirical curve shown in Figure V-4, which also indicates design values for
other Aerojet-General diffuser-type pumps. In the oxidizer pump, additional
diffusion occurs in the discharge-turning vanes downstream of the diffusers, and
the fluid enters the cylindrical section of the oxidizer housing with no whirl.
The volute sections of the first- and second-stage fuel pumps are constant-velocity
designs and were selected over constant-area designs to minimize pump radial loads.
Finalized pump design parameters snd dimensions are presented in Figure V-5.

L' (u) Detailed drawings of the pump inducers and impellers are nearing

. completion. These long-lead-time items will be submitted to vendors for advanced
-quotation early in July. The designs of the inducers are straightforward, and

these components will be machined from forgings. However, the impellers are con-
siderably more complex (Figures V-6 and -7), and several methods of fabrication
will therefore be investigated %e.g., electrochemical milling, investmet-casting,
and three-dimensional machining plus brazing or welding on the shrouds).

D. TUR~BINE

(u) Tooling for the highly twisted turbine rotor blade and matching
r stator was completed, and fabrication of the air-test model is scheduled for com-

pletion on 15 July 1966.

(u) Detail drawings of the long-lead-time turbine rotor and stator
are almost cmplete. SeVeral fabrication methods (e.g., three-dimensional
mahinin of the blades plus electron-beam welding of the rotor-shaft assembly,

and investment casting of the entire rotor-shaft assembly, Figure V-8) are being
considered in order to evaluate cost and to estimate delivery dates.

E. SHAFT

(u) A stress analysis of the integral turbine-rotor shaft, which
considered both a shallow and a deep slot between the turbine rotor and the
rotating ring of the hydrostatic seal, was completed. Figures V-9 and V-l0 show

Sthe tingential stress distribution for the two configurations during steady-state
operation. Figure V-11 shows the stresses for the short-slot design, 0.2 sec
after the turbine is exposed to maximum gas temperatures. The low stress of
50,000 psi for both slots indicates that slot depth is not critical and that
stress concentrations are lov. The highest stress occurs at the rim of the

r- rotor disc after 0.2 sec of operation and is about equal to the stress conditions
presented earlier in Report 10830-Q-3.

ii

Page V-3
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V, E, Shaft (cont.)

(u) The rotational distortion of 0.00465 rad on the rotating face
of the hydrostatic combustion seal during steady state operation (Figures V-9
and V-10) exceeds the acceptable limit of about 0.0005 rad. Methods of reducing
this seal-face distortion, caused by thermal gradients in the turbine-rotor, are
being investigated.

F. AXIAL THRUST AND BEARING DESIGN

1. Axial-Thrust Balance

(u) Several methods were investigated to predict TPA axial thrust
on the engine computer model at off-design operating conditions and also account for
hardware and/or performance tolerances. The following method, considered to be
the most flexible, was selected: The normalized thrust at design and off-desi'n
operating conditions will be determined separately for the pumps, the turbine,
and the balance piston and these values will be fed into the engine caiputer
model in a manner similar to that used for the pump normalized head-versus-flow
characteristics.

2. Bearing Design and Development

(u) The testing of N204-lubricated bearings that met advanced-
TPA requirements was completed. satisfactory operation of both aligned and
misaligned roller bearings was achieved. Detailed discussions and results of
these tests are presented in Section VIII.

G. SEALS

(u) A complete discussion of the seal development effort is given
in Section X.

I1. TURBOPUN4P HOUSING

(u.) A complete discussion of the housing analysis and development
effort is given in Section VII.

I. BOOST PUMP

(u) The hydraulic design of the boost pumps was also reviewed by
Dr. Acosta who agreed that the selected mixed-flow design is preferred over the
axial-flow concept for the specific speeds of the pumps.

Page V-4
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V, 1, Boost Pump (cont.)

(u) The mixed-flov design is essentially the same as that described
in Report 10830-Q-3 except that the speed of the fuel pump was increased to its
original value of 8000 rpm. This change was made because the available fuel-
turbine inlet pressure was reduced by about 150 psi due to higher line losses
and as a result, the optimum efficiency of both the oxidizer and the fuel
turbines occurs when both operate at 8000 rpm.

(u) The impeller vane configurations have been finalized, and vane
coordinates are being generated on a computer program. The combined stress at
the root of the Impeller blade is 25,200 and 15,600 psi for the oxidizer impeller
and the fuel impeller, respectively, at the 110% overspeed condition. The allow-
able stress for forged Al-7075 is 38,000 psi, which is sufficient.

(u) The free-body pressure distributions for the oxidizer impeller
and the turbine rotor are shown in Figure V-12; the resulting axial thrust is
600 lb in the direction of pump suction. However, since the impeller backvane
and turbine-disc pressure gradients are not precisely known, the maximum axial
thrust assumed for bearing design purposes is 1000 lb.

(u) The hydraulic design of the boost-pump turbines was completed;
preliminary calculations show that the stress of the shrouded rotor blade is
42,000 psi. The allowable design stress for AM-355 steel under ; iock loading
caused by the partial-admission nozzle appears to be adequate, but blade stresses
of existing Aerojet-General partial-admission turbines and other references will
be reviewed to confirm that these stress lie'. under shock loading are safe.

(u) The critical-speed investigation for two bearing configurations
was completed. The critical speed for the duplex-mounted ball bearing, described
in Report 10830-Q-3, is 20,000 rpm--well above the operating speed. The ball
bearing nearest the turbine must carry a radial load of 1000 lb, in addition to
sharing an equal thrust load. Since the radial load can exceed the thrust load
(a condition which is not recommended), the duplex-mounted ball bearing was
replaced with a roller bearing and a ball bearing. The ball bearing for this
design is located on the shaft side where a ra ial load of 285 lb occurs, whereas
the roller bearing is located on the shaft side exposed to a radial load of 1000 lb.
The critical speed for this design is 40,0Oo rIM; the predicted life at this value
and at 110% of critical .peed for the roller and for the thrust bearing with pro-
pellant lubrication iu conservatively estimated at 150 and 28 hr, respectively.

I (u) Test-fixtce layouts for water tests of the boost pump and of
the hydraulic turbine are shown in Figure V-13. Initially, the boost-pump impeller
and the hydraulic turbine w: U be tested se-irately, but subsequent tests with a
bootstrap-fed system will evaluate boost-pump performance as a unit.

j ~ Page V-5
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VELOCITY RATIO FACTOR

9 1.00

ARES 2ND STG FUEL

U .90

0
* ARES IST STG FUEL

0 .80

00
URCARCECOXN

> .70

.60
10 15 20

ABSOLUTE VELOCITY DISCHARGE ANGLE C, DEGREES

C3 = DIFFUSER THROAT VELOCITY OR"VOL-UTE VELOCITY FOR
VANELESS DIFFUSER DESIGNS

C2 = ABSOLUTE FLUID VELOCITY IMPELLER DISCHARGE

O NERVA 48 VANE 12 = 900

9 NERVA 24 VANE B2 = 900

o NERVA 48 VANE Bz = 900

0 NERVA 18 VANE B2 = 900

0 BB FUEL Bz =900

< BB OXID B? 900

L HIP c B2 = 900

GRAND COULEE MODEL PUMP 12 2 4 °

Pwp Diffuser Velocity Ratio

figure V-4
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Oxidizer 1st Fuel 2nd Fuel

Speed -RPM 40,000 40,000 40,000

Flow - GPM, Impeller (Diffuser) 1579 (1420) 1170 (960) 177 (168)

Head Hise - ft 9650 9280 604o

Impeller - Discharge Vane Angle - Degrees 28 28 22.5

j Impeller Vane Height - in. .324 .344 .091

No. of Impeller Vanes 9 9 1

No. of Diffuser Vanes 8 8 -

Imp. Base Circle Ratio 1.08 1.O6 1.05

f Impeller Discharge Flow Coefficient .15 .12 .09

Diff. Inlet Angle (high pressure side) - Deg. 14.55 5.6 -

Diff. Tbroat Area - in? .173 .098 -

Diff. Inlet Port Width - in. .360 .315 .120

I L Diff. Exit Port Width - in. .360 .315 .120

Impeller Discharge Diameter - in. 4.79 4,48 3.61

Impeller Discharge Absolute Fluid Angle - Deg. 15.2 11.1 8.4

Impeller Discharge Relative Fluid Angle - Deg. 18.6 17.. 13.0

Absolute Fluid Angle at Base Circle - Deg. 9.34 6.75 4.99

Incidence to Diffuser Vane Angle Ratio .36 -.21 -

Diffuser Velocity Ratio, Inlet 2.46 1.96

Outlet

fL Volute Velocity - it/sec 200 362

Discharge Velocity - ft/sec 50 134 145

Read Coefficient .44 .49 .49

Efficiency 74 66 57

Mainstage Pump Design Parameters (u)

Figure V-5
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B-Design Turbine Rotor--Steady-State Tangential Stresses (Shallow Slot)

Figure V-9
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MNINE (BACKUP) TURBOPUNP

A. GENERAL

1; (u) The inline, or backup, turbopump of cotxventional configuration i~
being designed for the AREM program and will be used if critical aspects or the

-~ advanced turbopump are not adequately proven. The basic objective of design
conservatism in the backup turbopump's together with other considerations discussed
in eti i h frt qartcrly report, resulted in the selection or a configu-

ration with thie shaft parallel to the line of thrust. This turbopump, consequently
Sdeignated the " inlinescdnigs, I Itas a nominal operating pe b 000rm Design

-iiie icue-mdiatbaring Dli values; self" .acting axial-thrust balance; low-
prsure, ambient-temperature, purged dynamic shaft seals-; conventional housings;
yrauically balanced twin-discharge volutes; and an 'end-mnounted axial-flowU turbine which cifnstehigh-temperature elements to the thrust-chamber end

of-the TPA. All woik(in this TPA configuration-to date indicates acceptable
acomplislhmint of technical and cost objectives.

hydrot A) habrication of the structural-test housing was completed, the
bydotet ~ftr4,"--1benrecelid, and -structural testing-will be Initiated

L-- comPlehisd Analtcal, resultsindicate that all stresses and deflection. are low,
suggstig. 'ossbiliy -f fuure wreight reduction.

I -(V) The feasibility of-the-bearing designs-selected for the inline
TPA ~ ' Ma de*srt~~ appropriate-tests in N204. and AorqZINE 50 at high
s Aee s4(31250 rp&)and at, higher loads than anticipated. These tests, which

satsf te work: ettmn exa.ct s were accomplished without-incident.-( ) "h , I
-~ u) heanalt ical design-of the pumps, the turbine, the bearings,

" the, seals', and thep- idial.-thrust-balance system is nearing completion, including
fi~.1 rvisons-tothissysem.Resltsfro an analysis of thet axial-thrust

bala~ic system i i a hghler flow recirculation than formerly anticipated.I Ths, ogeherwd, -reisults of a refined hydraulic.-loss analysis of the housing,I ~ _ia. it e iral io:-revisei the profile geometries of the pump Impellers. This
.~fr.is- under- war.'T basic design work on the inine TPA will be completedF;-soon as this, work.'sacnihd

B. TPA DESIGN

1e Configaation Refinements

(4) Continued analysis of the various axial-thrust-balance
Isystem-concepts resulted in the selection of a configuration which uses the-i {jfit- fuel imjeler as the primary thrust-balancing element, This choice

requiied'minor ch tiges in fuel housing geometry, revised impller contours in
all prmps as discusised in paragraph V7,C below, and a modified mounting of the fuel-} Iend roller bearing. These revisions have been incorporated on a completed master
diensional layout of the overall turbopump assembly and are shown in Figure VI-l.

Page VI-l
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V1, B, TPA Design (cont.)

2. Performance Refinements

(u) Results of a computer analysis to determine the effects of
varying flow-recirculation during thrust-balance-system operation show that a
significant effect on- engine operation occurs wht! the sec ond-stage fuel pump in
ue~d to balance thrust. Figuies VI-2 and VI-3 illiustreite the--effects on various
cycle p aameters of first- anid second-stage balancing respectvl.T.aayi
led to the selection of the- first-stag, fuel pump "s a thrust balancer.

(u) The-overall -change of the revised design will be correlated
mind a. final computer riof- the- ARES engine cycle, using the inline TPA,, will be
msadeto-4eutasblii the engine specifications with this turbopump.

C. PUMKP DESIGN

1. Oxidizer Pm

- (U) The oxidizer-pump discharge housing has an annular channel,
vbMcb discharges, 'into 52- drilled s foles maitching, -the 52 down-flow tubes of the
thrutiitchamber. Anailysis. uiowid that, the fluid would- enter the drilled'holes at

a erbsarp. angle 'With- attiidant high hydraulic losses unless additional turning
ofru th i4lo to theeiidiA Alii6,tion is- poidd Acceringly, a second ift
of- diffusng,,guide- "ia -viwas -desinedA to ptrovide6 tite extra turning and to reduce

thevelcit ofthe fuid-beoreit nteshe drilled passages. These vanes can
-be ~ ~ ~ ~ i 0u~ii on th doeA~t~~osn lsrwich is a separte- part, thus

minAlsng fabricaion copleiy

(u) The'selected thrust-balane system requires that the oxidizer
impeller be inherently, -and hydV"raulicaly balaneda. Therefore, it was decided to

- replace the ba~kviaes wit- a ayrnh Tioliminates-backvane losses but
increases recirculated flowi As, a result, of the higher thioughtlow, the exit
port hAd to be, widened :-slghtly, iknd, a ma&ximum Impeller,- diameer (6 in.) had to
be used to'maintain the~desiied hea rs'e. Analysie of thei revised Impeller is
under way.

- 2. First. tsae Fuellm~

(u) As with-the oxidiser Impeller,, recirculated flow in the first-
stge fuel impeller Is increased by the -ne thrust- balance cofifiguration. Shroud

proils- ndvane geomtry are being modified in siiar-mne ome h
revisid requirement.. No change in diffuser or volute'geometry is anticipated.

3. Second-Staae Fuel IuM

redcedby he(u) The recirculated flow of the second..tage fuel impeller is
cefcibye n thrst-balae system. To maintain a reasonably high flow

coeficintappropriate for a H.Q curv, with a steep slope, the width of the

Page VI-2
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VI, C, Pump Design (cont.)

exit port on this impeller must be reduced. In addition, the impeller will be
open-faced and will use backvanes to minimize its effect on shaft axial thrust,
Revised design work has beor initiated.

D, TURBINE DESIGN

(u) The turbine design is essentially complete. Tasks remaining
Linclude review of the design analysis, operating-life predictions at elevated

temperature, and preparation of the design report.

E. POWER TRANSMISSION

1. Critical Speed

(u) A further critical-speed analysis on the inline TPA has

been completed in which revised impeller weights and bearing stiffnesses were
used. The new values correspond to those of the chosen axial-thrust-balance
system. Results indicate that critical speed was slightly increased by the
changes: the first critical speed is predicted to fall in the range of 40,000
to 42,000 rpmi. Since this exceeds operational speed by more than 30%, the result
is acceptable.

2. Bearings
L(-) The work statement stipulates that l0m roller bearings and

tandem thrus : berings be tested in N204 and AeroZIlNE 50 at 31,250 rpm or at a DO
I value of 1,250o000. 36th objectives were achieved during the first tests attempted.

No anioalies were hncoditeied. Results are described in detail in Section VIII.

(u) The N.0 1-cooled roller bearing at the turLine end of the
I inline TPA would have a diaeter of 1.Sm or a DN value of 1,350,000 at a TPA

sp"d of 30 0rp. This larger shaft diameter is required to carry the full
shaft torque, Since- O1 bearings have also been demonstrated at shaft speeds of
1.0,ooo rm or a DR value of 1,600,0o (see Section VIII), the feasibility of
the )5a bearing is adequately demonstrated. Thus, no difficulty is anticipated
with the laroger bearing, the design of which has been completed.

(u) The feasibility of the AeroZINE 50-cooled 40m roller
bearing and tandem thrust-ball bearings was demonstrated on the first test with-

V out difficulty at 32,00 rpm or a DR value of 1,280,000, as described in Section VIII.
The final inline TPA design would utilize 35m AeroZINE 50-cooled bearings. Vith
the thrust balancer and with symetrical pump discharge, the loads would be lower
than the demonstrated values.

Page VI-3
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'I, E, Power Transmission (cont.)

3. Axial Thrust Balance

(u) The axial thrust-balance system has been revised, and its
related effects on various components have been discussed in preceding sections.
The arrangement of the revised system is shown in Figure VI-1 and should be com-
pared to Figure VII-1 of the third quarterly report, AFPPL-TR-66-82.

(u) In the revised design, each rotor element is essentially
balanced hydraulically, producing very little, if any, axial force. However,
the first-stage fuel impeller is responsive to axial position, as desired, .and
produces a righting force if shifted from its neutral position. Maximum restoring
force is on the order of 30,000 lb.

(u) A predominant factor in selecting the first-stage fuel
Impeller instead of the second-stage impeller for thrust balancing was the
relative effect of the two methods on engine cycle parameters caused by the
variation in flow recirculation relative to rotor position. Figures VI-4 and
V;-5 show first- and second-stage balance-system recirculation flow rates as a
function of axial position. Because the second-stage impeller, feeding the pri-
mary combustor, has a H-Q curve with a steep slope, the recirculation variation
shown in Figure VI-5 caused a substantial shift in primary combustor mixture
ratio and, hence, large variations in other parameters shown in Figure VI-3.

(u) Use of the first-stage impeller substantially reduced the H-Q
shift caused by recirculation. Also, since the first stage feeds the secondary
Wnector, dischaztge-presuure variations have less pronounced effects on engine
paameters. Although there will be some variation in inlet pressure to the
second-atage fuel impelierx, these variations will be small in comparison to the
total primary combustor inlet pressure amd, as shown in Figure VI-4, overall
effects will be minor.

(u) Stability of the selected thrust balancer is expected to be
acceptable because of the relatively high stiffness of the system, illustrated in
Figure VI-1, and because of the dash-pot damping inherent in the design.

4. Dynamic Shaft Seal

Cu) The basic approach followed in the design of the dynamic
sbaft seal for the inline turbopmap has been to adopt a conventional rubbing-
contact, face-riding pair of seals with an inert-fluid purge between the seals.
Nowever, an envelope of adequate size was provided to allow other types of seals
(e,., the hdrostatic design) to be used if Improved reliability is demonstrated
by such concepts. To determine their reliability, both concepts should be tested
in Phase 11.

Page V-1 4
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VI, E, Power Transmission (cont.)

(u) The selected design is an off-the-shelf seal illustrated in
Figure VI-7. This configuration will provide a seal even if AP is reversed, thus
minimizing the hazards associated with loss or depletion of the inert fluid. A
small slinger is machined integral with the oxidizer running ring to reduce the
oxidizer pressure at the seal face to approximately the pressure of the fuel.
Thus, both seals will operate at the same ,AP (purge pressure minus propellantF pressure). In addition, the slinger permits the use of oxidizer as the purge-
system pressurant at inlet pressure which simplifies the system.

(u) The alternative hydrostatic seal, illustrated in Figure VI-8,
has an operating flow rate of 0.05 lb/sec for each seal. This higher seal flow
rate requires more purge fluid and a larger purge tank than the basic rubbing-
contact seal. The weight for this system, assuming 3-min engine operation, would
be 20 lb higher than that of t).a basic seal system.

(u) As indicated in Figure VIT-ll of the third quarterly report,
it is planned to use an Integrated purge-and-suction valve. The design of this
valve has been discussed with a potential vendor, who recomended that an integrated
hydraulic actuation system be used which will permit positive, controllable
sequencing of the purge fluid and of the main propellant valves. Since such a

t• system would obviously increase engine startup and shutdown reliability, its use
is planned for the inline TPA. The main propellant valves selected for the inline
TPA are of the shearable butterfly type. The purge valve can be readily integrated;fthe basic design has already been flight-qualified. Opening and closing sequences
of the main propellant valves will conform to the existing curves established for
the ARES engine. Purge flow will lead propellant flow by an experimentally estab-
lished time, and will lag main-propellant cutoff sufficiently to permit the system
to be emptied of propellant residuals.

[ F. INLINE HOUSING FABRICATION

(u) The inline housing, Figure VI-9, was received on 22 June 1966.
Some fabrication problems were encountered: The electron-discharge machining of
the diffuser vanes in the ozidizer and fuel housings was performed in series

L instead of In parallel as originally planned. This caused a delay of about two
weeks. Also, welding of the 347 stainless-steeil sheet-metal stampings to the forged

I' Inconel 718, internal ring caused excessive distortion of the sheet-metal stampings.
The stampings were therefore removed and replaced, using improved welding techniques.
During final welding of the thrae main sections (Figure VI-10), the distortion due
to welding was difficult to control. Improved tooling would be desirable in
future fabrication.

S(u)The inline housing has been shipped to the Structural Test Labor&-

tory for instrmentation and testing. The weight of the structural test housing
as fabricated was 174 lb.

Page V1-5
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VII.

TPA HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

A. GENERAL

(u) The objective of this effort is the development of housings that
will withstand the required fluid and gas pressures, transmit the fluids and gases
from station to station with minimum pressure drops, provide a stable base for the
rotating components, and transmit the thrust load developed by the thrust chamber
to the missila frame.

(u) The testing of Housing A-1 (plug-welded rib-to-shell joints) is
nearly completed. The stress-coat test, the test to design pressure without thrust
load, and the test to 50% of design thrust without internal pressure were completed
with excellent results. Preliminary results from proof testing to 1.41 times the
design pressure and thrust appear to be satisfactory. However, some test-system
modifications are required to provide more stable pressures at proof conditions.

(u) The design of Housing-B was completed and quotations have been
received. Some revisions will be required to reduce the cost of these housings.

B. HOMSING A-1 TESTING

(u) Housing A-1 was received on 31 March 1966 and immediately shipped
to the Structural Test Laboratory for instrumentation and testing.

(u) Leak-testing of the instrumented housing (with internal strain
gages in place) revealed a leakage area of 0.007 sq in. between the oxidizer-pump
discharge passage and the oxidizer return passage. Leakage apparently occurred at
an internal joint nround the '.ircumference of the thrust-chamber flange connection
where a shrink fit was relied upon to seal the joint. The leakage area would allow
15 gal/min of oxidizer flow to bypass the thrust-chamber coolant tubes, which would
be entirely acceptable for an operational turbopump. However, the flow capacity
of the structural-test system permits a leakage rate of only 0.01 gal/min, which
made it impossible to maintain the required pressure differential between the two
pressure zones. Therefore, various means of sealing the leakage were investigated.

(u) The outside of the housing was stress-coated and the housing
tested to ascertain the severity of the setup problems and to determine the need
for additional external strain gages. The oxidizer discharge passage was pressur-
ized to the same value as the return passage. Th# results were highly satisfac-
tory, with stresses at predicted levels within '% when tested to 36% of proof
conditions. The internal strain gages were funet ning properly and showed a
linear rise im strain. The test results for the stress-coated housing are shown
in Figure VII-! and are summarized in Figure VII-2.

(u) After the stress-coat test, the unit was cleaned and it coating of
soft rubber-like material (RTV-11) applied to the surface of the oxidzer-rimp
discharge passage. This material sealed the leak, and the unit was again set-up
for test. However, since the internal strain gages had been lost during cleaning,

Page VII
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VII, B, Housing A-I Testing (cent.)

it was decided to perform the pressure-only and the thrust-only tests without
internal strain gages in an attempt to determine if any setup or structural
irregularities existed. The housing was set-up as shown in Figure VII-3, instru-
mented with deflection indicators (Figure VII-4) and strain gages (Figure VII-5),
and tested to 70% of proof pressure. On completion of the pressure test, the
thrust-load test was made without internal pressurization. The test data showed
that the stresses and deflections at a thrust load of 50,000 lb were satisfactory.
During testing to 70% of proof dressure, the oxidizer bearing housing moved
0.0207 in. toward the fuel housing (predicted deflection, 0,0078 in. outward) and
the fuel housing deflected outward 0.034T7 in. (predicted: 0.0098 in.). An exami-
nation of the test data indicated that the pressure in the oxidizer discharge
assage (Zone 3) and in the oxidizer return passage (7one 2) had equalized above
0% of proof pressure at Zone-1 pressure. This higher pressure in Zone 2 increased
the differential pressure across the primary combustor, which increased the load
transmitted through the connecting support shells to the fuel housing and, con-
sequently, produced excessive deflections.

(u) To check the data, a second test to 40% of proof pressure was made
with an additional deflection transaucer on the oxidizer f3ange and visual indica-
tors on deflection-transducer rod (Rod 48, Figure VII-4) for the fuel end and
deflection transducer (Rod 44, Figure VII-4) for the oxidizer end. This test indi-
cated that the oxidizer-dome end-flange was expanding outward 0.007 in. and that
the oxidizer bearing housing was expanding toward the fuel housing 0.0115 in. A
third test to 60% of proof pressure was performed at rapid pressurization to deter-
mine if pressure equalization was due to the rate of prei)surization. Equalization
occurred again at about 40% of proof pressure. Since pressure equalization occurred
at about the same bearing deflection in each test, it was suspected that the seal
between the oxidizer bearing-housing flange and the oxidizer housing had failed
because of flange rotation.

(u) A 1000-psi leak check was performed between Zones 1 and 2. No
leakage occurred in the aforementioned coating, but test results indicated that the
bearing-housing seal was leaking. The unit was therefore disassembled (except for
the bearing housing) and examined, but no damage was detected.

(u) A spare bearing housing was subsequently assembled in a loading
fixture and tested twice at an axial mechanical load of 50,000 lb, with bolts torqued
to design value and twice the design value, respectively. The deflection pattern
remained relatively unchanged.

(u) An axial mechanical load was applied to the oxidizer-bearing
housing before the bearing housing was removed from the oxidizer housing. The
deflections, measured on the outside flange, on the inner shell flange, and on the
oxidizer-bearing housing (Figure VII-6) showed that the outer wall and the internal
ribs were separating 0.0085 in.

(u) Housing A-1 was returned for repair. Further investigation
revealed that the ribs between shells on the oxidizer-dome end under the oxidizer-
end flange were not properly attached. Originally; the weld Joint between th4e
outer wall and the internal ribs had been made by electron-beam welding. However,
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VII, B, Housing A-1 Testing (cont.)

a special X-ray examination revealed that, during pressurization, the outer wall
i oseparated from the internal ribs. The procedure followed during repair of the

housing is shown in Figure VII-7. After the plug-welded slots were machined in
the outer iell over the ribs, an examination of the rib surface revealed very poor
penetration of the electron-beam weld. This weld was subsequently repaired by TIG
welding and 'by, peening after each pass to stress-relieve the weld area. During
this operation,' the housing was immersed in water to within 2 in. of the weld area
to preventweld distortion. The weld was built-up 0.125 in. above the surface to
equli&'&th -bending moment of incrtia caused by yield-strength differences between
the aged parent material and'the as-welded material. The housing was not re-agedSbecau.e -of (the rubber material in the outer passage and because of possible effects
on fifil-machined dimeisions.

(u) Repair was completed on 2 June 1966 and the housing was returned
to the structural test facility. The unit was set-up and tested at 1000 psi in
Zone 1 to ensure that the rubber coating in Zone 1 hAd not been damaged during
repair operations. No leakage occurred in 10 min.

(u) The housing was now reinstrumented and set-up for further testing.
The first of these tests on 17 June 1966 was a repeat of the test to 70% of proof
pressure, followed by a retest at 50% of design thrust load with no internal pres-
sure. The proof-pressure data indicated average deflections of 0.0018 in. for the
oxidizer-end bearing, of 0.0077 in. for the oxidizer-dome flange, and of 0.0242 in.
for the fuel-end bearing. The pressure in Zones I and 2 had again equalized.

(u) Visual pressure gages were installed for the four internal pres-
sure zones, and A leak rate was determined by pressurizing to 30 and 40% of proof

5'pressure in all zones and then increasing Zone-i presaure to 1000 psi over Zone 2
pressure. Zone 2 was bled to keep the pressure uniform, and the oil discharge was
measured over a 5-min interval. The leakage rate varied from 0.46 to 0.68 cu in./
min. Since these leakage rates were small in comparison to the 40-cu-in. capacity
of the pressurizing cylinder, the test to 70% of proof pressure was completed using
the bleed systek to maintain the proper pressure in Zone 2. The results of this
test were excellent. The oxidizer dome end moved 0.005 in. Bearing-span deflec-
tions are shown in Figure VII-8. The maximum stress occurred at the point predicted
by photoelastic testing (Location 27, Figure VII-5) and was 84,500 psi versus
7j0,500 psi predicted at 70T% of proof pressure.

(u) The next phase of testing was to apply LOO$ of proof pressure
(1.41 times design pressure) combined with 1.4 times the design thrust. This test
proceeded very well until the pressures reached 103.5% in Zone 1, 97.5% In Zone 2,
103.5% in Zohe 3, 96.5% in Zone 4, and 102.5% in Zone 5. Hwrever, during an
attempt to adjust the. ptessure levels the Zone-2 pressure be/ame difticult to con-
trol and overshot the 100% proof pressure by 4% in Zone 1, by 5% in Zurf 2, by 6.5;
in Zone 3, an by 5% in Zone 5. The pressure in Zone 4- was 4 1 o% %o4. T.- unit was
immediately' depressurized. The fuel-end deflection readings remained I 0017 in.
after depressurization.
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VII, B) Hovsing A-1 Testing (c.ont.)

(61) This phienomenoai may have beea due to two ctc.uses, trarsdu~zer slip-
paGae or ftl-housinL yIeldlng. Thn 8imalated zhaft in the housing is highly strefaei
at 100C% proof ~ .The e~es~&rrods pass through tile end of theM shaft
to the fuel roll -b,6rrng locations.* Tise exteristmeter rods are spring-loaded to
mitintain contact end t,, covnteract the internal. pressure 2oerd =o the rod ends. *-
100% of proof preus-are, the 3pring-load differentta1 is reduced, _.n6~ a torqin~g move-
ment of one de&Tee 4-n the shaft-end due to stress vou'ICL 2llt the rod3 fre~z their
sockets. Thia vould1 chenge tbce zero point of the extensiometera. Three O~0i.de
holcs were therefore drilled ir the fuel housing to hold the eytensao.]ter rculs ir.
place to prevent the rods £ror vioving out of the socket~i. &amination of the data
further indicated that some lecal yielding mV~ havie occurred .n the fael housin3
after exceeding 100% of proof' pressitre.

(u) The deklection dws$-. ari shown in Fig-are VII-9. Tbe Zonr-. ±i~n
Zone-4 preesurizing cylinders bottored ounu. during the t#.Mt -Tci alev~iate thies
problem t!*o boosters -were atZhd~ orie -l11 and thet Zo,. pressure va~s Gupr1,.ie,:
directly 14rc. i"1 rop supply. The difficulty in prasrsie control vi-s attri%;nte~i

to t~he gr 0 that tht p)re&AF.4rizin, cylta.-,rs but\'~niec ow'.t.

(u) The unit was then pressurized to 70% of proof pressure and proof
thrust. However, at T0% of proof pressure, the pressures in Zones-i and 2 became
uncontrollable and the unit was therefore depressurized. Examination reveaiLed that
the 0-rings used at the thrust-chamber flange-had failed. These 0-rings are being
'replacE4 with oi..isealx used- in TCA testing, and testing will continue after further
modification to~ the pressurizing r-rstem.

C. HOUSING A-2 FARTHCATION

a) bric ation of Housing A-2 was in the final stages when the inter-
chann el leakage it Aouing A-i was discovered. A leak check of Housing A-2 revealed
leakage between the oxiditer~ discharge passage and the oxidizer return passage at
the ,T-juncture. A itzries of tests were made to locate and identify the leakage
aeas. The teats indicated that the leakage vw confined to two areas at the

T- uncture. An ectron-bem weld was attempted over a 300,arc in each of these
&ana but was ucsuccevafu3.. The unit was then taken to a 2,000,000 ey betatron in
a Los-Angeles hospital for X-ray examiuation. An Aero~at-General team of welding
-an NDT persoinnel direc\.td the examination and-interpreted the' findings. The
X-rays revealed a 0.03C-in.-wide separation between the outer shell and the middle
shell at the' T-.juncture.

- (u) The t-sectiv, of the houwlng was machined off and a 0.37-ia.--eep
-groove was milled out between t1,,* passage holes to the-middle shell as shown in

igre 11-10. 'The surface 6f middle shell was acid-etc bed which rev*aled Yveiy
poor pe of ratiaon ofthe weld. The st,paration of wall* (Figure VII-il) varied from
0.003 to' 0.015 -An. ITe subvendor's c?,hniquas, welding schedule, and processiMe
sequences were closely eainedg vibicli esaled that the asabyendor 'ha.l. ignored the
advice of Arjet-64ural's welding per4ksaneL, hiA kept Yvy poor kcor-n,-hid
applied dubious techniques, anid had prf.-'.:ned poorly despite previoully demon..

dhig-islity workmnship.
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VII, C, Housing A-2 Fabrication (cont.)

(u) The groove between the holes was subsequently TIG-welded to ensure
positive separation of the passages. In adition, 'ifteen OX35-in.-dia plug welds
were made on~the pad surface, inside of the inn.er hole circlo, to ensure that the

-' onter shall and the middle she.Ll were Joined~. Vrior to- welding zi ""he T-flange, a
leak che k was made on the cylindrical portion of the housing and no 4.'kage between
passages could be fcund.

(u) Since wterial was readily available the T-flange was changed as
shown in Figure VII-12. The partial-flange ring was electron-beam-velded to the
inner shell and the inner shell was welded to the cylindrical portion. The outside1: of the inner shell and the inside of the outer shell were machined to match. The
outside shell was welded in place and the remaining portion of the thrust-chamber
flange was electron-beam-welded to the outer shell and to the inner portion of the
flange. Electron-beam welds were then made circumferentially around the T-section,
1 in. apart, to join the two cylinders. The 32-1/4i-in.-dia passage holes in each

* shell were then drillt.d to meet the passage holes in the cylinder.

(u.) In additiiL., the oxidizer end flange was plug-welded tc the
internal ribs in a mranner similar to the repair procedure for Housing A-1. Since
Housing A-2 had not been final-machined, a portion of the oxidizer flange was
removed to reduce the depth of the plug welds, as shown in Figure VII-13. After
this prepar. !~on for plug welding, the t1,op of the ribs revealed insufficient pene-
trAtion of the electron-beam weld. The plug welds were made by TIG-welding and
were peened after each'pass., After welding and machining, a new ring was attached
by electron-beaw-welding, as shown in Figure ViI-lI. -the final welding operation
wias-completed satisfactorily, and the housing has been sent to the heat-treatment
Yet dor for solution-annealing prior to final rough machining. Delivery of the
housing is expected in July.

D. ROUSING-B DESIOI

(u) The oxidizer housing for the Housing-B timrbopumTp was completed and
tietail--,d drawingo were releasad in mid-!.ay. The three-walled welded-rib design
inclaades all eInstrumentation holes, refined oxidizer diffuser vanes, refined
o.ciiser flow pasages, and has fine-machined surfaces required for an operational
turbopump. The oiidizer-bearing housing is an integral part of the unit, und the
T-se;ction ii a solid± forging welded to the main cylindrical portion and has drilled
oxidizer pgasgex. The -xidizer boost-pump-turbine supply manifold is an Integral
part of the oxidizer dome end.

(11)The uelhou~~in''orthi HoUdi'ng-;B turbopump'was also- completed,

and detailed'drawings were released late in May. The houning is fabricated from
Inconel-718 forgings and is electron-beam welded at the wasjor joints. The housing
includ~e. faal-diffuser Yane, valve interfaces, instrumenteuion holes, fuel feed
liii.., and has fine mxachined surfaces required for an operational turbopump. It
also includes an attachient for the combustion seal and provisions for cooling the
internal face ot the housing frop hot turbine exhaust gas.
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VII, D, Housing-B Design (cont.)

(u) The Housing-B assembly is shown in Figure VII-15. The thrust force
acting on the primary combustor, caused by the differential pressure between the
discharge areas of the primary combustor and the turbine, is retained with a shear-
lock ring. The expansion Joint between the primary combustor and the fuel housing
is a multiconvolution multiply Inconel bellows.

(u) Forgings for oxidizer-housing of the Housing-B turbopump were made
late in May, and soe of them have been shipped. The forgings had been due late in
April, but were delayed because the forging vendor experienced some difficulty in
procuring material.

(u) Quotations for the oxidizer and fuel housing were received.

Prices are =_.,cemely high because of the special fabrication techniques required
for short-lead-time production, because only one unit is required, and because of
the high risk involved. Fabrication of the fuel and oxidizer housings for the

B-design turbopump was deferred pending results of Housing A-1 testing. If
Housing A-1 does not meet Work Statement requirements, fabrication orders will
be placed immediately for a simplified version of Housing-B. Housing-C design is
being prepared for Phase-II production to reduce cost and to incorporate modifica-
tions to the oxidizer-flow passages as indicated by model testing. This design
will consider casting, die-forging, e-plosive-forming, and other fabrication tech-
niques to reduce housing costs. Costs are expected to be reduced significantly
because more fabrication lead time is available, because more tooling can be Justi-
fied for a larger number of housings, and because the design can be simplified on
the basis of information available from flow tests and from structural tests.
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TURBOPU14P BEARING DEVELOPMENT

rA. GENERAL

(u) The ARES tudrbopump bearing development program consists or three
k phases: Phase 1, :25,000-rpm N 04-lubricated bearing tests to develop cage designs;

Phse1, 40,000-rpm- 04ad %6roZfNE 50 lubricated bearing tests to demonstrate
operation at the deiXrqieetof the T-engine (advanced) turbopump5; and
Phabe III, 31,250-rpm N-202 and AeroZINE 50 lubricated bearing tests to demonstrate

I operation at the* designrq%irements of the inline (backup) turbopump. In addition

to the normal load and speed requirements, the operation of misaligned roller

(u) Testing at .?5,000 rpm was completed success fully, as reported in the
second quarterly report,0 but tester and facility problems caused delays in both
the 40,00 anu. 31,250-rpm test series. These problems have been solved, and

Idemonstration of the following Work-Statement objectives was completed in this
qurer:

1. N 0 4 lubricated roller bearing at 31,250 rpm
2. $* lubricsated-rb.Uer bearing at-,40,000pm (aligned)
3 ?5 lubricated4 roller, bearing -at 40,0900 rpm (miisaligned)

r4 lik1uric~ied bal-l'beaings 'at 311,250 -pM

-10lubr ei~a&bal bearings sit 4Oi0O rpm.
6. oZ - 10u~brictited, rlr6 ering t3; rpm

T50 luiited--bail bearingi ,t 3l-,250#

'u-The. rtemaiting objective is to 'demodnstrate the AekrdZINE 5,0
lubricated bear:n tI4 0 ip. Although one successful tet~as, been conducted
for ov*er seven -~t~e so" _--wear existed- on the roiier;46baiing in this test and

two~barif afiled in- sbeqnt tests. __The,_h:w 4i-being modified and
tiesiting will resume early in the _next-quarter. -the eroZINE 50' lubricatied bill
;bearings were in--excellent condition after the seven-minute -test.

B. fARNDIN

fl (u)The Itulon-4_inr-rtc e-ridi.ng roller!-bearing cages, modified as
dAiscussed- inte thir&.quaterly report (reoval of aluminum roller-'retention
WAtic "and the,-riveting Of iie -aluminum shroud through each web), ~.were used in

*~.,NO t- Tie alternative cages for ball and f or roller b earings -of theIL outer-race-riding ithin-line -design, which have been poven during 25,000-rp
testing,.-were received; however, because of the smiller size (series 108 versus

2i0 ~4 ecus of thel'afge number of rolling eletents (15 rollers and 14 balls)
P tese cages were flisy An outer-race. riding ball-bearing ca~ge consisting of
Lglass-filled Teflon molded around a stainless-steel "halo" ring was also received.

Weport TR-9-l, 15 January 1966
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VII, B, Bee-ing Design (cont.)

Wu The through-flow area of both of these outer-race designs is much
greater and, therefore, much more desirable than the shrouded-inner-race design.
Figures VIII-l and V1111-2 showt the ball-and the roller-cage designs both sepozately
and installed in bearings so a to illustrate the comparative flow areas.

(u) Tue first two 40,000-rpm AeroZINE 50 lubricated bearing tests were
conducted with bearings assembled with- outer-race cages: the molded-Teflon "hao"
design in the ball bearings and the thin-line design (-as used in the 25,000-rpm
tests~) in the roller bearing. Both performed very weil in the first test (Test 8),0
but the ball-bearing, cages failed in the second test (Test 9).

(u) An aligning-type roller bearing incorporating rollers and an outer
race, made from K-S-H carbide and an ifner race made from i44OC steel, operatedsuccess fully, for or-eenminutes at required speed andlas u xiie
wear in the' load zone of the-K-5-H outer race.

(u) The testing at 110,000 ,rpm of AeroZINE 50 lubricated, bearings(di-scussed, in detail in Paragraph V1II ilk) was emoilysinefr a coplete
ana=sU of the testing problems., It was concluded that the thin-line outer-

rc-iding roller-beating ca~ge, could be improved -by -eliminating w olrpces
This iI111 ince ase the web thickfiess by 50$ and still allow the larger through-41oV
arewa niot available 'it the, shrouded-inner-race deiign. A thorou'gh ,analysieveai ed
that cri tical sbeleld-i~uld not ie-d.ecre*"ased significaatly by -reducin -ie nuuiber
of 4plleri- fro m 15 t 13.

d. -BEAPING TEST~iG AT 110,000 RPM in NA01

u)Wrk-S4tatement -objectives were accomplished in twro significant
tests conducted on the4 amo earingse. One- test (Tast- -sAwsadwih-e rol-ler
betig, alged and the other (Test 6B) with the- rolrbeaig1mialne
(see Figure, idI113). -This misalignment is eqizialebt to a radial displacemlent, of
0.6in of th aing bores ofife thempO - be1i advAnce id-trbp houin", which Is twiice'

(u), 'In addition. to-Viese two- tests, three- test attempts were made
whic di notgenrat ~ipitisutdataL because of difficulties-encountered in the

t.t yemsp. F1iure 'V111 -tabkultes itii44-tate dtta poinits fra fv
tiats. Fiures -VI-5-ad-II6aepo1 of si gnificatparakmeters versus tr

forthesig~itcaa tets Tests SA-and 61). -Figuire Vi1-7 'tsabulates pretest
ia~ p~stet niectbn-msuemnt'f- cicabearing dimiensions.

C)The 'ier race, the outer race, and the-rolling le ntwe-md
* from 4410C steel for both the biall -and the rolle*r beaiings. The-ball -and the roller

c"e -were similar innezrring-riding designs of Rtilon-P shrouded, on the outside
diamti with aluminum. Figures '1111-1and '1111-2 show these designs and alter-
native outer-race-riding designs.

Page '1111-2
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VIII, C, Bearing Testing at 40,000 rpm in N204 (cont.)

All five testui are briefly discussed below.

(u) During vtst 4 (the first test of this reporting period) a tester
thrust-bearing disc failed at 38;000 rpm after a duration of 18 sec. This
thr ust-bearing disc failed in a classical burst pattern with brittle-type behavior.The test bearings were not damaged. A complete analysis of the tester failures

was conducted and is reported briefly in Paragraph VIIIJF, below.

(u) A new tester, with a redesigned thrust-bearing disc of AM-350
material, was assembled and installed for Test 5A. The test bearings from Test 4

[1 were reinstalled for this and all subsequent 40,000-rpm N 0 tes"s. The roller
bearing v i installed in the aligned position. Test duration y;as 297 sec, of
which 269 sec was at speeds of 38,900 to 40,000 rpm (see Figure -JIII-5).
Minimum and maxiium axial loads were 1170 and 2950 lb. The radial load for the
entire ' dration was over 500 lb. The test was terminated prematurely during the
radial-load increase to 870 lb due to a loss-of the turbine speed signal. The
bearings were removed, examined, and found to be iv excellent condition.

(u) The same bearings were reinstalled for the next test. The roller
bearing was installed in a misaligned position (iee Figure Viii-3). Test 5B was
a 1-sec-duration test atempt, which was terminted at 39,300 rpm when a safety
diaphrm burst in,I thegas-supply line to the tester drive turbine failed. Test 6A
-van a ?iic-duiiiion_ teit attempt terminated, at '27,60p due to & -false over-

(u) The significant parameter " forTest 6B are plotted in Figure VIII-6.
Teat ,durat ionit was" 50, ee of whic.522, see was tit speeds of -38,900 to 40,000 rpm.

Kinijuim ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ k an aiu xa od er 40ad20 b iimum and maxim um radialloads "vere 500 nd 1000 6 lb. The radial peak lo of 1000 lb was applied twice

during tis test. The- rarin tnere in very _od. condition after these tests, as
siw in Figure iii-8 AirForce representatives reivied, the data and examined
th bearigs. Test 6B coibined with Test SA completed the -he-I Work-Statement

reqirmetsfor. 4 ',0-i N0 4 lubricated beakrings.

D. BEA1ING-TESTING AT 31,250 RPM IN N0

(u) Upon c=pletion of the 4 0,000-rpm N- 04 lubricated bearing tests,
-a iiew set of bearing s installed -for the -3l,250-r!JeJ 0 lubricated -bearing
¢et series. The bsll-b~srin~ set -ws of -the same -ande& koad-sharing design as
that used in the ,4 0,00-ipm test series. The roller bearing was the same except
that the outer race did not incorporate the self-aligning feature since self-
aligning is not rquired in the inline TPA Work Statement requirements were
satisfactorily net in a single test. Figure VIII-4 tabulates steady-state data
points, whereas Figure VIII-9 is a plot of significant parameters versus time for
this test. Figure viI -0 exhibits the excellent poettest condition of these
bearings. The local Air Force representative inspected the bearings and the dataf and expressed satisfaction with the results.
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VIII, D. Bearing Testing at 31,250 rpm iW1'1204 (cont.)

(u) The duration of Trest 7 was 435 sec, or which 413 sec was at a
speed of 31,250 to 32,000 rpm. Minimunt and maximum axial load *ere 1770 and 4200 lb.
The axial load was greater than 2200 lb for 6.17 min and was more than 4200 Lb
for 29 sec or the test duration. The radial load was greater than 500 lb during
the entire test duration, and was between 980 and 985 lb for 33 sec.

E. BEARING TESTING AT 40,000 RPM IN AERoziNE 5o

(u) Upon completion of the bearing testing with N*O0 as a lubricant,
the tester was cleaned, reassembled, and installed for AeroZINE ~0 lubricated
bearing testing. Three tests (Tests 8, 9, and 11) were conducted. Figure VIII-11
tabulates steady state date points for these tests (Test 10 is reported in
Paragraph VIIIIP). Three separate and different types of bearing problemsg occurred,
and the 40,000 rpm AeroZINE 50 iubricated bearing testIng was therefore temporarily
suspended on 23 Muar 1966. Testing is scheduled to resume in mid-July when improved
bearing designs are available.

(u) The first AeroZINE 50 lubricated bearing test (Test 8) was completed
satisfactorily; full- duration of 450 sec was obtained,, with about 429 sec of
oper-_tion at 40,300 rpm6. Minimium and in~xiiium axial loads were 1820 and 2690 lb.,hras miiu ndmxu irdis2 loads were 500 and 11101lb. Upon disassembly
and Afispection, it was found thatitAeik had occurred in the loaded zone of the
rolle-beiaring outer race %se6 Figur, -VIII-12). This bearing was of te -self-

al gnn design, wth misalignment L' accordance with Fige' VIII-3. 'Thi, rolera'
and the, outer racjpe;we-e~id.from K-H (t igae-titidiu cifbide), wee~ h

Innr-rce ateialvas1410C tee. Te rlle-berin cge was, ofte outer-race-
riig hn~Xn dsgn ad f25 lasflled-Teflon supported -by a machined

aluiifuz coneiinmcrit ring- (see Fighre kIII-2). The ball-bearing- taidem load-
shirin set iincorporated K-S-li ball s in 144C races. The ball aeswr both of
the "halo" 'design of 25% glass-filled Teflon molded around a -stinless-steel ring
locaed at tlie pitchi-circle diameter.

(u) Measurements of the K-S-li race and of roller wear were taken.
Figure- YIII-13 shows these potttt profilometer traces compared -to, -aniew

K-S- rolerAnd to a newr 140C roller. The K-S-H rollers-were of poo wliy
ikrgular 'croiing and eccentricity contributed partly to thie outei-iiace wear.
K4-- material 'is, most difficult to grind, and, best results would be obtained
if-diamond wheels, were used. li~eveii the vendor could not justify the expense
of these iiheels for such-a-small development, order.. K-S-H had been selected for
te outer-race and for-the rollers becauise of the excellent results obtained in

four-ball wear tests coniducted under Contract A? 04i6ll)_8548 (keferthce, Report
AI'RPL-T-65-l50, Volume III).

(u) it was concluded that a finer grain material with a minim=m of
cobalt binder probably would be less pron~e to wear. Stress does not appear to
be the primary cause of the wear since the bearings with K-5-li balls operated
successfully at high stresses. Further testing with improved rollers will be
necessary to determine the cause. Although the duration specified by V'..- Wo.rk
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VIII, E, Bearing Testing at 40,000 rpm in AeroZINE 50 (cont.)

Statement was not obtained, it should be noted that the bearings operated successfully
for more than seven times the duration required in Phase II engine testing.

L- (u) Test 9 was conducted with (ball and roller) bearings of 440C
steel for both the rolling elements and the races. The roller bearing was of the
aligning type. The test was terminated prematurely, after 267 sec of operation

L at about 40,,00 rpm, when the ball bearing cages failed. These cages were of the
special molded Teflon "halo" design which had previously operated successfully in
Test 8. The failure was attributed to excessive AeroZINE 50 flow (12 gal/ain) and to
higher friction of the 440C material. Based on calculations and previous test experi-
ence, a flow of 3 to 5 gal/min would have been sufficient. However, the tester and the
test installation could not meet the lower flow requirements (for an acceptable
pressure) and are therefore being modified. The failure caused considerable
damage to all test bearing components (see Figure VIII-14). Loads during this test
were similar to thdoe of Test 8.

(u) A roller bearin& failed during the start transient. of Test 31
at 10,500 rpm. This failure was attributed to a combination of a slightly cocked
inner race, excessive AeroZINE 50 flow, and a thin-profile cage of relatively
flimsy design. The cage, of a design different from that used during successful
?N2 04 testing, had 15 roller pockets and was guided on the outer race.

(.) Cages of the same thin-profle desig, but pockets which
should significantly improve the strength of the cages, are presently on order and

are due in mid-July. These units will more nearly duplicse!e the bearing cages used
in the successful ,0- bearing testing at 25,000 rpm. Citical-speed checks of the
advanced turbopW. indicaied that critical ipeed would decrease only insienificantly
if two rolles were elininited. Wa y, shrouded, inner-race-riding cages with
increased pocket clearance and flow slots at the in neT' bore have also been ordered.
As soon ats these cages are available, testing- at 40,000 rpm with AeroZI17. 5f as--a
lubricant will be resumed. Provisions are being Aade to educe the bearing-tester
propellant flows to 4 gal/min. everal other bearing designs with r-evised roller-
guiding surfaces and revised clearances have also been ordered for future testing.

F. BEARING TESTING AT 31,250 RPM IN AEROZINE 50

[* "(u) No probleft were encountered in the AeroZINE 50 lubricated bearing
testing at 31,250 rpm, and Work Statement Requirements were met in a single test
(Test 10). Figure .VIII-11 tabulates stead-state data points, Figure VIII-15is
a plot of significant parameters versus t*ime, and :Figure VIII-7 compares, pre
and poattest critical inspection measurements. Figure VIII-16 illustrates the
excellent kottest appearance or these bearings. DNratiob at 32,000 rpm was
141846sc. The miniwMu axial load was 2700 Ib, and ani axial load of 4600 lb was

. 1 tmaintained for 20-sec. A minifm radial load of 600 lb vas maintained during the
test,'and a peak radial load of 1115 lb was kept for 18 see.

Page VUIT-5
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VIII Turbopump Bearing Dav,4Ioyent (cont.)

G. HYDROSTATIC THRUST-BYARING DISC FAILURE INVESTIGATION

(u) An oil-lubricated teztei thrust-absorbing hydrostatic bearing
disc of 440c material fialed or Bearing Test 4. This failure was similar to that
reported in the third quarterly report,* even through the thrust-bearing disc had
been retempered to a Rockwell hardness of Rc40 (to improve ductility), the keyway
radii had been enlarged to 0.030 in., and the new disc had been reinspected to
ensure it had no cracks. Further analysis and investigation led to the conclusion
that both failures can be explained by notch-disc burst theory: They will occur
if the Charpy V-notch energy of the material is low ana high stress concentrations
exist. This theory, supported by extensive teating reported to the ASTM Task
Force on brittle failure, would predict that notched discs, such as these discs
of 4OC steel with CharpV V-notnh energy readings of 2 to 3 ft-lb, would fail
when the average tangential stress in the disc is equal. to about 10 to 20% of the
ultimate tensile stress (Fiqure VIII-17). Based upon this theory, the thrust-bearing
discs made from AM-350 and AM-355 steel, with Charpy V-notch energy loads of about
17 ft-lb, will withstand over 60,000 rpm without failure. An AM-350 thrust-bearing
disc of new design 4a installed after Test 4 and performed satisfactorily on all
subsequent tests.

Ip Report TR.6 2, 15 April 1966
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THI N LINE" OUTER RACE RtIDING BALL CAGE
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0 6

K
IN

j The illustrated angular misalignment is equal

*1to a shaft centerline deflection of .016 inchesa

with AJRBS turbopump beating span of 10.35 inches

Installation of Misaligned Roler Bearing for Test 1.2-03-WAW-O0bB

Figure VIII -3j UNCLASSIFIED



_. Load _ _ Provell
Axial Radial Flov Ten

DN
Spees NT

Run Duration* Data Point" NT x a FA FR QP
Date No. See See RPM 10-e Lb Lb GPM

4-7 004 2 2 38,700 1.55 2760 565 8.75

4-22 005A 270 35 39,6oo 1.55 1170 525 9.6

245 39,100 1.56 2955 54 8.55

29? 39,000 1.56 2350 880 8.2

4-22 005B 1 1 39,300 1.5? 551 9.6

4-26 006A 1 1 27,600 1.1 1503 572 9.5

4-27 006B 520 120 39,890 1.59 1810 560 9.0

340 39,435 1.58 2550 520 8.45

420 38,993 1.56 1840 1020 8.3

4-28 00? 410 35 32,212 1.29 2320 500 9.0

145 31,913 1.28 4200 500 9.2

200 31,575 1.26 2650 1010 8.6

*Duration at full speed

"From turbine start

'1
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Rise of
Propellant Outer Race Temperature -

ow Temp. Rise Ball Ball Ball
Bearing Bearing Bearing

1QP &Tp &TTB-l ATTB..a ATT..,
GPM *F OF *F 1Remarks

8.75 11 22 22 32 Thrust dis failure

9.6 9 21 21 37

8.55 22 22 22 41

.2 22.6 22 22 41 Speed probe malfunction

.6 7 17.5 18.5 Burst diaphragm in GN2 line broke,

terminating test, turbine inlet air.

5 False OST due to instrumentation malf.

9.0 24.1 23.9 23.9 33

8.45 26 28.6 28 39

8.-3 26 29 28 40 No.,al start & shutdown, all
objectives met

1.0 12 10.8 13 20

9.2 13 13.1 15.5 17

.8.6 13.2 15.5 15.8 24.1 Normal start & shutdowns all
objectives net

Tabulation of Steady-State Data Points of N 04 Bearing Tests

Figure VIII-4
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~~ii 4500

*l 000 Turbine Speed, rpm x 10'

3500

f, Axial Load, lbs

N 20 4 Flow Rate: S. 8 gpm
Bearing Temperature Rise
Tandem Ball Set: 20. -*

20.7*F

P1000 Roller: 38.2*F

Radial Load, lbs

I Duratio......

030 150 180 210 2)40 270 30

ARES Ball and Roller Test 1.2-03-WAW-OOSA

Figure VIII-5
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-!0, FLO4 V IAT )-
3200

TA~aml:: EAL.ia )

P ?0'---FI: 4 ,F~

24oo

PADIAL LO0AD, LiB3

S 800

040 80 320 36o00 ,

DURATION1, ZFE

ARMS Ball and Roller Test 1.2-03-WAW-006B

Figure VIII-6I UNCLASSIFIED



CAGE CtEARANC

POCKET
SERIAL

TEST PART NO. NO. SHAFT FIT HOUSING FIT AXIAL RADIA L

O05A 1121349 () RO05 -0003 -,0003 1010 .020

0068 1121349 RO05 -.0003 .0002 .010 .020

007 1121350 ROO8 -.0002 .0002 .010 .020

008 1121348 ® ROO1 -. 0003 -'0003 '010 040

010 1121350 Roll -. 00035 +,0003 '010 .020

BALL BEARING CRITICAL OtIMENSIONS

CAGE CLEARANCES
SERIAL

TEST PART NO* NO, SHAFT FIT HOUSING FIT POCKET OIAITRAL

0OSA & 1121347 R020 -,00018 +,O001S .015 .015 IRR

0068

007 1121347 R018 -,0003 +'0001 ,015 015 IRR

008 1121347 ) R016 -. 0003 +0004 .015 .010 ORR

010 1121347 R024 -.0003 +,00015 .015 .015 IRR

P/N 1121349 & 1121348 INCoRPORATe TIC ALIGNING FEATURE
INNER RACE RiDINO CAGE & OTER RACE RIoING CAGE
EXCESSIVE WEAR ON OUTER RACE & ROLLERS, NO POST INSPECTION
K-5-H ROLLERS & OUTR RACE
K-5-H BALLS

.1,
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, CA f PA ADALANCCS

POCKET TOTAL RADIAL PLAY PRETEST POST TEST
.. ..... ROLLER ROLLER

AXIAL RA31A L OIAMETRAL PRE POST END PLAY CND WEAR

o010 .020 020 IR (1) .0010/ 1001 NW10015 (LIGHT SURISM)

.010 .020 020 ORR .0015 i0015 00015

.010 .020 *020 IRR .001! o0014 000 NONE

0010 .o40 .050 ORR (2 .o0!6 0 .0014NO

.010 .020 *020 ORR o00135 00135 000 0013

ARING CRITICAL 0iMENSIONS

TOTAL PLAY
CAGE CLEARANCES

AXIAL RADIAL

POCkET DIAMETRAL PRE POST PRE POST

.015 .015 IRR .0113 .0108 0033 .0033

.015 .015 IRR .0101 .0101 .0028 .0028

.015 .010 ORR .0102 *0102 *0026 ,0028

.015 .015 IRR o0103 .0103 o0028 .0029

Tabulation of Ball and Roller Bearing Critical Dimensions

Figure VIII-?
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1. 4500

4000

3500
TURBINE SPEED, RPM X 1f0

N 04 FLOW RATE: 9-7 GPM
2( 100BEARING TEMPERATURE RISE

TANDEM BALL SET: 19. 1 *F
Z.5*F

1 00 ROLLER: 23.34F

0:0 80 120 160 200 210 w0

DURATION, SEC

ARES Ball and Roller Bearing Test 1.2-.03-WAW-007

Figure V111-9
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-~~~ -~ - ---

~. .,SPEED: 31,250 RPM
DURATION: 413m, 6 min.53 *c

AXIAL, NOM~INAL 22,004 bs 384wuc
'PEAK: 4200 fbt 29 s..

RADIAL, NOMINAL 800 lbs 366 w..
SPEAK: 965 lbs 4556w.

APES Tandem Ball and Roller Bearings from N0 4 Ts 1.2-O3-WAW-0OO7

Figure VIII-10
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Load Propellant
Axial Radial Flow Temp.

DN
Speed NT

Run Duration* Data Point** NT x at FA r AT
e See Sec RPM 10 Li

Date No,_ ______

5-13 008 450 0 0 0 1970 554 15.2 04

70 40,300 1.61 2800 552 14.2 17

100 40,40o 1.62 600 552 13.9 18

180 4o,300 ..61 2060 1115 13.6 1

440 4o,300 1.61 1860 550 13.6 i

5-13 009 267 0 0 1940 551 14.8 1,

85 40,700 1.63 1960 548 13.7 1

107 40,800 1.63 2790 548 13.7 1

200 41,200 1.65 2010 1118 13.4 1

265 4o,6oo 1.62 1690 560 8.1 1

5-20 010 418 0 0 0 2760 596 15.5 1

60 32,800 1,31 2790 595 14.2 1

100 32,600 1.30 2840 1117 14.1 9

190 32,800 1.31 4690 605 i.1 9

415 32,200 1.29 2970 600 14.i 11

5-21 011 11 10,500 .k2 2030 595 13.7 -

Duration at full RPM

FsFrom turbine start
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Rise of
_Proe1lantL. Outer Race Temperature

lFlow Temp.Rise i Ball Ball Ball
Bearing Bearing Bearing

AT? ___ TTI ATTB-2 LSThB-3
3 ;ARemarks

54 15.2 .4 9 9 Lube pump on, turbine not yet turning

:52 14.2 17.6 12o4 12.3 17.9 Steady state

I52 13.9 18.6 13. 13.5 17.9 Axial Load Peak

115 13.6 18.9 13.6 13.0 1749 Radial load peak

50 13.6 19.2 13.1 13.3 19.1 Steady state prior to scheduled shutdown

51. 14.8 111 0 0 0 Lubs pump on, turbine not yet turning

48 13.7 10.3 24.5 25o1 30.2 Steady state

48 13.7 10.3 25.2 25.8 30.7 Axial load peak

18 13.4 10.1 26.2 28.7 34.6 Radial load peak

60 8.1 10.5 33.1 32.8 51.6 Data prior to manual shutdown due
to abnormal temperature rise in
bearings

'596 15,5 1.2 0 a 0 Lube pump on, turbine not yet turning

'593 14.2 10.2 $ 5.3 8.1 Steady state

1.17 14.1 9.6 6.3 5.1 i0.4 Axial load peak

605 14.1 9.7 6.0 4.4 9.4 Radial load peak

600 14.1 10.1 2.6 1.3 5.8 Data prior ta scheduled shutdown

595 13.7 - 8 Roller bearing Sag fallure
(misaligned, installation)

Tabulation of Steady-State Data Points of AeroZINE 50 Bearing Tests

Figure VIII-11
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K-5-H Outer Race Wear. Posttest 1.2-03-WAW-QOS

I Figure VIII-12
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ROLLER PROFILE

I ,
j , CROWN

NEW 440C

ROLLER PROFILE

I . -CROWN
I A-TEMPT " ____

NEW K-5-H

ROLLER PROFILE

I -t .0001

K-5-H. POST TEST 008

OUTER RACE PROFILE

,00 .. 0'°  ,

NO SCALE K-5-H. POST TEST 008

K-5-H Race and Roller Wear Measurements and Comparison to New K-5-l1 and 4400 Rollers

U

1

Figure VIIl-13
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Ball Bearing Cage Failure, Posttest 1.2-03-.WAW-009
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I.I

2060 *..~..C . ~ .2WQ~

ARES Ball and Roller Beariung Test 1.2-03-WAW 010

Figure VIII-15
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4,

SPEED: 31,250
-41; 1-DURATION: 416w, Gmin. 50w.

AXIAL, NOMINAL: 2890 lbs 398 w.
PEAK: 4650 Ib. 20 sc

RADIAL, NOMINAL: 600 lbs 403 sec.
PEAK: 1115 lbs 15 sec.

ARES Tandem Ball and Roller Bearings from AeroZINE 50 Test 1 .2-03-WAW-OlO

Figure VIII-16
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FIGURE xviII-16
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IX.

TJRBOPUMP WEAR-RING DEVELOPMENT

A. GENERAL

1. ObJectives

(u) The objectives of the ARES turbopump wear-ring program are to
design and develop wear rings that will (I) satisfactorily limit pump internal leak-
age and (2) operate safely and reliably with intermittent rubbing in both N204 and
AeroZINE 50. The results of the wear-ring program will be applicable to both the
advanced (T-housing) and the backup (inline) turbopump wear-ring designs as well as
to other close-running components such as shaft labyrinths, axial thrust compensators,
inducers, and boost pumps.

2. Approach

(u) Two approaches are being taken in solving the wear-ring seal-
ing and explosion-hazard problems* The first approach is to allow intermittent
rubbing of the impeller wear-ring on inert, compatible inserts; straight labyrinth
seals incorporating these features are to be tested. The results are applicable tp
stepped labyrinth seals as well.

(u) The second approach is to allow low-speed transient rubbing,
but to prevent high-speed contact by maintaining a fluid film between the impeller
running surface and the seal itself. Tests will be conducted on axial and radial
hydrostatic seals based on this concept. Experience with seals and bearings, obtained
in Contracts AF 04(611)-7439, AF 04(611)-8548, and AF 04(611)-10784, indicate that
this second approach is feasible. Analyses and designs of the four concepts to be
tested were presented in Report TR-66-1.

3. Summary of Results

(u) Testing was delayed because of bearing rework after failure of
a water-lubricated bearing during the first rotating test (see Report TR-66-82). Two
succesaive failures of the hydrostatic thrust collar on the tepter during the bearing
test program (the first described in Report TR-66-82 and the second in Section VIII
of this report) further delayed the resumption of wear-ring testing when the original
wear-ring tester was converted into a bearing tester. A new tester was fabricated,
and testing was resumed on 9 June 1966. Four tests utilizing stepped and straight
labyrinths were conducted (two static flow checks and two rotating tests); the initial
test in this series was reported previously. Wear-ring rubbing by test-heat displace-
ment into the rotating labyrinth has been accomplished successfully. Another water-
lubricated bearing failed during Tert 3. This failure was found to be caused by the
loss of water flow through the bearing at high speed. After the pressure differential
across the bearing had been adjusted, the rotating rubbing test (Test 4) was conducted
at 29,400 rpm with no difficulties.

Page IX-I
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IX, Turbopump Wear-Ring Development (cont.)

B. DESIGN

(u) In the design of the straight-labyrinth seals to withstand rub-
bing, much consideration has been given to the retention of the plastic inserts
at high pressures and during rubbing. The following retention mechanisms are
being evaluated.

1. Dovetail Insert

(u) This concept is illustrated in Figure IX-l, which also
shows the essential components of the wear-ring test head. The plastic insert
is sandwiched between a two-piece flange. The axial compression on the insert
is established by the thickness of the Teflon shim and the torque on the
bolts. The flange has pressure reliefs connecting the insert OD to the down-
stream side of the labyrinth to preclude forcing the insert out of the flange.
This concept provides good pressure retention but requires several parts. Its
main disadvantage is a wide axial clamp on the upstream side of the labyrinth,
which requires locating the labyrinth teeth axially away from the impeller proper
or reducing the number of teeth (and increasing the leakage). This concept has
been tested successfully in water at 2500 psi.

2. Reinforced Dovetail Insert

(u) As a backup to the dovetail insert in the event of excessive
pressure distortions, a reinforced dovetail concept has been fabricated (Figure IX-2)
in which the Teflon insert is molded to a perforated steel ring and then machined
to shape. The insert is then placed into the main flange, followed by the retaining
ring. A thin lip of the main flange is then rolled over the retaining ring while
an axial force is maintained on the assembly. This axial force ensures a tight
lock-up of the parts and, in addition, deforms the perforated ring where it con-
tacts the flange and retaining ring, providing a metal-to-metal seal against
leakage between the parts. This concept has the same disadvantage as the dovetail
insert.

3. Knurled Insert

(u) This simple design (Figure IX-3) has straight knurling on
the ID of the flange which retains the plastic insert. However, it was found that
the plastic insert would not deform sufficiently to fill the valleys between the
crests of the knurls: the overall leakage rate of the labyrinth would therefore
be excessive. Although the basic problem of excess leakage might be overcome by
a better combination of knurl depth and flange/insert interference, and/or by
using some type of compatible filler material in the knurled area, such an
apros"_ wid l'_ yolve time-consuming development that did not seem worthwile.
Instead, the knurled flanges were reworked to accept pressure-relieved inserts.

Page IX-2
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IX, B, Design (cont.)

4. Pressure-Relieved Insert

(u) This concept (Figure IX-4) consists of drilling a series ofradial holes to connect the OD and the ID of the insert. A set of eight equallyspaced holes are drilled in each of three planes, and each set of holes is connectedby a circumferential groove. In this way the pressure gradients on the outside andinside of the insert are equalized and there is less tendency for the insert to be
forced out under pressure.

5. Felt-Metal Insert

u) This insert (Figure IX-5) consists of small nickel fibersthat are sintered together to produce a material with a density controllable from10 to 80% of that of a solid nickel insert. A density of 20% has been chosen forthe water screening tests. For water testing, the insert is simply bonded to theflange with epoxy, but for use in propellants, the insert would be brazed to the* flange. The material deforms when contacted and therefore has been used in high-
speed turbocompressors as a labyrinth-sleeve material.

6. Shell-Reinforced Insert

u) This concept (Figure IX-6) involves molding Teflon about aspun, perforated metal shell. The shell increases the strength of the part, whereasthe perforations ensure a better adherence of the Teflon to the metal shell. Thisinsert does not rely on an interference fit with the flange and thus should not begreatly affected by any time-rate changes in the Teflon properties. It Is easy to
assemble and replace.

(u) In the last quarterly report it was pointed out that impollerdistortions significritly affect the operation of the hydrostatic wear ringt. Any
movement of the impeller that produces a diverging or converging flow path willchange the overall flow of the seal, the seal stiffness, and the running clearance.Since the flow rates are low in comparison with other wear-ring types, any changesin flow rate are not in themselves too important. Changes to seal stiffness, andclearances are, however, very important, as shown in Figure IX-T for the hydrostaticface seal. Figure IX-T shows how the axial stiffness and the Average running clear-ance of each land vary with the amount of coning of the seal faces. Data for twodifferent seals are plotted. The only difference between the two seals is that oneseal has a total face width of 0.150 in., whereas the other has a width of 0.300 in.Both seals have the same balance diameter (3.504 in.) and the same nominal runningclearance (0.001 in. for zero face distortion). The 0.300-in.-Vide face seal isthe seal presently fabricated for water testing. From Figure IX-7 it can be seenthat, for increasing divergence of the flow path (positive a), the axial stiffness* increases but the average running clearance across each land decreases. Thus, even
though t4 seal stiffness is increasing, it appears that at some alpha the outerland (ti) will contact the running surface. For the case of a convergent flow path,or negative a, the seal stiffness reaches a value where the seal response is inade-quate to follow shaft movements and the seal is thus made inoperable. Hence, it is

Page IX-3
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IX, B, Design (cont.)

seen that limits exist to the amount of distortion that can be withstood by the seal.
By comparing the data in Figure IX-7 for the two seals, it is seen that contact with
the running surface occurs at larger distortions for narrower face widthe. The
narrower seal will also respond better to impeller wobble due to the fact that its
mass can be reduced by about a factor of four (if its width is reduced to l/2, then
its length can also be reduced by 1/2), while seal stiffness decreases by only a

factor of two (Figure IX-7); thus the response rate, which is proportional to'v'K

might beV/2 - 1.4 times that of the 0300-in.-wide seal. It is therefore concluded
that, as an aid in accommodating the impeller distortions, the face seal should be
reduced in size. A size reduction of 50% is possibly a lower limit for ease in
fabrication. If the water tests of the present wear ring with a face width of
0.300 in. are completed satisfactorily, additional seals of narrower width will be
ordered.

C. FABRICATION

(u) All test hardware is now available for testing. Efforts to bond
the Hystl resin to the stainless steel flange have not been successful; this con-
cept therefore will not be tested.

D. TESTING

1. Setup

(u) A description of the basic test setup has been given in
Report TR-66-82. Testing to date has required only one additional parameter to be
monitored; i.e., inboard flow to determine the flow requirements for the water-
lubricated roller bearing. Briefly, the basic test setup allows the pressures on
each side of the wear rings to be monitored. In addition, the ialow, Ql, and the
outboard glow, Q3, are measured (see Figure U-1). The inboard flow, Q2* is
simply QI-Q3 . The inboard flow exits from the test head through two p&ths- since
the path past the water-lubricated roller bearing is subsequently "contaminated"
by a GN2 purge, the other exit line is now monitored to yield, Q, i.e., the
inboard flow that does not pass through the bearing. The bearing flow then is

2. Tent Results

(u) The second water test was conducted on 0 March 1966 to
deteraine the leakage rate of the stepped labyrinth when run at close axial clear-
ances; this test simulates an extreme condition that would be expe .enced during
startup and shutdown of the turbopump. The results of this test, given in
Figure IX-8, when compared vith the results of Test 1 show that little change in
flow occurs even though the axial clearance has been reduced from 0.050 to 0.022
and 0.012 in. on the outboard and inboard labyrinths, respectively. This means
that little loss occurs from the bend or step proper, and that essentially all
the loss is due to the primary restriction; Le., the labyrinth teeth.

Page IX-4K UNCLASSIFIED
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IX, D, Testing (cont.)

u) Test 3 was conducted on 13 June 1966. Six-teeth straight
labyrinths of 0.050-in. pitch were used. The inserts were made from Vespel SP-1
(outboard) and from TEC Fluorftil BF3 (inboard); both inserts were dovetail-retained
(Figure IX-1). Vespel SP-1 is a DuPont tradename for parts fabricated from an aro-
matic polyimide resin. It is stronger than Teflon, has good friction and wear prop-
erties, and has been used for gears, ball-bearing separators, and sleeve bearings.
The Fluofil BF3 compound consists of Teflon with a proprietary fill material of

[ Thermech Engineering Corp. (15% fiber glass and 10% metallic oxide). Preliminary
compatibility testing shown it to be compatible with both N204 and AeroZINE 50. The
test was conducted by increasing pressure to 2,500 psi, then increasing speed. At
a speed of 27,000 rpm one of the radial loading bearings reached a temperature of

*2T5F~and the tester was therefore shut down. Shaft-speed decay was normal until
a speed of 10,000 rpm was reached, at which point the shaft seized. Disassembly of
the tester revealed that the cage of the water-lubricated bearing had failed. In
addition, the inner race spun on the shaft. Subsequent analysis of pressure and
flow data (Figure IX-8) indicated the presence of large centrifugal pressure gra-
dients that reduced the bearing flow to zero at about 15,000 rpm.

u) Test 4 was conducted on 21 June 1966 with the same test pieces
as Test 3. The inboard seal pressure was approximately doubled over that of Test 3

* to increase the flow through the bearing and to reduce thp effect of the centrifugal
pressure gradient. Speed was increased to 15,000 rpm then reduced to zero, and the
bearing flow was determined to be about 6 gal/min. The same procedure was followed
at 25,000 r* and the bearing flow was found to be about 3 gal/min. Speed was then
increased to 29,400 rpiN and the test head was misaligned radially 0.007 in. to
induce rubbing (outboard and inboard radial clearances were 0.0045 and 0.005 in.,
respectively), Both flows and downstream pressures were momentarily affected by
the rubbing but returned to normal after the rubbing ceased. Approximately two
seconds after misalignment, the test head was realigned, and about six seconds
later the test was teiilnated. Examination of the plastic inserts showed them to
be in good condition (Figures IX-9 and -10). No damage was observed except where
rubbing had occurred. The water-lubricated bearing can be partially examined with-
out disassembly of the tester and was found to be in good condition. Preliminary
data, presented in Figure IX-8, are being analyzed. These preliminary data permit
the computation of the flow to be expected in the turbopump if this particular
labyrinth design is used (Figure XI-11). Comparing the predicted oxidizer pump
leakage of 143.T gal/min with the previously estimated leakage of 121 gal/min
(Ref Figure VI-7, Report TR-66-82) shows a difference of 19%. The total fuel-

pp leakage with the thrust balancer near the null position has been estimated
previously to be 143 gal/ain (Ref Figure VI-12, Report TR-66-82); the value of
1534.34 gal/min of Figure IX-11 correlates within 8%.

(u) The estimated oxidizer-pump leakage of 121 gal/min is for
a labyrinth design with seven teeth, instead of six as in the test hardware. This
explains most of the difference In oxidizer leakages. The rest of this difference,
and the difference betveen the estimated fuel-pump leakage and the test-data-
correlated leakage (143 versus 154.4 gal/min), can probably be explained by a

!
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IX, D, Testing (cont.)

deviation from the flow coefficient originally assmued for the leakage calcula-
tions. No absolute flow coefficient value was known during the labyrinth design-
and-analysis period. The assumed coefficient deviated by less than 10% from the
measured test data. It may be concluded from this correlation that the leakage
expected with this labyrinth design will not significantly change the pmp effi-
ciencies used in the cycle analysis (Ref Figure VI-? of Report TR-66-82).

(u) Concept-screening testing in the Hydrolab is expected to
be completed late in July, at which time testing in AerZINE 50 will be initiated.
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PRESSURE RELIEF GROOVES-

TEFLON SFIM-,.

TWO-PIECE FLANG'

PLASTIC INSER2T-.,

UPSTREAM AXIAL CLAMP-

DOWNSTREAM RELIEF HOLES-

Dovetail Insert for Impeller tWear Rings

r Figure IX-1
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ROLLED.OVLR UIP

MAIN FLANGE

PERFORATED STEEL RING

TEFLON INSERT-

RETAINER RING

Reinforced Dovetail Insert for Impeller Wear Rings
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KNURLED FLANGE-

TEFLON INSERT

Knurled Insert for Impeller Wear Ring~s

Figure IX-3
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PRESSURE -RELIEF GROOVES

PRESSURE -RELIEF FOLE

TEFLON INSERT- -

DOWNSTREAM RELIEF GROOVES--

Pressure-Relieved Insert for Impeller Wear Rings

Figure IX-4
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FELT-METAL INSERT

Felt-Metal Insert for Impeller Wear Ring

Figure IX-S
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PERFORATED SHELL

Shell-Reinforced Insert for Impeller Wear Ring

Figure IX-6
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Hydrostatic Face-Seal Stiffness and Clearance vs Impeller Angular Deflections

Figure IX-7
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TEST P 0' P3' a' N, IQZ BEARINGTFS N ,. ' LOW.

NO, PSI PS., PSI RPM GPM GPM GPM GPM GPM REMARA"5

2440 88 5i 0 94.6 55.2 39.4 NA NA STEPPED LAvYRIN'THS, OZIT-
BOARD AND INP.0,RD AXIAL
CLEARANCE, 0,050 IN. OUT-
D3ARD 1I)AM'TRAL CLEAR-
ANCE 0.20 I4. ZE.O-SPEED
TEST, 0, NOT MONITORF)),
!NBOAI .D DIACETRAL CLIAR-
ANCE, 0.011 IN.

2 355 86 ,b 0 ')9.0 s3. 6 35. 4 3. 3 2. 1 SAME AS TEST I, EXCEPT THATOUTBOARD AXIAL CLEARANCE
IS 0, 0Y2 IN. AND INBOARD AXIAL
CLEARATCE IF 0.012 IN,

3 2444 89.7 53.0 0 87,0 44.5 42.5 37.7 4.8 STRAICiGfT LABYRIN'}1, SIX -
2444 84.5 62.2 10,000 86.4 46.4 40.0 37.7 2. 3 TEETH /LABYI(INTH, 0. fI50-IN.
2444 79.3 67.7 14,860 84. 45.8 38. 2. 38. 5 -0.3 P'ITCH; DOVETAI, RETAINED
2444 3(). 7 73.7 27,220 73.5 37.1 36.5 37.9 ,1I, INSERTS. VESPELSP-I OUT-

BOARD, TEC FLUORFL. BF3
INBOARD; OU'BOARD DIAMErRAL,
CLEARANICE, 0.009 IN.; INBOARD
DIAMETRAL CLEARANCE,
0, 09 IN. ; NEGATIVE BEARING
FLOWS ARE DUE T GN. CON-
TAMINATING 0 AND/OSi DATA-
r, EDUC1"ION ER46ORS.

4 2475 iSO 112 0 82.5 40.8 11.7 35.9 5.8 SAME AS TEST 3 EXCEPT P,
AND P ARE ZNCREA5ED TC
MAINTXIN HIGHER BEARING
FI.OWS AT SPEED.

2460 120 11. 15,000 78.0 38.i 39.9 14,5 5.4
2425 143 112 0 82.5 40.3 42.2 35.0 7 Z
2450 120 117 25,3?n 71.4 35.8 35,6 13.0 2.6
2450 142 130 0 82.5 40.3 42.2 !5.! 6.,)
2475 90 125 29,400 71.4 38. I 33.1 32. 1 1.2 3 SEC PRIOR TO MISAL.IGNMENT
2375 178 185 29, 280 ()5.8 47.0 48.8 41. b 7. 2 DURING MISAL!GNMENT,
2500 90 105 29,640 66. q 38. 1 28.8 30.2 -1,4 I.5 SEC AFTER MISALIGNMENT.
Z475 150 q0 0 78.0 41.5 36.5 30.Z 6.3

- Tabulation of Steady-State Hydrostatic Test Data Points

Figure IX-8
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X.

TPA SEAL DEVELOPMENT

A. GEERAL

1. Background

(c) The ARES T-engine will require a rcat.ting shaft seal between
the fuel pump and the ozidizer-rich gas. This sealing will be accomplished by
either (a) a hydrostatic seal in which fuel acts as the operating fluid, with out-
flow entering and combusting in the oxidizer-rinh turbine exhaust gas, or (b) a
hydrostatic seal in which an inert purge fluid is introduced to separate the fuel
from the oxidizer.

(u) Previous work completed on Contract AF 0(611)-0784, "Hydro-
static Combustion Seal Feasibility Demonstration Program," included the design of a
hydrostatic combustion seal and test equipment, feasibility demonstrations of the
seal while rotating in water, and combustion tests of a thin, representative cross-
section of the seal (2p tests). This work was satisfactorily completed and is
described in Final Report AFRPL-TR-66-79.

2. Objetives

(u) The Phase-I portion of the ARR.S program requires a 60-sec
demonstration of both a hydrostatic combustion seal and a purge ceal while
operating at 40,000 rpm under temperatures and pressures simulating those expected
in the ARES engine.

3. Test Program

(u) The following test series have been planned to attain theprogram objectives:

a. Additional D tests, in which combustion is further
examined with the modified cross-section of the seal developed on Air Force
Contract AF 04(611)-10784, but with a clearance of 0.001 in.

b. Preburner checkout, completed during the previous
quarter.

c. Cold rotating tests to 4O,000 rpm, wherein the seal-
fuel flows and the tester operating characteristics are evaluated while using fuel
only, without combustion.

Page X-I
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X, A, General (cont.)

d. Hot rotating combustion tests, in which the combustion-
seal objective is to be reached.

C. Purge-seal tests, which will evaluate operation, while
cold, hot, static, and rotating. These tests will culminate in the demonstration
of the purge-seal program objective.

4. Summar of Work Completed

(u) Work during this quarter included:

a. Completion of the 2D test program.

b. Completion of the cold-rotating hydrostatic-seal tests.

c. Design, fabrication, and testing of a modified hydro-
static combustion-seal bellows.

d. Selection of a purge fluid and the design of pressur-
izing equipment for purge-seal testing.

B. HYDROSTATIC COMBUSTION SEAL

1. 2D Tests

(u) The 2D test series, completed during this quarter, were an
extension to the tests conducted under Contract AF 04(611)-10734.

a. Description of Hardware

(u) The tester (described in detail in Report AFRPL-
TR-66-79, Figure III-1) was designed to produce oxidizer-rich gas at conditions
-imulating the ARES engine, except that facility limitations restricted the
operating pressure to 1000 psi. Combustion in the seal test zone was observed
by closed-circuit television and photographed through a quartz window in the side
of the tester.

(u) The test segment (Figure X-l) duplicatsd the cross
section of the hydrostatic combustion seal at the point of fuel introduction.
Temperatures were monitored at a point 0.1 in. below the surface and 0.1 in.
upstream of the fuel inlet, and also at two points along the downstream ramp.
Formation of a 0.001-in.-thick slot was successfully accomD1ished by fabricating
the seal in two parts, using a 0.O01-in.-thick shim to separate the parts at the
required ap. The parts were gold-brazed in a vacuum furnace.

Page X-2
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X, B, Hydrostatic Combustion Seal (cont.)

b. Description of Tests

(u) The tester was installed in accordance with the
flow diagram shown in Figure IV-23 of Report AFRPL-TR-66-79. A total of 11
seal-segment tests were attempted during eight firings. A summary of these
tests is shown in Figure X-2. During the first three firings, two segments
were tested simultaneously but, because of technical difficulties with the
bottom segments, it was decided that more expeditious testing could be accom-
plished by eliminating the bottom segments in the later tests. Two segments
were tested for total durations of 8.3 and 40.5 seL, respectively. No damage
occurred to any test hardware, as evidenced by Figure X-3.

(u) An inert purge fluid was initially used for filling
the fuel-segment tubing to reduce the possibility of interpropellant contamination.
Because of the time required to expel this fluid at the close clearances, it was
necessary to extenL the duration of the tests. A significant development during
the last three tests was the introduction of fuel to the segment before the pre-
burner was activated. During the engine startup transient, fuel at low pressure
may leak from the seal prior to precombustor ignition, which poses the possibility
of damage to hardware during this time. However, the 2D test results show that
there will be no hardware damage if the fuel and oxidizer flows to the Eeal precede
combustor ignition.

c. Test Results

(u) During 2D testing, the flow of fuel to the test
segment was to be representative of the reduced seal flow rate. This resulted
in a lower fuel flow rate through a smaller slot than had been accomplished
during the 2D tests on Contract AF 04(611)-10784. Examination of test data
revealed that the seal-segment fuel-circuit pressure-drop increased markedly
within about 1.5 sec after stable preburner combustion had been attained,
reducing fuel flow to about one-third of the nominal value. The added restric-
tion was not permanent, and occurred only during preburner operation. Figure X-4
presents plots of pertinent data from Test 30, in which a typical flow restric-
tion developed. An examination of possible causes led to the conclusion that
this flow restriction had been caused by surface thermal expansion. This condi-
tion will be less aggravated on the hydrostatic seal since this seal can auto-
matically adjust its average clearance.

(u) Temperatures 0.1 in. below the surface of the
upstream half of the segment rose steadily during all tests, but surface temper-
atures along the downstream ramp were less than 200°F. These data are plotted
in Figure X-5.

Page X-3
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X, B, Hydrostatic Combustion Seal (cont.)

(u) The 2D test program led to the following observations:

a. It is not necessary to reduce fuel flow to the
lowest possible value to protect downstream hardware.

b. Mixture ratios in the ranee of 10 to 20:1

appear to be acceptable.

c. Average axial seal operating clearances of

about 0.001 in. appear to be practical. If the initial seal operating clearance
is reduced to lesser values, the seal distortion due to temperature of the
rotating portion may cause rubbing. If the initial seal clearance is increased
to more than 0.0015 in., the fuel flow rate will be excessive.

d. Additional oxidizer cooling and shielding of

the rotating ring should be investigated. Such investigations are presently
under way.

2. Cold Rotating Tests in AeroZlNE _5

(u) A total of 12 tests were attempted to complete the cold
rotating testing. The objectives of these tests were:

a. Determination of fuel fill time at 60 psi.

b. Determination of the drive-turbine gas pressure
necessary to rotate the tester at 40,000 rpm.

c. Tester component evaluation.

d. Determination of tester acceleration and deceleration
rates.

e.. Determination of fuel flow from the seal at operating
speed for two axial clearances and two seal-to-gas operating pressure differentials.

f. Test installation checkout and evaluation.

(u) The tester shown in Figure X-6 was used for the cold test
series. The same tester will be used for hot tests, except that the internal
shielding and the velocity-control equipment were removed for the cold tests.

Page X-h
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} IX, B, Hydrostatic Combustion Seal (cont.)

(u) The test seal is shown in Figure X-7. Essentially the same
seal will oe used in hot testing. For hot testing, a burnoff shield will be
added t:d : rotating face will be designed for upstream oxidizer admission.

(u) The tester was installed in accordance with I..gure X-8.
Pertinent test data from the hydrostatic seal testing are tabulated in Figure X-9.

(u) Two nonrotating tests were conducted to establish fuel flow
rates and fill times. These tests were made during the third quarter, and are
described in the last quarterly report.

(u) The first cold-rotating test attempt failed when a bearing
thermocouple was forced from its housing at 3000 psi. The AeroZINE 50 escaping
to the atmosphere through this opening ignited and destroyed exterior instrumenta-
tion wiring. During shutdown, the seal bellows was subjected to external over-
pressure and consequently collapsed. A malfunction during the next test caused

v overpressurization of the chfmber and, during shutdown, a bellows was again
t . destroyed by a pressure reversal.

(c) The test head was removed for the next three tests while a
techniqub was developed which would prevent a pressure reversal on the bellows,
The following pressurizing procedure was finally developed:

a. Seal fuel-supply pressure was set at 200 psi.

b. Chamber gas pressurization was initiated by opening a
valve, and the computer which controlled the fuel-intensifier pressure immediatoly
increased seal-fuel pressure to 500 psi.

c. The computer, responding to the -hamber pressure,
increased the intensifier pressure at a ratio of 51:31 until chamber pressure
reached 3100 psi and seal supply pressure reaned 5600 psi.

d. Shutdown was likewise controlled in the reverse order.

(u) Five attempts were then made with a rotating seal. All
attempts were aborted because of vari ous system malfunctions. Partial success
was obtained on Tests-007 and'01OB where shutdown occurred before the desired
rotation was reached. Damage to the test seal occurred in Test-008 when the
-valve that internally pressurized the seal -ailed to open. Theplack of internal
pressure caused the seal t!o contact the rotating face for 4 sec at 28,000 rpm.
The seal faces consequentlywelded together, causing an abrupt loss in speed.
During disassembly, the rotatiug face had to b,& cut from the seal face as shown
in Figure X-l0.
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X, B5 "J-"rostatic Cobustica SexUl (cont.)

(u) The firtst successful rotating test (Test 011) achieved a
total rotating-time of 84 sec 60 sec of which were at a speed above 38,000 rpm.
All test parameters were met except speed, which was 2-1/2% low. Seal external
flow was 0.27 lb/sec, which resulted-ih an.,operring clearance of 0.00076 in.
Data f om this test are plotted in Figure X-11. To reduce fuel flow to a
minimum, this seal was designed for a pocket-to-chember pressure of 200 psi
instead of the original 500 psi. One 0.025-in, orifice was used in each seal
pocket. Axial runout of the rotating face was 0.0004 in. This is the closest
clearance and the least fuel flow that will be considered for the hydrostatic
combustion seal. The seal was installed with 0.019 in. axial compression--
the expected installed compression in the ARES engine. There was no damage to the
test hardwere and no evidence of seal-face contact, as evidenced by the excell-nt
condition of the seal shown in Figure X-12.

(u) Turbine power was insufficient to reach the desired speed
of 40,000 rpm. The highest speed was 39,400 rpm and average speed about 39,000 rpm.
The turbine nozzle diameters were therefore increased from 0.269 to 0.300 in. to
increase gas flow for the last test of the series. The seal used for a pocket-to-
chazmber differential pressure of 500 psi waa initalled for the final test of the
series, and two 0.030-in.-dia orifices were used for each seal pocket. This was
done to increase seal-face clearance to 0.001 in. in anticipation of warpage that
might occur in future hot tests. Axial runout of the rotating faca was 0.0005 in.
Bellows eapressibn was 0.00 in.

(U) The pro .!)die followed in Test-012 was identical to that of
Test;0l. All objectives were met; goal fuel flow was 0.43 lb/sec and speed was
40,qO00 rpm. Total rotating time was 78 tec, with a duration of 63 sec at
40,000 rpm. Surface velocity was about 600 ft/uec and the pressure on the installed
face was 19.5 psi. :The test results are plotted in Figure X-13. There wss no
evidence of seal cotact and no d'age, as evidenced by the excellent presttest
appeirance -ot the hardware (Figu:'e X-lk)-.

(u) The following con~clusions may Ie reached from the cold

rotating tests:

a. Seal operation a fuel flows to combustion from 0.27 up
to 0.43 lb/sec has been demonstrated. This :overs the expected range of operating

clearances ahd AP.

b. Axial wobble of 0.000, in. at operating speeds can be
accmiodated with an average clearance of 0.00076 .
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X, B, Hydrostatic Combustion Seal (cont.)

c. The tester cmponents have been checked-out at specified
operating speeds and pressures for the desired duration of 60-sec tests.

d. Fill times, turbine gas pressures, acceleration and
deceleration rates, and pressure drops have been established.

3. Hot Rotating Tests

(u) Various components were modifi, d in preparation for the hot
rotating tests.

(u) The seal was redesigned to optimize heat transfer to the
burnoff shield downstream of the seal y providing an annulus approximately 0.018 in.
thick below the shield surface (Figure X-15). Oxidizer, flowing in this annulus at a velocity of
50 ft/sec will improve the cooling at that point.

(u) The original rotating face was designed to be screwed writo
the shaft to prevent interpropellant leakage. This made it impossible to lock the
ring to the shaft. Additionally, it was impossible to attain the desired inter-
ference fit to offset expansion caused by centrifugal force. The rotating face
was therefore redesign .d (Figure X-15) so that the face is shrunk on the shaft
and held by a nut, which is locked to the shaft with a key. A cover plate
retains the key and also seels against leakage. As a f,rther precaution against leakage,
the interior is filled wiih RTV potting compound during assembly.

(u) A circulation ring (Figure X-15) has been designed to fit within
the seal test cha b r and serves to improve gas circulation within the test head.

(u) Computor studies of seal-teater performance during combustion

indicated the possibility of pressure instability between the preburner and the test
housing. To prevent flow reversal, the preburner will operate at a pressure about
1000 psi higher than that in the test housing. This will be accomplished by
installing six nozzles in the gan-diffuser flange at the junctlon of the preburner
and the test housing.

4. Special Problems

(u) The connection between the bellow and the seal has been
redesigned to increase the reliability of the bellows in case of pressure reversal.
Instead of being welded along the opposing faces of the seal components, the

! bellows attachment point has been moved to the inside circumfererce of the seal
and the rlange (Figure X-16). This will facilitate weld inspect ion and will

- increase the resistance to external pressurization by about 400%. The nev bellows
, design vas tested in cold rotating Test 012.
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X, B, Hydrostatic Combustion Seal (cont.)

(u) The strength of the bellows will be further increased by fabri-
cating the bellows from two 0.006-in.-thick plies of Inconel 718 (Figure X-16),
thus providing redundant protection from bellows failure. For normal operation, the
redesigned bellows will further increase .esistance both to eternal and internal
pressures by 100%. The net result of the two-ply bollows w.ll therefore result in
an eight-fold improvement in resistance to preosure reversal.

b. Effect of Low Internal Pressure

(c) Because the seal faces contacted and welded to-
gether during Test-008, the effect of low internal seal-cavity pressure on seal
clearance was investigated to determine an allowable tolerance on the internal
seal pressure. The plots shown in Figure X-17 indicate that reducing the internal
pressure (P 3 ) tends to reduce the seal clearance. In Figure X-17, the clearance
(t) is computed excluding the effect of seal distortion, and t min is computed
taking into account the distortion caused by a reduced P3 - In cold rotating
Test -008, a valve malfunction resulted in a P3 of only 170 psi instead of 2800
to 3100 psi as intended. From Figure X-17, the minimum clearance corresponding
to a P3 of 170 psi is 0.00004 in. This extremely close clearance resulted in the
rubbing and welding together of the seal faces during Test-008 at a shaft speed
of 28,000 rpm.

(u) Figure X-18 is a plot of several seal parameters
calculated from the theoretical TPA start transient. The plot indicates that the
pressure differential between seal pocket (P 2 ) and inner cavity (P3) does not
excee4 700 psi during the start transient. During the start transiunt, tLe seal
will therefore not be subjected to the conditions that caused the failure during
Test;008.

C. PURGE SEAL

(u) The purge seal is being designed as an alternative to the hydro-
static combustion seal.

(u) Fabrication of all toster and seal parts is nearing completion.
The purge fluid selected, is duPont PR-143AB, an inert material that meets the
viscosity requirements of the purge seal.

(u) The pressurizing system will simulate anticipated APES engine
conditiorx. The fuel will pressurize one end of a vertical cylinder and a
f3osting pistun will pressurize the purge rluid on a 1:1 ratio. Fabrication of
this pressure vessel has started.
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Gas

Seal- TS1 -N
Senn Representative Full-Scale-Seal e nt .Te2pSemn _#g Tempt

Type and Ox d z r 2 4Segent Segment TS l" O" TS 2 0000

Test eril .0Fuel, 12 2.9 MR Duration 0 1A-50 Upstr. Dowastr. See

28 A-3, #1 1.78 2.21 1.2 203 122

2- 0.89 3.71 1.6 20 121
26 "-0.93 222 1.6 246 160

29 A-3, #1 0.093 1.82 2.0 51.5 1. 4 145

0.0180 6."8 2.2l 18.3' 1.20Z8 - P 0.064'* POO.3, *  8.5*0 0 5

0.1.674 11.6. 12
29A A-3, #3 0.036"* 1.82 2.07 .8* 8.876 .20 14

-0.268" ' * 1029 A-3, #3 0.0* 1.8 2.32 1.* 1.0' 360 170

O.033" 13.3:* 1 24

30 A-3, 03 0.089* 4. 202.3 8.8" 30 170

*csnditon after preburner start before inorease in fuel gap resietance.
**condition after fuel gap resieti.m, adjust+ed to a higher stable level.
***muxium reached at end of test - th,rwal steady state not reached.

****maximum reached during thermal etaly state.

2D Test Suary

Figure X-2
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,TS TS3 Preburner Gas Conditions

Seg. Temp. Ta

* TS 20 * °  TS 3** Proe, (Av5, Velocity
psia i* ft/soc

122 152 1000 1"150 300 No apparent fuel flow at

121 151 995 1150 300 segment.

160 200 990 1150 300

145 169 995 1150 300 Intermittent fuel flow

150 190 980 1130 300

145 1 - 980 1130 300 Segment fired and visually noted
appro,,, 205 sec prior to pro-
burner start. Procedure previous

170 210 970 1130 300 to those toots was to lag segment
start after proburner

170 215 970 1130 300
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GN2 Purge Purge 0il

A-50 0U' 5800 psi m
600 ~ r f1FSIV U15 lb/sec 5000 psi

U~ 50GPM
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2 cu ft.
N Accumulator

41 01 psi
2900-si -Arbine

Test Drive
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Hig Pressure Separator.35l/e

LE iND lA5eri

~L.Orifice

Flow Diagram, Rotating Fuel-Calibration Tests, AKES Hydrostatic
Combustion-Seal Program (u)

Figure X-8
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FLOWS, LB/SEC MIXTURE hATIC
SC. SE__ "rALS(FSl FU .ox I.._. o] Z

TCET DATE T o ,5 0 /
SERIES TEST 'in, 1968 09JECTIVE F S2 ) rjE L OX 10. TOTAL C(OMR. ST'REAM j STREAM qllqNC SEAI

MRCS~NER * 2-04 4 -Wxi 1
CO(xOUT 001 2-8 OXIO FLOW ?13 0 950 0 0 10 N A NA

NO. SEAL CAL 191

002 2-8 FUEL LOW 18 ).88 0 0 0 0 0 N NA
CAL ID

003 2- e FUEL FLOW 112 1.88 0 0 0 0 0 NA NA
CALS I A

004 2-17 HOT-START 4 ).8 10.5 0 0 o 0 13.1 NA
AT 800 PSI

005 2-18 HOT-START .8 - - 0 0 jO - NA
AT 250 Pat

006 2-18 HOT-START 10 1,45 9.4 0 0 0 1i 20.9 NA
AT 250 PSI

007 2-18 NOT-START 15 1,9 10.5 0 0 0 0 11.7 NA
AT 80 PSI

COLD A-SO
TEST$ 192-04" 41*
CHAM R
PREsI scRIZED 001 3-23 FUEL FLOW 45 0 0 1.20 ,"17 0 0 NA NA
WITH OK12 CAUIRI

002 3-2 45 0 0 ".12 .095 0 0 NA I NA

O03A 5-41 COLO ROTATI 1 15 0 0 1,23 0 0 NA NA

00 -

~O038 ;-10 COLD ROTAT IL 47d' 0 ". 1.1 0 0 NA ' NA

I I I
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MIXTURE RATIO CHAI.,7R

PR R. S j rAWATIIO

S -T SP*'q TIME,
STREA.4 I II NE SEAL r0AL ArTIJAt [ IWR CHA,9 MAX MIN RPM E% COMWENTS RATING

0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0 0.7 CORRECTED CAVIT. SUCCESS
VENTURI

0 N" NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0 09 LEAK IN SYSTEM PARTIAL SUCCESS

0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0 0.75 CORRECTED CAVIT. SUCCESS
VE NTUR I

O 13.1 NA 3100 3600 1140 1050 NA NA 0 0.7 SMOOTH OPERATION SUCCESS

'0 , NA 3100 - - NA NA 0 SAFETY SHUTOFF PARTIAL SUCCESS

TOO LOW

20.9 NA 3100 2000 S50 S 5 00 NA NA 0 0,7 LOW rUIEL CLOGGED PAR:*IA . SUCCESS
I VCNTU9 I

O 11,7 NA 100 3200 1300 1150 1 NA NA 0 0,7 ALL OBJECTIVES SUCCESS
H S REACHED

0 NA NA 3100 3000 NA NA NA NA , 3.5 INSUrrICIENT DATA PARTIAL SUCCESS

NA NA 3100 3200 NA NA NA NA 0 5.5 SEAL BELLOWS 9ROCK SUCCESS

0 NA NA 3100 305 NA NA NA NA 0 4.5 FUEL IGNITION
CCAUSE Or THERMO. FAILURE

COUPLE VENT.
qEVERSE PUESSUR-
IZATION OURINGI , ~SHUOOPN FAILED
BI LLOWS,

0 NA NA 31001 38801A NA NA NA 0 SHUTOON .BECAUSE

i OF HIgh CHAM/BER FAILURE

PRESS, MALFUNCT I
I IN SHUTDOWN

rAILEO BELLOWS CONFIDENTIAL

ARES Seal Test Data Sheet (u)

Figure X-9, Sheet I of 2
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FLOWS, L/S:c
! SC p r ? S!ALS Pl: I× ! RATIO

(rs FUL OX ! - - -

3ATE TO Up. rOWN PRE-
SERIIe$ TEST NO. 1968 03JECTIVE _f2) FrULL OXIO TOTAL O MA. STREAM STRAV sURNER SEAL ,A

004 5-26 SvaTgm 80 0 0 0 0.40 0 0 NA NA 310

NO KAL
COLD A-50
T*TG& 006 5-24 ' 0 0 0 0,05 0 0 NA NA 31.

CHAMSR
PRCsou"IIIio 006 5-27 0 0 0 0.40 0 0 NA NA 310WITH ON 2

007 6-3 COLO ROATI14
ROTATION 2 0 0 O.930,225 0 0 NA "A 310

008 63 m 4 0 0 0.76 0,045 0 0 NA NA 310

009 6-10 a * 0 0 0 - - 0 0 NA KA 310

010A 8-15 • 0 0 0 1.30 0.170 0 NA NA 31(X

01,: P.c 1- oiris 0 0 1.24 0.0 0 0 NA 4A 11m

0 11 -17' ' OTATIOI n 0 130 0.270 0 NA NA
84 1

012 6-24 • ATIOI
76 0 0 P.14 0.41 '!"A NA "'10"

I
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mrIXT ! RATIO HAM'~R T!W!RA1RE, *FPSlG 9URtrOF RAW
PR- E.IrC AREA spEEC TI¥e

SURNER %E[AL t .AL ACTUAL "IURWR ^HAMR4 MAX 91 -N -RPM SEC COWITS RATING

NA RA 3100 31 0 NA HA NA NA 0 5 18 PSI PRi8UE PARTIAL SUCCESS

NA NA 3110 3100 NA NA NA NA 0 20 NO IMPROVEMENT FAILURE

NA NA 3100 3100 NA NA NA NA O 24 NO PRESSURE SUCCess
Rt.VERSAL

SEAL. 1K

NA NA 3100 3100 NA NA WA M 23,( 34 N-SPEEo 94UTOQkN PARTIAL SUCCCSS

NA NA 3100 313D NA NA NA NA ;8,000i 24 -PRESSUIIZING UlE" FAILURE
FA ILURE RU INCD

NA NA 3100 310 NA HA NA NA 0 24 VALVE rAILEO TO
S OPEN FA ILURE

NA NA 3100 3100 RA NA A PM 0 24 OINTNS IrALR

ovr~pn--sruqE PAILORE

"A 4A 3100 3110 014 NA NA NA 2000 24 !S.uTOOwN PrOAUSE )JUALIrICO SUCCESSor rILURE Of
!SPCD SIV4AL NO

TCST' OR SEAL

DAMAOE

NA NA 3100 3200 NA NA NA NA 0,000 24 10.001 CLEARANCE SUccEs
$,4o00 1200 psi&P 60 SC.

iAT 39000 4 RPM

1A IVA 1100 120 %1A 4,& NA NA 0,0001 2? 0.001 CLEARANCE SUCCESS
500 PSIAP 63 SeC
AT 40,')00 RPM

SEAL OK
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ARS Seal Test Data Sheet (Wi)

Pigure X-9, Sheet 2 of 2
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Posttest 1.2-04-WAW-008 Seal Faces after Welding during Contact

L Figure X-10

(This page is Unclassified)
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Hydrostatic Combustion Seal after Test 1.2-04.-WAW-Oll

I Figure X-12

~ p (This page is Unclassified)
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k. Hydrostatic Combustion Seal after Test 1.2-04-WAW-012

Figure X-14'
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ROTATIN

COVER PLATE

OXIDIZER,,.

DOWI-< -CIRCULATION

Hydrostatic Combustion Seal in Tester (Hot Testing)

Figure X-15
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ORIGINAL DFSIGN REVISED DESIGN TWO-PLY BELLC WS
(USED IN TESTS BEFORE 012) (USED IN TEST 012)

Y .0006-IN.-

3000 PSIOXIDIZER THIO PLYL .06 SN

5600 PSI , WALL
600U_ t -- ELL9WS 4--

SEAL
FACaEl SEAL FLANGEI

0.010 F A N-- 0.040 1 0.040

DESIGN& P, 2600 PSI DESIGN AP, 2600 PSI DESIGN ". P, 2600 PSI

MAX A P, 4500 PSI MAX P, 6000 PSI MAX 'P, 6000 4 PSI

REVERSE 9 P, 100 PSI REVERSE -P. 400 PSI REVERSE 4 P, 800 PSI
AXIAL TRAVEL, 0.010 IN. AXIAL TRAVEL, 0.040 IN. AXIAL TRAVEL, 040 IN.

H)? dostatlc Caabustion-Sal Bellows Redesign

Figure X-16

(This page is Unclassified)
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SEAL CLEARANCE &DISTORTION VS. INTERNAL PRESSURE (P 3 )

ALL OTHER PRESSURES NOMINAL, 40, 000 RPM
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.0009 P

. 00068
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SEAL SUPPLY TAKEN DOWNSTREAM
FROM PRIMARY COMBUSTOR FUEL VALVE

COMBUSTION FLOW

P2-

3 FPJ)

3 -

1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2 .3 2.4
TIME (FS- I+). SEC

CONFIDENIIAL

Hydrostatic Combustion-Seal Parameters during Engine Start Transient (u)

Figure X-18
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XI.

SUCTION VALVES

A. GENERAL

(u) The purpose of the suction valves is to control the admission
of fuel and oxidizer from the propellant tanks to the main pump inlets of the engine
module. The valves provide a positive, long-term, welded, shear-disc storage seal
and a secondary seal to effect a positive shutoff of the propellant after initial
activation. The construction of the valves provides a straight-through uninter-
rupted flow passage in the fully open position, which permits a close-coupled
installation at the main pump inlets.

B. DESIGN

(u) The auction-wlve gate is a segmented ball, which lifts from the
seat and rotates completely out of the flow passage when fully open. The action
of the gate (i.e., to lift from the seat and then to rotate out of the flow path)
is controlled by the interaction of two cams--one rotating, the other stationary.
The cam design permits closure Pnd positive shutoff of the valve at reaonably
high inlet pressures with a minimu operating torque. Additionally, the initial
linear lifting action upon rpening provides the mtion required to shear the long-
term storage seal.

(u) The design concept has been effectively proven by testing of
two experimental valves.

(u) A prototype design (Figure I-l), which approaches flight-
weight and envelope requirements, has also been completed and four units are
in fabrication.

(u) The design of a satisfactory method of welding the shear disc
in place to ensure long-term storage capability has been completed, and an
electron-beam-welding technique to accomplish the installation has been
developed.

u) Static and dynamic stress analses, were made to ensure the
functional and structural capability of the valve, and the integrity of the
analyses has been demonstrated by initial testing on experimental units.

C. FABRICATION AND TESTING

u) Two experimental valves were completed early in May and have
been subjected to extensive developaent testing.

I
F-

P*A XI-
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X19 C, Fabrication ad Testing (ant.)

Wu Proof-pressure testing demonstrated the structural integrity
of the housing with the "al" open and with the gate In the shut-off Position.

Wu Ixternal leakage requirements were met. Howverr, internal
leakage testinag Indicated a nee to provide additional support for the lip-type
secondary seal. A design change has been made and nev seal-support rings have
been fabricated and awe being tosted. This new design has also boon incor-
porated In the prototype valve.

(u) Flow testing demonstrated that theo predicted flow characteristics
ane being met except that the flow factor CK,,) in the fully open position vas 133
rather than 120 as predicted, indicating smoother-than-anticipated flow conditions
through the valve.

(u) Response tests were made at opening and closing rates faster
than 0.300 "ec, and enduonce cycling tests were made agpinst inlet pressures
exceeding 300 psi. No degradation or excessive war was noted uhen the valve
was disaseblied and examined.

(1 Fabrication of the tour prototype suction valves Is expected to
be completed bWr mid-July, and testing of these units is scheduled to begin
lmdiately thereafter. After proof-pressure and functional testing of the
secondary seal,, the shear-disc seal assemblies will be welded Into the vaves.
Demonstration of the completed valves to met contractual requirements in
scheduled for late Auguast and early September 1966.

Page n1-2
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'XII.

FUEL-CONTHOL VALVES

A. GENERAL

(u) The purpose of the primary and secondary corbustor fuel-control
valves (PCFCV and SCFCV, respectively) is to control the fuel flow to these
combustors during all phases of module operation. The digital computer analysis
of module performance indicated the necessity for closely coordinating the
operation of the PCFCV and the SCFCV, pawticularly during module startup and
shutdown. A reliability study, made to determine the need for actually inter-
locKing the two fuel-control valves, led to the conclusion that an interlock
was not warranted during engine development if residual components are used
during Phase-II module testing. Based on this analysis and in the interest of
maintaining maximum control flexibility during the development testing phase,
the valves will be servocontrolled with individual position-feedback. The
control signals will be subordinated to time and TPA speed during startup and
shutdown, with provision for manual signal override to effect simultaneous
shutdown of both valves in an emergency.

B. PRIMARY COMBUSTOR FUEL-CONTROL VALVE (PCFCV)

1. Design

(u) Figure XII-1 show the configuration of the PCFCV as it
will be installed in the module. A development test valve having an identical
configuration at the control ports and simulating the module inlet and outlet
port configuration has been designed and is scheduled for testing in July. Testing
-onducted on the PCFCV for the high-feed-pressure intensifier tests demonstrated
that the control-orifice inlets should be chamfered if the range of Qesign flow
factor (Kv ) is to be met. This change has been incorporated in the development
test valve.

e2. Fabrication and Testing

(u) All fabrication on the PCFCV is complete unless future
testing indicates the need for modifications to obtain the desired control and
flow characteristics.

(u) Testing of the PCFCV intended for the intensifier tests of
the primary combustor vas completed. A Kw control range from 0.01 to 1.25 was
attained, which will meet all requirements for these combustor tests. The desir-
able Kw control range for the module PCFCV is from 0.01 to 1.40, and it is
anticipated that this range will be attained with the development test valve.

Px_ XII-1
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XII, Fuel-Control Valves (cont.)

C. SECONDARY COMBUSTOR FUEL-CONTROL VALVE (SCFCV)

1. Design

(u) Figure XI1-2 shows the configuration of the SCFCV as itwill be installed In the module. A development test valve (Figure XII-3) has been
designed to duplicate the control ports and to simulate closely the configuration
of the module inlet and outlet ports. An additional SCFCV has beha designed for
high-pressure intensifier testing of the secondary combustor. Both SCFCV config-

urations incorporate the design modifications developed during PCFCV testing to
obtain a maximum K. control range.

2. Fabrication and Testing

(u) Fabrication of both SCFCV configurations was completed, and
testing has been completed on the development configuration. The control capability
of the valve was within + 3% over the full design range.

Page XI1-2
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XIII.

SUCTION LINES AND AUXILIARY SYSTES

A. GE ERAL

1. Main-Pumn Suction and Boost-Pu.p Suction and Feed Lines

(u) The suction lines provide the connection from the boost-pump
outle' to the auction-valve inlet. These lines are subjected to a relatively low
pressure (150 and 350 psi for the fuel and oxidizer, respectively). Conversely,
the boost-pump feed lines provide high-pressure propellants from the main-Dump first-
stage discharge to the boost-pump fluid-drive turbine inlets. These oxidizer- and
fuel-turbine feed lines operate at main-pump first-stage discharge pressures.

2. Servo-Control System

(u) The servo-control system is intended to provide a flexible

and reliable control for the primary and secondary fuel valves. Available
electro-hydraulic servo actuators will be used to operate the fuel-control valves,
which have position-feedback to close the minor loop.

B. DESIGN

1. Suction and Feed Lines

(u) The preliminary design analysis for sizing the suction and
feed lines has been completed. The sizing was based on line lengths of 6 ft and
on the module differential-pressure allocations shown in Figure XIV-2. Tentative
interfaces for the suction and feed lines have been established.

2. Servocontrol System

(u) An all-solid-state control system has been designed to
sequence and provide closed-loop position control to the primary and secondary
fuel valves. The solid-state approach was selected because it offers the
highest flexibility of any system proposed.

(u) This high degree of flexibility is obtained through the use

of basic modules, which can be interconnected from a patch panel for a given
sequence. If a different sequence is desired, only the patch cords need be changed.

Flexibility is also increased by the ability to change sequence times and rates

electronically, without any other modification.

(u) The basic modules utilized in the control system consist

of a NOR gate, NAND gate, flip-flop, timer, integrator, and amplifier.

Page XIII-1
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XIII, B, Design (cont.)

(u) The existing electrohydraulic servoactuators, which have
been integrated with the PCFCV and SCFCV, are an integral part of the control
system. Positional accuracy of each control valve is expected to be well within
1.0% of steady-stage operating position. Additionally, the actuators have built-
in fail-safe devices, which will close the fuel valves in the event that either
electric or hydraulic control power is lost.

C. FABRICATION AND TESTING (SERVOCONTROL SYSTE4)

(u) The preliminary circuits for the modules have been fabricated,
and are presently under intensive tests. The servo amplifier for the position-
control loop has been designed, and initial units have been fabricated. Initial
testing demonstrated a variable-voltage gain from 1 to lOvwhich will meet all
anticipated demands for either the PIFCV or the SCFCV.

(u) Two control units have been fabricated for use in Phase-I
development testing and have been integrated with the electrohydraulic servo-
actuators. The servocontrol units with the integrated servoactuators and
respective fuel-control valves will be calibrated in July so that a precise fuel-
valve operating Kw value can be remotely preselected and obtained at a predetermined
valve opening rate.

Page XIII-2
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XIV.

PROPULSION SYSTEM!

A. GENERAL

(u) The propulsion-system effort is directed toward expediting and
coordinating the design of major components to meet the Work Statement objective
of demonstrating the engineering practicality and the performance of the entire
engine module. The Phase-I design effort will ensure that components designed
for testing are compatible with tht engine modules for both single and clustered
module applications. The module can be used either in conventional clusters
or autonomous units or arranged to discharge through a common plug or forced-
deflection type nozzle. A 20-module forced-deflection nozzle propulsion system
has been defined for establishing the overall envelope requirements for the module.

B. SUMMARY

(u) The following tasks were performed:

1. 2he design pressure schedule was revised.
2. The pressure-drop allocations for the propellant passages

were revised slightly.
3. The operating point of the engine module was updated.
4~. The steady-state mathematical model of the module assembly

vas updated.
5. A design review and an evaluation study were initiated on

the flow distribution and pressure drops in the oxidizer
flow passages.

6. An operating envelope was defined for the Work Statement
specification.

7. Module influence coefficients were computed.
8. A tolerance study was initiated to determine the effect on

engine performance of anticipated component variations.
9. The net restoring torque of the turbine was computed.
10. The effort of determining and documenting the interfaces

between major components was continued.
11. A test-instrumentation study was made.
12. Drawings of the internal and external views of the main

engine asably were updated.
13. A drawing was made of the external view of the engine

assembly showing the interface locations.
14. Drawingb were prepared showing external and internal views

of the overall module arrangement and the test arrangement.

Ii
Page nV.-1
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XIV, Propulsion System (cont.)

C. MODULE ASSEMBLY (ADVANCED TPA CONFIGURATION)

(u) The design pressure schedule was required as shown in Figure XIV-1
to include hydraulic turbine inlet pressures.

(u) The pressure drops that are allocated to the module propellant
and gas passages were revised slightly and are presented in Figure XIV-2.

(u) The operating point of the engine module was adjusted to include
the effects of propellant density variations and the latest adjustments of pump
performance and passage pressure drops. An operating-point summary is shown in
Figure XIV-3.

(u) Analysis continued on module operation including the following:
(1) the steady-state mathematical model was updated, (2) a design review and
evaluation study was made on the flow distribution and pressure drops in the
oxidizer circuit, (3) a Work Statement operating envelope was defined for the
module and its major components, and preliminary module component operating
limits were specified, (4) influence coefficients were computed to determine
engine module sensitivity of engine operating parameters to variations in com-
ponent perfornance and variations in propellant inlet conditions, (5) a tolerance
study was initiated to determine the effect on engine performance of anticipated
cciponent variations and'to further define engine component operating limits,
and (6) the net restoring torque of the turbine, in the spectrm of the engine
module steady-state operating region, was computed and found to be satisfactory.

(u) The determination of interfaces between major components was
continued. Detailed drawings of the following interfaces were submitted for
engineering approval:

1. Main propellant suction lines to main suction valves.
2. Boost-pump discharge flanges to main suction lines.
3. Thrust pad and handling pads on engine assembly
4. Primary uonbustor fuel valve to fuel housing.
5. Secondary combustor fuel valve to secondary combustor

injector.
6. Fuel pump outlet to fuel coupling.
7. Fuel coupling to secondary combustor injector.

(u) Drawings of the internal and external views of the main engine
.asembly were updated and a drawing was made of the external view of the engine
assembly showing the interface locations between the major components and the
overall dimensions of the assembly. This external view is shown in Figure XIV-4.

Page XIV.-2
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XIV, C, Module Assembly (Advanced TPA Configuration)

u) A test instrumentation study was made for the module testing, and
a preliminary test-instrumentation requirements list and drawing were prepared
showing the test-instrumentation locations and types required for the engine
module test program. The study was made to determine component design requirements.

(u) The overall module arrangement with the engine assembly inter-
connected with the boost pumps and propellant lines was documented with internal
and external view drawings. In addition, a preliminary drawing'was made of the
test arrangement including the interconnections of the controls with the test
stand as well as purge and drain provisions. This drawing, which also shows
the overall module arrangement as well as the test arrangement, is presented in
Figure XIV-5.

Page XIV-3
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Thin preasure schedule in based on (1) allocated flov-passage, KW,

values to determine AP, (2) miniim allocated turbopuwp efficiencies,

aM (3) target module performance. These pressure values define target
operating requtirements for hase-I design purposes, and will remain in

effect unless an increase in module operating pressures becomes incompat-

ible with existing design margins of safety.

Liquia -Pr..eure, psa, Liqu

Loc.ation .. .. Oxidizer Hot Gas ... Fuel '

Boost Pimp Inlet 36.6 75 19.5" 75
Boost Pump Discharge 310 340 170 225
Main Pump Inlet 255 295 135 190

Main Pump Discharge 6025 3750
Boost Pump Turbine Inlet 5600 3440
2*d Stage el Pimp Inlet 3400
2n Stap Fuel Pomp Diohree p 5765
Cooling Jacket Inlet 5900
Fil Cooling Manifold 5900
Cooling Jacket Rit 5125
PC Injeotor Inlet 5000 5100

PC injector Face 4700
Turbine Inlet 4575
Turbine Idt (Blae .) Static 3050
Turbine tit (Blade), Total 3100
SC Injeotor Inlet 3010 3200

SO Injector Face 2885
SC Chamber (i o ) 2800

Ttal pressure uleas otherwise indicated

~Corresponds to nima. UPS! per work statement

CONFIDENTIAL

ARES Module Pressure Schedule, Advanced Turbopump Configuration (u)

Figure XIV-1
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Flow PacLor deference AP, Plow and
KWtSec. Gr,--v. (used to es-

K =  x S.G. tablish min.allocated k .1)

Minimum Allocated

ydraulic PassMs, KW A', psi 1,lb/sec S.G.
Oxid. Suction Line 54 51.5 291.8 1.433
Oxid. Suction Valve 150 3.5 291.8 1.433
Oxid. Outer Housing Passage 18.6 125 248.2 1.433

(Pump to Cooling Jacket)
Oxid. Cooling Jacket 6.9 775 217.2 1.282
Oxid. Inner Housing Passage 17.2 125 217.2 1.282

(Cooling Jacket to PC Injector)
Oxid P.C. Injector 10.9 500 213t3 1,282
Oxid. Pump Disch. to Hyd. Turb. Port 2.50 170 39 1.433
Oxid. Ryd. Turb. Line & Check Valve 2.30 200 39 1.433
Oxid. Hyd. Turb. Orif. (Nominal) 4.39 55 39 1.433

Fuel Suction Line 20.6 34.8 115.2 .9
Fuel Suction Valve 110 1,2 115.2 .9
Fuel S.C. Valve and Passage 7.01 146 80.3 .9

(valve full open)
Fuel S.C. Manifold and Injector 4.16 415 80.3 .9
Fuel Stage 2 Suction Passage - 350 23.8 .9
Fuel P.C. Valve and Passage 1.19 271 18.6 .9

(valve wide open)
Fuel P.C. Line to Injector 2.77 50 18.6 .9
Fuel P.C. Injector 0.98 400 18.6 .9
Fuel Pump Disch. to Hyd. Turb. Port 1.54 120 16 .9
F-e' ! d. Turb. Line & Check Valve 1.51 125 16 09
Fuel Hyd. Turb. Orif. (Nominal) 2.09 65 16 .9
Gas Pasagoes s FP.. Injector Face to Turbine Inlet 2.02** 125 231.9 106*

Turbine Exit to S.C. Injector 3.01** 90 239.6 70.7:
S.C. Gas Injector 2,60" 125 239.6 68.2
S.C. Injector Face to.Flenum /PC 1.03 85 - -

*liza. Ps/v ofs s(av gas),'Spec* gray. of ~ g' 0808 Fo r gas passages, Flow Factor Kg is used
instead of K., where effective Kg includes

NOTESs 
heat additioft losses.

I. hP, flow, and specific gravity values are for reference only. For latest predicted pressures
and flows, see ARES Nodule Operating Point.

2. Pressure drop alone does not establish a firm requirement for a passage since pressure will
vary with minor changes in flow, and to a lesser degree with density. Wherever practical,
the K flow factor should be used in place of AP as design criteria, since the measured K of
a given piece of hardware will not change with operating conditions.

CONFEONTIAL

ARES Module Plow-Passage Design Requirements (u)

Figure XIV-2
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- _aeter .Smbol Units Value

Module Assembly

Thrust F lb 100,000

Specific Impulse (Sea Level) se sec 285

Mixture Ratio, Module M.R. 2.407

Total Weight Flow T lb/seo 350.9

Oxidizer Weight Flow 24S lb/eeo 27.9

Fuel Weight Flow ors lb/sec 103.0

Oxidizer Suction Total Pressure POSBP psia 36.6

Fuel Suction Total Pressure PFSBP pia. 19.5

Oxidizer Net Positive Suction Head, Minimum NPSHBP ft 30

Fuel Net Positive Suction Head, Minimm NPS BP  ft 43

Secondary Combustor

Chamber Pressure, Plenum PC psia 2,800

Mixture Ratio, Injector MOROsc 2.20

Oxidizer Film Cooling Flow (1) 0OC lb/sec 21.3

Primary Combustor 8. Turbine

Mixture Ratio M.R. P 11.56

Turbine Inlet Total Pressure PTIT pia 4623

Turbine Inlet Total Temperature PTIT eF 1215
Shaft Speed NT rim 4O,038

ain PuM

Total Discharge Pressure, Oxidizer PODM psia 6075

Total Discharge Pressure, Fuel First Stage PM-1  psia 3789

Total Discharge Pressure, Fuel Second Stage PFal-2 psia 5879

oost P MS

Total Discharge Pressurep Oxidizer PODBP peia 312

Total Discharge Pressure, Fuel PFDBP psia 179

CONFIDENTIAL
Summary of ARES Module Operating Point (u)

Figure XIV-3
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XV.

ENGINE ANALYTICAL MODELS

A. GENERAL

(u) The engine analytical models include an engine module steady-state
model, a module start and shutdown transient model, a burnoff-seal-tester start and
shutdown transient model, and a low-frequency-stability model of the engine module.
The steady-state model is currently operational. The engine module start-transient
model has been completed and checked-out and is being used to obtain a revised
engine start and shutdown sequence. The burnoff-seal-tester model has been com-
pleted, checked-out, and used to obtain a tester system start transient including
manifold fill times. The results are being used in planning of valve sequencing
and intensifier ramping for the hot tests. The burnoff-seal tester shutdown
transient analysis will be completed in July. Checkout has continued on the low-
frequency-stability model. The transfer-function program was completed but the
technical results obtained appear to be in error and further effort will be
required to ensure correct results.

B. START AND SHUTDOWN TRANSIENTS

(u) Programing and checkout of the combustion chamber-turbopump sub-
routine was completed. Preliminary results indicate that the engine would operate
at mixture ratios (MR) from 25 to 150 or higher during the low-speed portion of
the start transient. This required that the gas properties for mixture ratios up
to 150 be determined on a basis other than that of extrapolating the data avail-
able at a mixture ratio of 25. This was done by assuming that at MR = 25
(partial equilibrium), the enthalpy is determined by reacting 2 lb of oxidizer
and 1 lb of fuel, and by diluting this mixture with another 23 lb of oxidizer.
The reduction in enthalpy per pound of mixture, caused by the addition of more
oxidizer, was then used in conjunction with a temperature entropy diagram with
constant enthalpy lines at a pressure of 14.7 paia to determine the temperatures
for the higher mixture ratios. The gas constant at high mixture ratios was
determined by using the specific volume read from a P, V, T diagram at 14.7 psia
in the equation of state. Further analytical investigation and test-data veri-
fication will be initiated if the engine start transient continues to indicate
this requirement.

(u) The results of the start transient prior to ignition show that the
oxidizer pump and the second-stage fuel pump operate at high Q/N values where the
pump acts as a turbine (i.e., positive flow, with suction pressure higher than
discharge pressure). This occurs while the oxidizer is filling the manifold
downstream of the pump. The pump head and torque curves were revised to have
head-torque relationships as indicated in Figure 13.1 of Centrifugal and Axial
Flow Pumps, by A. J. Stephanoff, New York, John Wiloy & Sons, 1957. A rerun of
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XV, B, Start and Shutdown Transients (cont.)

the transient using the extended pump curves indicated that head losses through
the pumps were higher than on previous transients; therefore, the oxidizer mani-
fold filling time war extended from 1.2 to about 2.6 see at a tank pressure of
60 psia. Further references are being sought to obtain a better definition of
the pump performance curve at high Q/N values. It is interesting to note that
the pumps and the turbine uccelerate to 600 rpm due to torque produced by the
oxidizer head loss during manifold filling.

(u) An approach to obtaining the shutdown transient prior to obtaining
the startup transient was initiated. This involved minor programing changes to
the main subroutine to input and store past time values. An approximation to the
engine steady-state point with only the major flow rates included was run on the
Lteady-state balance program and the results were then input into the transient
program. This system is now working, and a steady-state point has been achieved
with the transient program. Shutdown transients are being investigated. This
procedure was beneficial because it revealed programing and logic errors which
otherwise would not have been evident until the start transient reached steady
state. In the future, this procedure will be adopted as a standard checkout
technique.

C. BURNOFF SEAL TESTER TRANSIENT

(u) The startup sequence of the combustion-seal tester has been
simulated on the IBM 7094 digital computer. Pressures and flow rates in the
seal as well as seal clearances have been obtained for the entire start transient
from initial valve opening to steady state.

(u) Conditions in the seal were calculated by using steady-state
equations. Flows in the propellant lines were computed by means of the water-
homer equations. The combustion process in the preburner and in the turbopump
housing was simulated with the instantaneous mixing model described in previous
reports. Also included in the simulation was a line- and manifold-filling model.

(u) The valves were sequenced in such a way that the oxidizer entered
the combustors 0.2 sec earlier than the fuel. The liquid in the intensifiers was
kept at 60 psi until after ignition. Then the liquid pressures were raised to
their final values in 0.7 see, with the oxidizer pressure rise initiated 0.05
see sooner than that of the fuel. This sequence of operation gave a satisfactory
start transient.
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XV, Engine Analytical Models (cont.)

D. LOW-FREQUENCY-STABILITY ANALYSIS

(u) Checkout of the low-frequency engine module model was continued.
Several :ogic and programing errors have been corrected in the program for matrix
derivation of transfer functions. The results obtained still do not appear techni-
cally correct, and the model equations as well as the program are therefore being
rechecked.

(u) The subroutine for calculating and plotting the frequency response
functions (Bode plots) haa been completed and is operational in the program for
matrix derivation of transfer functions. Programing the real-time-response sub-
routine and plotter was completed. The subroutine is being checked-out separately
prior to integration in the main program.

(u) The checkout of the system equations for the engine model is being
facilitated by use of an existing program for the solution of large systems of
simultaneous linear equations. When the derivatives are set to zero in the
module differential equations, a system of linear algebraic equations results that
can be solved for the steady-state gains or influence coefficients of the engine.
The system gains obtained by this approach must agree with the gains obtained by
the transfer-function program, thereby providing a cross-check on the results.

(u) In summary, the system equations for the low-frequency model are
complete, the program for matrix derivation of transfer functions is complete, the
frequency response subroutine is complete, and the transient response subroutine
is programed and being checked out. Preliminary results indicate some technical
problems either as a result of errors in the system equations or errors in the
transfer-function program. Present efforts are being directed toward isolating
and correcting these errors.
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XVI.

NOZZLE AERODYNAMICS

A. SUMMARY

(u) All experimental cold-flow testing in the subscale nozzle program
was completed by the subcontractor (FluiDyne Engineering Corporation) on 12 May 1966.
These data have been prepared for presentation and inspection in the order in which
the program objectives are enumerated in the Program Plan*. Discussion has been
limited to comments of a qualitative nature because the data are not final. The
FluiDyne final report is expected to be released in August. Preliminary results,
in general, were as predicted with the exception of those from the ARES prototype
model where sea-level performance was considerably lower than anticipated.

(u) Warm-flow testing in the subscale nozzle program was completed
on 10 June 1966. Reduced data are expected to be available by 15 July 1966, and
their analysis will begin immediately thereafter.

B. 'OLD-FLOW PROGRAM

1. ARES Prototpe Model Performance

(u) Results from experimental testing of Cold-Flow Model 2, the
ARES prototype performance-simulation model, are presented in Figure XVI-1. These
results include data obtained both with and without ambient base bleed as well as
predicted performance data based upon results from previous cold-flow programs.**
Three features are immediately apparent upon inspection of this graph. First, ambient
bleed increases sea-level performance about 2-1/2%--an amount that appears consistent
with the bleed-passage area ratios and performance improvements of previous programs
(see Report AFRPL-TR-65-150). Second, the performance differential extends well
beyond design conditions, a fact also reflected in former programs. And third, the
difference between predicted and actual results, especially at sea level, is substan-
tial, amounting to about 3%. No explanation can be advanced for this deviation and
none will be sought until the final data have been received; however, even these data
are not expected to radically alter the results. Thus, the error is undoubtedly in
the prediction procedure, and a review of the technique outlined in Report AFRPL-TR-
66-820,0 is indicated.

ARES Proaram Plan. Revision I (u), Aerojet-General Corporation Report 10830-PP,
February 1966 (Confidential).

*0 Intearated CoumDonents Program -- Phase I. Fin Reo Cu), Technical Report
RPL-TDR-64-99, prepared by Aerojet-General Corporation for the United States
Air Force, 20 January 1965 (Confidential) and, Integrated Components Proram,
Finl Re t, Technical Report AFRPL-TR-65-150, prepared by Aerojet-General
Corporation for the United States Air Force, September 1965 (Confidential).

*0 Advanced Rocket Engine--Storable (u), Quarterly Technical Report AFRPL-T-66-82,
prepared by Aerojet-General Corporation for the United States Air Force,
April 1966 (Confidential).
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XVI, B, Cold-Flow Program (cont.)

2. Prospective Nozzles for A..S Application

(u) Two types of external expansion nozzles, i.e., plug and forced-
deflection nozzles, are being considered for ARP application. Within this broad
classification, both contoured-wedge and DeLaval internal-expansion sections (IES)
may be used. Therefore, possible prototype nozzles in each of these configurations
were designed, and cold-flow performance-simulation models were built for three: a
DeLaval IES forced-deflection configuration, a contoured-wedge IFS forced-deflection
configuration, and a contoured-wedge IES plug-nozzle model. Results from experimental
testing of these models are presented in Figure XVI-2. The chosen APES prototype
nozzle, a DOLaSva IES forced-deflection configuration, exhibits the best design
performance, thereas the contoured-wedge plug nozzle, with 13% of isentropic length,
out performs the others at sea level (no base bleed). The lower design performance
of the contoured-wedge forced-deflection nozzle is probably caused by the greater
base area required to fit this nozzle into the available envelope.

3. IFS Area-Ratio Variation

(u) The postulation, for plug nozzles, that the aerodynamically
optimum IES area ratio will result In maximu performance at the particular pressure
ratio under consideration led to an investigation of similar effects in forced-
deflection nozzles. Cold-Flow Model 3 was designed with a sea-level optimum area
ratio (9.7), and its performance is compared with that of the ARES prototype model
in Figure XVI-3. Spra-level performance of Model 3 is indeed higher, although the
exact source of this improvement cannot be derived from the graph. However, design
performance was degraded by an almost equal amount, and further analysis is required
before a definite statement can be made as to whether these effects have been caused
by IES area-ratio variation or by related side effects.

4. Skirt Contour Variations

a. Module-to-Skirt Merging Study

(u) Difficulty in matching aerodynamically designed forced-
deflection nozzle skirts to DeLaval internal-expansion sections necessitated a review
of techniques for merging or joining these two nozzle components. In particular a
sharp or abrupt compression corner at the IES exit into the skirt would be convenient
from a fabrication viewpoint. Testing of two models having a smooth and an abrupt
juncture, respectively, shows that this proposed solution to the problem will result
in no measurable performance degradation (Figure XVI-4).

Pae XVI-2
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XVI, B, Cold-Flow Program (cont.)

b. Shortened-Skirt Study

(u) Among the techniques considered for improving payload
performance is that of reducing nozzle weight without proportionately reducing
performance. Since the skirt contour of a forced-deflection nozzle with DeLaval IES
usually is very approximate, aerodynamically speaking, an arbitrary decrease in skirt
length and weight may not seriously affect nozzle performance. The skirt of Model 2b,
therefore, was arbitrarily shortened about 18%, equivalent to a theoretical 1% reduction
in design performance, and the results of its testing were compared to that of Model 2a
(Figure XVI-4). Inspection of this graph reveals that sea-level performance is
unaffected by the change in skirt length, reflecting the significance of IES area
ratio on this performance parameter. However design perforance did indeed drop,
but not in the amount predicted, indicating that the nozzle skirt could probably be
shortened by almost 25% before design performance vould suffer as much as a 1% decline.

5. Ct-Ale Study

(u) Mention was made, in the preceeding section, of the approxima-
tion in forced-deflection nozzle-skirt design vhen DeLavel IES are employed. A
further area of uncertainty surrounds the selection of module cant-angle, a parameter
clearly defined only when expansion is purely external and the throat is annular. It
is current practice to set this angle at the Prandtl-Meyer turning angle for the
equivalent annular IES area ratio, that is,

eei 0e v ei

Cold-Flow Model 2a was designed in this manner, but In Models 2c and 2d the cant
angle was arbitrarily reduced and increased five degrees, respectively. Results
(Figure XVI-5) indicate that performance might be Improved slightly if the cant
angle were reduced, but that performance is definitely impared if the module cant
angle is increased. These results were expected and tend to verify the predictions
made by Dr. G.V.. Rao in a review of the program plan. (Dr. Rao is a consultant
to the Aerojet-Goneral Corporation.)

6. Forced Base Bleed

(u) Review of ambient base-bleed data from previous programs indicates
that the model bleed flow passages have been choked at the lover pressure ratios,
usually up to those around 300, above the point of minimum Pb/Pa. Data also indicates
that the secondary veight-flow ratio, in these instances, varies downward fra a
maximum at sea level to about 3 or 4% at a pressure ratio of 250, depending upon
bleed-passage size. An attempt to simulate flight total pressures along a typical
trajectory, for the forced bleed portion of this program, did not significantly

Paes XVI-3
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XVI, B, Cold-Flow Program (cont.)

increase these bleed flow ration since vehicle velocities were relatively low and
total pressure lessee, if any, were small, Thus, secondary weight-flow ratios of 1,
3, and 5%, were selected, regardless of the bleed-flow total pressure, to bracket
available ambient base-bleed data. Results were not expected to vary greatly from
those experienced with ambient bleed, as confirmed by Figure XVI-6. As expected,
performance improvement at a pressure ratio of 1000 is lower than at 250, and
further analysis of the similarity of the data at the 5% bleed flow ratio will
probably confirm that the wake was closed at both pressure ratios.

7. Module Failure

(u) Previous module failure testing (Figure IV-37, Report AFRPL-TR-
65-150) has fairly well established the performance of an eight-module forced-
deflection nozzle when one or two modules fail. By increasing the number of modules
from 8 to 20, the effect of module failure should be minimized, even when the
modules are adjacent. Figure XVI-7 verifies this; in fact, sea-level performance
(thrust efficiency) degradation is now only about 1% instead of more than 5% encoun-
tered with an eight-module configuration. Design performance losses are also smaller,
reflecting the smaller increase in overall area ratio when only 1 or 2 of 20 modules
fail. At the same time, thrust-vector misalignment remained under one degree
(Figure XVI-8)--a standard established during previous testing (Figure IV-38,
Report APRPL-TR-65-150).

8. Ensine Throttling

(u) Engine throttling by module shutdown was shown to be an
efficient method of thrust-level control during previous testing (Figure IV-39,
Report AFRPL-TR-65-150) in that the vacuum thrust coefficient was rblatively un-
affected by throttling, at least to a throttle ratio of 0.5. Extension of these
results, during this program, to a throttle ratio of 0.8 indicates that the previous
conclusions are still valid, that it, the vacuum thrust coefficient is not signifi-
cantly altered when as many as 16 of 20 modules are shut down (aee Figure XVI-9).

C. WARM-FLOW PROGRAM

(u) The warm-flow part of the subscale nozzle program was ccpleted on
10 June 1966, with the two-dimensional visual portion finished earlier, on 21 May.
Shadovgrephs and Schlieren photographs of the flow are available, but no quantitative
data have yet been received, primarily because the volume of data ard the extensive
reduction procedure required more time to present them in usable form. Reduced data
are expected to be available about 15 July 1966.
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XVII.

AIR-FLOW MODEL TESTING

A. GENERAL

(u) A simplified cold flow model of the primary combustor was
constructed and tested to obtain qualitative data for the effects on flow dis-
tribution of turbulator and large-radius centerbodies. These tests revealed a
significant jffect of turbulator positioning and also showed that large-radius
centerbodics are effective in eliminating flow separation at the turbine nozzle
inlet.

(u) Testing at the Monterey Naval Postgraduate School of the turbine
inlet passage model was completed, and the final report is being prepared. Fab-
rication of the liquid-oxidizer-passage models was completed and testing has
begun. Preliminary data for the oxidizer-passage model are included in this
report. Installation of the oxidizer return passage was started and testing will
begin in July. Fabrication of the turbine exhaust model was completed, and fab-
rication of the Mod..I and Mod-I! ARES turbine models Is on schedule.

B. PRIMARY COMBUSTOR STUDIES

(u) Previous studies of the primary combustor flow field indicated
the presence of an adverse pressure gradient in the direction of flow along the
inner wall (see Report TR-65-189). Thes results were obtained using a conducting
graphite paper to construct an electrical analog of the flow field. The assump-
tions of potential flow and no flow oparation are inherent in the analogy. How-
ever, the presence of an adverse pressure gradient is indicative of the possible
existence of a region of flow separation.

(u) The initial results have been extended to include two large-radius
centerbody configurations. The two large-radius centerbodies, in addition to the
basic configuration, are illustrated in Figure XVIII-1. The potential flow
dynamic pressure profiles obtained for both the inner and outer walls of the pri-
ary combustor are shown in Figure XVII-2. In a potential flow field, the total

pressure of the flow is a constant and the static pressure at any point in the
flow field is the total pressure minus the dynamic pressure. Therefore, a higher
dynamic pressure corresponds to lower static pressure. The peak dynamic pressure
which occurs at the tip of the inner wall corresponds to the minimum static pres-
sure and, as the flow continues around the 1800 bend, the dynamic pressure
decreases, resulting in an jAverse pressure gradient. The large-radius center-
bodies are effective in reducing the adverse pressure gradient and, hence, the
probability of flow separations and flow distortions.

(u) A simple air-flow model was constructed to check the potential
flow results and to further investigate the flow-field effects when turbulence-
producing devices (turbulators) are placed in the primary combustor. The model
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XVII, B, Primary Combustor Studies (cont.)

was a full-scale ten-degree wedge section of the primaxy combustor. The ten-
degree wedge was selected to provide a nearly two-dimensional configuration,
which facilitated visual flow studies and yet provided a flow field of sufficient
thickness not to be significantly distorted by the viscous effects from the
bounding radial plates. The model was constructed of wood with a removable 5/8-f-
in.-thick lucite window as one radial plate. The other radial plate was lacquered
white to provide a contrasting background. The Mach number of flow was regulated
by a sonic nozzle discharging to atmosphere. The model was tested at 30 psia
with mbient-temperature air.

(u) Lamp-black and oil-streak photography was used for flow visuali-
zation. This technique consists of spraying fine droplets of an oil-and-lamp-
black mixture uniformly over the white radial plate. The model, with the streak
plate horizontal, is then flowed with air. The resulting oil and lamp-black
streaks are recorded photographically. The streaks are not a "picture" of the
main flow streamlines, but are a "picture" of the flow streamlines in the bound-
ary layer on the radial plate. The boundary layer streamlines are distorted from
those in the main stream due to viscous effects. The boundary layer flow loses a
large portion of its mentum to the plate through friction and, therefore, has a
greater tendency to flow in the direction of maximum pressure gradient. Although
the streak technique cannot be used to indicate the exact flow streamlines (except
in the case of one-dimensional flow with favorable pressure gradient), the streak
plates can be used to identify gross flow distortions, regions of flow separation,
regions of adverse pressure gradient, and relative flow velocities.

(u) The basic model vas constructed in the configuration of the pri-
mary combustor, and modeling clay was used to simulate large-radius centerbodies
and turbulators. Figure XVII-3 shows the resulting streak photographs obtained for
three large-radius centerbodies. The basic primary combustor streak plate is shown
in Figure XVII-4. The first two large-radius centerbodies, shown in Figure XVII-3,
are similar to those assumed in the electrical analog work. The third centerbody
is similar to that tested at the Mo .erey Naval Postgraduate School and was
tested at Sacramento for comparison of results. The streak plate of the basic
primary combustor, Figure XV1-4, shows the high velocities present at the tip of
the centerbody and the region of flow separation Just downstream of the turn. The
streaks are at a large angle to the outer wall after the turn, and it must be
rembered that this is not the true flow direction. The angularity of the
streaks is due to the large pressure difference radially from the outer to the
inner wall. Tufts have been used to confirm that the true flow direction is very
nearly parallel to the outer wall at this point. The streak plates for the large-
radius centerbodies, Ll and L3, clearly show same improvement i the flow, i.e.,
elimination of the regrons of flow separation and less distortion of streaks due
to pressure difference across the channel. The third centerbody, L4, eliminates
the region of flow separation but clearly produces higher velocities than neces-
sary at the mini m cross-section of the flow which would result in increased total
pressure losses.
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XVII, B, Primary Combustor Studies (cont.)

(u) Figure XVIU-4 show the results of an investigation conducted to
determine the effect of turbulator positioning, in addition to the basic primary
comtbustor flow effects. It is interesting to note that the B-configuration
produces a flow field similar to that obtained with a large-radius centerbody.
The region of flow separation does not exist and the streaks are very nearly
parallel to the channel walls at the turbine inlet. The B-configuration produces
extensive regions of flow separation with attendant high velocities. The
C-configuration would produce the most violent tu.bulence, as expected.

(u) Figure XVII-5 shows the retest results of the final turbulator
design. In addition, each turbulator was tested separately to simulate the effect
of staggered blades, which more nearly corresponds to the actual design. The
individual blade tests show mixed results with respect to effect on flow around
the 180-degree bend. It is clearly evident that significant flows in the circum-
ferential direction would be present in the actual combustor.

C. FLUID DYANIC TESTING (TPA)

(u) Mcdel tests with air were completed on the turbine inlet passage.
Testing was conducted on a full-scale model installed as shown in Figure XVIi-6.
The Plexiglas test section can be seen on the right side of the model with
traversing Pitot probes installed in three locations.

(u) The initial design tested, as specified by turbopump and primary
combustor drawings, produced severe flow separations ahead of the turbine nozzles.
Flow separation proved to be independent of the centerbody position or of the
relative distance between the outer contour of the primary combustor passage and
the centerbody.

(u) On the basis of flow visualization studies, an Improved center-
body was design and tested. The resulting flow channel can deflect the flow from
the primary injector to the turbine inlet by 1800 without flow separation and
gives nearly uniform turbine inlet conditions.

expressed by (u) The loss in total pressure (APt) of the modified passage is

-- 0.0003 ! 2Pro o

where: a * , Flow rate, lba/sec
Pt a Total inlet pressure, psia

0
T 0 Total inlet temperature, OR
R°  w Gse constant, ft-lb/lbm-R
g a 32.2 ft/ ei2
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XVII, C, Fluid Dynamic Test (TPA) (cont.)

(u) A perforated plate, simulating the primary injector, did not
affect the flow conditions ahead of the turbine nozzles.

(u) Fabrication of all the components for the liquid-oxidizer passage
models was completed. The Oxidizer Discharge Passage Model (a) is shown disas-
sembled in Figure XVII-7, prior to installation of the guide vanes. The Oxidizer
Return Passage Model (b) is shown disassembled in Figure XVII-7, also prior to
installation of the guide vanes.

(u) Preliminary testing of Model (a) was completed and data were
provided on the passage pressure drops and outlet flow distribution to the thrust-
chamber cooling tubes. Typical flow-distribution results are shown in Figure
XVII-8 as a function of the 52 holes which simulate the cooling-tube entrance.

(u) Installation of the Oxidizer Return Passage Model (b) was started,
and testing will be conducted during the next reporting period. Following these
tests, the two models will be assembled and the complete liquid-oxidizer circuit
tested. These tests will provide-the primary injector outlet as well as measure-
ments of the flow distribution in the thrust-chamber cooling tubes and from the
primary injector.

(u) Fabrication of the Turbine Exhaust Passage Model (i) was com-
pleted. Testing of this model will be conducted following preliminary testing of
the liquid oxidizer passage models now in process.

(u) Fabrication of all components for Nod-I and Mod-Il APES turbines
is proceeding on schedule.

(u) Design of the Pump Inlet Housing Model (1) for the back-up TPA
was delayed by fabrication and testing priorities on the other models.
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OXIDIZER DISCHARGE PASSAGE MODEL (a) WITHOUT VANES - EXPLOD)ED VIEW

OXIDIZER RETURN PASSAGE MODEL (b) WITHOUT VANES -EXPLODED VIEW

Oxidizer Passage Models

F~igure XVlI-7
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XVIII.

HEAT-TRANSFER ANALYSIE,

A. GWNERAL

(u) The objectives of the heat-transfer effort are to provide the
necessary analysis for the design of both the regeneratively and the transpiration-
cooled thrust chambers and other engine components, including analyses of test data
to aid in the design of such chambers. The developnent of a satisfactory thermnal
barrier, optimization of film-coolin for the ARS environment, and specil
thermal analysis to support component desirns are also part of this effcrt,

(u) The accomrlishnents of the he-t-transfer effort durirr t' is
reporting period are itemized below.

1. Two additions have been made to the "Regeneratively and
Film Cooled Thrust Chamber" computer program.: (a) the capability of analyzing
pressure drop in tubes of various absolute roughnesses and (b) the capability of
evaluating the effect of film coolinC carryover in two-point injection chm.n.berb.

2. The utilization of capillar- tubes in the regeneratively
cooled chamber has been re-evaluated to consider the effect of heat addition and
the true absolute roughness.

3. A series of heated tube tests to determine the burnout-heat-
flux characteristics of high-pressure (up to 6000 psia) N204 in snmall tubes
(0.019 in. ID) has been completed.

4. The analytical effort pertaining to the desinn and first
test of the transpiration-cooled chamber and has beer. completed.

5. The second phase of the thermal-barrier investigation including
experimental evaluation of braze bonding, techniques of plasma-process improvement,
and sprayed Hastelloy-X has been completed.

6. Support of the component design efforts continued, including
heat-transfer analysis of the advanced TPA housing and stator and hydraulic analysis
of the primary combustor fuel circuit.

B. AM RUST CHAMBERS

1. Regeneratively Cooled Chambers

a. Computer Program Modification

(u) Two modifications have been incorporated in the
"Regeneratively and Film Cooled Thrust Chamber" computer program. The first modifi-
cation wa made to facilitate the evaluation of multiple-point film-coolant injection

PaSe XVII-
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XVIII, B, ARES Thrust Chamber (cont.)

by providing a means of approximating the coolant carryover effect downstream of
the second film-coolant injection port. It is anticipated that this could be
accomplished in a two-step procedure. Initially, only the first injection point
would be considered to establish the temperature of the N204 film, which, subsequently,
heats the coolant injected from the second injection point. These temperatures would
then be input in a second computer run as the mainstream gas temperatures. The heat-
transfer coefficient at the interface between the two N204 streams would be calcu-
lated internally using the Colburn equation:

h = 0.027K (Re)0.8 (pr)O.4

g D

where:
h = Heat-transfer coefficient between N204 layers

K = Conductivity of N20h at average temperature of layers

D a Chamber diameter

Re = Reynolds Number of N204 from first injection point

Pr = Prandtl Number of N204 from first injection point

This modification to the program necessitated the inclusion of the following
options:

(1) Inputing the mainstream temperature at each station
or calculating a recovery temperature based on the
gas stagnation temperature and local velocity.

(2) Calculating the gas-side heat-transfer coefficient
for a film-cooled case based on N204 properties
or mainstream gas properties.

The above modification to the computer program is currently being checked out to
determine the best means of utilizing this capability.

(u) The second modification to the computer program consists
of a refinement to the method of calculating the pressure drop due to friction in
the coolant tubes. Previously, the pressure drop in the tubes was calculate&
based on a constant relative roughness (c/D) in the tubes of 0.00001. With the
modification, the absolute roughness (c) is input and held constant throughout
the tubes. The relative roughness is calculated for each tube-length increment
based on the local tube hydraulic diameter. The corresponding friction factor, f
is then calculated based on the empirical relation:
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XVIII, B, ARES Thrust Chambers (cont.)

f a 0.0055 (1 + (2 x 10h  /D + 106/Re)1/3]

where:

5 Friction factor

C = !bsolute roughness of tube

D z Hydraulic diameter of tube

Re a Reynolds Number

The above equation is an algebraic representation of the Moody diagram.*

(u) The equation for pressure drop between stations remains
unchanged:

2
AP W JP A L V

where:

A P a Pressure drop between rtations

$ a Friction factor

AL = Distance between stations

V - Velocity mid-way between stations

D - Hydraulic diameter mid-way between stations

p - Fluid density mid-way between stations

g a Gravitations constant

b. Capillary Tube Studies

(u) The absolute roughness of two modified ICP capillary
tubes was investigated experimentally. The tubes (PN 1129150-5 and -7) had uniform
inside diameters of 0.044 and 0,055 in., respectively. Each had a uniform wall
thickness of 0.004 in. and a length of 9 in. These tubes were flcw-tested with
water in the hydraulics laboratory.

' L. F. Moody, "Friction Factors for Pipe Flow," Trans. ASME, November, 1944.
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(u) The flow-test data consisted of inlet and outlet pressures
and flow rates for two test conditions: (1) a constant inlet pressure of 2800 psia
with varying back pressure (400 to 2300 psia); and (2) varying inlet pressure
(2C00 to 2800 psia) with a constant back pressure of 300 psia. These data were
used to evaluate the friction factors and corresponding absolute roughnesses for
the two tubes.

(u) The evaluation revealed absolute roughness values of
about 90 for the 0.044-in.-dia tube and of 200 to 300W for the 0.055-in.-dia tube.
These values correspond to a friction-factor variation of about 0.023 to 0.032 in
the present capillary tube design. Utilizing.the new computer-program capability
described above, the results of the capillary tube study presented in Report
TR-66-82 (third quarterly report) were reviewed. The increased pressure drop
which could be anticipated in the selected 0.045-in.-ID capillary tubes indicated
that a larger tube might be a better selection. As a result, a 0.055-in.-ID tube
with a nozzle exit diameter of 0.035 in. was evaluated for use in the first capillary
tube chamber (SN 3). Enough tubes of this configuration for one chamber are available
from the ICP program. This larger tube satisfies the criteria established earlier
for the 0.045-in.-ID tube, i.e., a capability range which encompasses the high flow
rates desired for initial tests as well as the flow rate associated with the total
allowable flow for Phase I. Additionally, the nozzle exit provides the high injection
velocities desired for increasing film-cooling effectiveness.

(u) The effects of heat addition to the uncoated capillary
tubes of both sizes were evaluated. The fluid bulk temperature is increased sub-
stantially by heat addition over the 8 in. of heated length. As a result, the film
coolant required from these tubes to cool the convergent portion of the chamber of
the throat is increased from those values previously reported. A minimum film-
coolant flow rate of 24.7 lb/sec is required from heated 0.045-in.-ID tubes as
compared with 13.8 lb/sec for unheated tubes. The minimum required from the heated
0.055-in.-ID tubes is 20.5 lb/sec. The effect of film cooling carryover from the
first injection station is not considered in these numbers. The capability of
analyzing the effect is now available in the computer program used for these
analyses, and the final predicted requirements will take this effect into account.

(u) The maximum flow rate available through the 0.055-in.-ID
tubes is 25 lb/sec compared to the conservative requirement of 20.5 lb/sec, whereas
the maximum available through the 0.045-in.-ID tubes is 22 lb/sec compared to the
conservative requirement of 24.7 lb/sec. This situation led to the selection of
the 0.055-in.-ID capillary tube for use in the first capillary tube chamber.

(u) The additional consideration of the heat addition to the
capillary tubes and the effect of the resulting outlet velocity and temperature did
not change the selection of a point 8 in. axially downstream of the injector face
as thr location for the second point of film-coolant injection.
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XVIII, B, ARES Thrust Chambers (cont.)

c. Heated-Tube Tests

u) Heat-transfer tests were conducted to determine experi-
mentally the heat-transfer characteristics of nitrogen tetroxide (N204) in very
small tubes at ARES combustion-chamber conditions. Test data have not yet been
analyzed and therefore will be included in a future report. These tests will
provide information as to the feasibility of self-cooling capillary tubes and/or
a microflow liner. The effects of small tube diameter, high velocities, high
pressures, and high bulk temperatures on the burnout heat flux of N2 04 will be
determined.

(u) A previous investigation* evaluated the burnout heat
flux of supercritical N 04 using 0.13-to-0.40-in.-ID tubes at velocities of 11 to
180 ft/sec, pressures oi 1700 to '600 psia, and bulk temperatures of 100 to 2850F.
Certain prospective APES chamber designs include very small tubes (ID as small as
0.019 in. for the microflow liner) in which velocities to 600 ft/sec, pressures to
5000 psia, and bulk temperatures to 500OF are expected. Estimation of the burnout
heat flux at these conditions from the existing data is difficult. Therefore, a
series of six tests was conducted to evaluate the relative effects of these
conditions.

(u) The test sections were straight, 304 stainless-steel
tubes of circular cross section and constant flow area. Each had an inside diameter
of 0.019 in. and a wall thickness of 0.006 in.

u) The first test was essentially a repeat of the flow
conditions at which burnout was observed previously in a 0.13-in.-ID tube (Test
D-110-LC-3, reported in the reference**). The results of this test should indicate
the effect of the small tube diameter.

(u) Subsequent tests simulated flow conditions expected in
the proposed ARES microflow-liner chamber. These conditions correspond to total
weight flows up to 30 lb/sec for film-cooling the convergent portion of the chamber
downstream of the microflow liner.

u) Details of the test setup, individual test conditions,
and results will be documented at the completion of data analysis.

*-W. R. Thompson, E. L. Gerry, and J. F. Harkee, An Exnerimental Study of the Heat
Transfer Characteristics of Nitrogen Tetroxide at Sunrcritical Pressures,
Technical Memorandum 13-64-39, Aerojet-General Corporation, Azusa, California,
12 June 1964

.Ibid
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2. Transpiration-Cooled Chamber

a. Comparison of the Boundary Layer Mixing Model with
the Hatch and Papell Film Cooling Model

(u) The approach made in determining the gas-side convective
boundary conditions was to consider each individual platelet as a distinctly
separate film-cooling entity. This means that each platelet would be affected
externally only by the fluid which had passed through the platelet on the upstream
side, and that film-coolant carryover from adjacent upstream platelets would not be
considered. This approach is admittedly unrealistic, but was necessary to keep the
hand calculations within reason.

(u) The currently accepted film-cooling model utilized is
that developed by Hatch and Papell 0 . It evolved from a very simple model which
basically consists of an adiabatic flat plate on which it was assumed that the
coolant film exists as a discrete laeer, that the temperature profile in the coolant
film does not change rapidly in the flow direction, that the temperature gradient
through the coolant is small, and that conditions are uniformly normal to the flow
direction. It can be readily seen that few, if any, of these restrictions are met
for the conditions assumad in the ARES analysis. First, the chamber surface is
exposed to a very severe pressure gradient and is not at all adiabatic from the
standpoint of an individual platelet regardless of how sall the energy los, from
the mainstream to the individual platelets is relative to the total energy existing
within the mainstream. Furthermore, when this model is used, the temperature does
change rapidly in the flow direction over an individual platelet and the temperature
difference in the flow direction is equivalent to that normal to the flow direction.
The extent to which this model is forced can be appreciated when one considers that
on the average the boundary layer momentum and the thermal thicknesses are of the
same order of magnitude as the width of an individual platelet.

(u) The heat-transfer coefficients between the mainstream and
the coolant were taken from the ARES regeneratively cooled chamber analysis for which
heat-transfer coefficient factors, or Barts factors, were applied ranging from 1.5
within the cylindrical portion of the chamber, varying with chamber diameter to a
factor of 1.0 at the throat section and through the divergent section. These
heat-transfer coefficients do not take into account the thermodynamic properties
associated with the mass addition of the N20 into the mainstream. The het-transfer
coefficients assumed to exist between the coolant and the wall are the same as those
assumed between the hot Las stream and the coolant stream, exept that no heat-transfer
coefficient factors are applied. Figure XVIII-1 shows in schematic form the relation-
ships of the hot-gas convective exchange with the platelet.

3. 1. Hatch and 8. s. Paplon, Useof a Theoretical Fo. Model to Correlate data
for Film .olng or .satW an Adiabatic Wall by Tannential InJection of Gases of
Different Fluid __ es, T D-130, Nov. 1959
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(u) Figure XVIII-2 shows results typical of the Hatch and
Papell film-cooling model. The first group of curves indicates the differences
in the effective film temptrature for a constant initial film temperature and verious
Bartz factors. The second group of curves shows the difference in the effective film
temperature predicted for a constant Bartz factor of 1.5 and various initial film
temperatures. Since the one-dimensional conduction model requires a constant film-
temperature input as one of the thermal-boundary conditions, the "Beta Curves" are
integrated over the platelet surface for an average effective film temperature.
Modifications to the existing film-cooling program to provide a direct printout
of the average effective film temperatures are being made.

(u) Since the Hatch and Papell film cooling model is funda-
mentally an empiricaLly adjusted control-volume energy-balance approach, it was
decided to utilise an approach vhich would take into account the phyical charac-
teristics of the boundary layer and paradoxically neglect the coolant carryover
fram ,pstrem adjacent platelats. The analysis chosen vas that advanced by Stollery
and F1 %hwn.v* modified by LaBots e e to extend the range of Reynold's nvmber for
vhich i could be applied.

(u) This boundar"y-lyer mixing model, as it will be
referreA to, considers the mass profile of the boundary layer nnd differentiates
as to Its composition. The total mass of the injected coolant is sah.ed to remain
within the boundary layer, and the difference between this quantity and that pro-
dicted for the entire boundary lVer is asmed to be entrained from the mainstream
flo. The an mas further au act the temperature of this resultant mixture
s obtained by means of an rnerSy btant the tpeen the injected coolant and the

entrained mainstream gas required to satisfy a mass balance on the boundary layer.
The effect of pressure gradient Is not considered in this analysis, buot can be

included when the hictory of the entire boundary laer is to be considered.

(u) 8ollery and El Ehwany assume that the mass-velocity
power law holds to the 1/7 power to give the relationship:

~1/7
PO (W (Eq 1)

The mass flow rate in the bound"y layer is:

L "016 po 14dy (4q 2)

1 7. i Stollery and A. A. M. E1 Zhvawn "A Note on the Use of a Boundary-Layer
Model for Correlstin Film Cooling Data", Int. Jounr. of Heat Mass Transfer,
vol. 8, pp 55-65, 196
SR. J. Laots, "Boundary Layer Mixing Anaysis," upublished Correspondence,
Department 048, LRO, Aerojet-G4neral Corporation.
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substituting (Eq 1) into (Eq 2) and integrating,

7 V. 6MbL 80

Laotz now solves for the iona.4ry-layer thickness in a more general manner so as to

avoid the restrictionR i?,osed by the relationship used by Stollery and El Ehwany-

namely, 6 - 0.37 X Re:I 5, and the 1/7 power velocity law.

(u) LaBotz follows Schlichting's development* of the
velocity distribution as a function of the Blasius law of friction which is applicable
to both the fully developed turbulent flow in a pipe and the turbulent flow along a
flat plate. From this basic law, generalized relationships between the friction
velocity and other flow parameters are devc-loped. Then, the wall shear stres is
related to the growth of the bounday-layer-momentum thickness and subsequently, the
ratio of momentum thickness to boundary-layer thickness for a flat plate with a
generalized profile is developed. After some substitution and rearranging, LaBotz
arrives at a generalized expression for the boundary-layer thickness

- n+1

U [n ] 4+131
S-Xn 3  cn -''  J

Tn+3)(n 2) u

where n is an exponent in the dimensionless velocity profile and is a function of
the Reynold's number referenced to the chamber diameter. Cn is a function of n
an.d is given on Page 507 of Schlichting*. X is the distance downstream of the
coolant injection slot.

(u) LaBota's form of the boundary layer mass relation-
ship is now

MbL I [(n)) andn~l

2n 2 1 +
k., .~~ nt -co.. Xn+3-'  I ,,+3)(n+2) .

where C is a constant (0.82) eaployed to bring the results more in line with experi-
mental 4&ta.

H. cS11nchtingW BOuW Laer Theory, McGraw Hill, Fourth Edition, New York,
1960, P. 506.
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(u) The analysis now considers that the mass within the
boundary layer which is entrained from the mainstream is:

Furthermore, an energy balance on a small section of the boundary layer yields:

( T Fi C C )+T 0(KbL N)c (

(u) T can be plotted as a function of the distance along
the platelet in a manner similar to that of Hatch and Papell. Figure XVIII-2 shows
a comparison of the bondary-layer mixing model with the Hatch and Papell model for
similar conditions. It can be seen that the integrated average of the boundary-
layer mixing model compares quite well with the Hatch and Papell model employing
a 1.5 Bartz factor, which it the design value. However, in the throat region, a
difference of some 15% is predicted, with the boundary-layer mixing model indicating
the higher wall temperatures for a given coolant flow rate.

(u) It is inappropriate to consider whether the boundary-
layer mixing model in more realistic than the Hatch and Papell film-coolinr model
in predicting the wall temperatures that will occur for a given flow rate since
neither analysis includes the effect of coolant carryover. It is believed that if
the total boundary-layer history, including carryover, were considered, the boundary-
layer mixing model would provide the most realistic approach to the problem solution.
Some treatment of the effort of coolant carryover similar to that which is advanced
by Sellers* ould be a good first approach to the problem. Ultimately, a compre-
hensive boundary-layer analysis is required which will consider the total boundary-
layer history of mass transport and chemical reaction. The other and perhaps more
expedien approach is to obtain valid data and empirically determine correlative
relationships between the mass transfer to the boundary layer and the resultant
wall temperatures. hopegully, valid data in conjunction with mere realistic hydro-
drynamic, thermal, and chemical reactive models will provide the best solution to
the heat-transfer analysis of this advanced cooling concept.

b. Radial Wall-Temperature Distribuiion

(1) O.O21-in. Platelets

(u) Figure XVIII-3 shows the radial wall-temperature
digtribution calculated using the advanced thermal model shown In Figure XVIII-1

.J.P. selers,=r. "Gaseous Film Cooling with Multiple Inspection Stations,"
AIM Journal, Vol I, No. 9, Sept. 1963
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for 0.021-in. platelets located within the cylindrical chamber section operating
with coolant flow rates which establish surface temperatures of 1500 and 18300F.
The plot gives the metal temperature as a function of the distance into the platelet
from the hot gas side. It can be seen that the thermal influence zone is a scant
0.250 in. into the platelet from the Lot gas side, which means that there is a very
short time available for the internal coolant heat exchange to take place. This
delineates the need for a material of high conductivity to obtain a less steep
temperature profile and, as a result, to extend more deeply into the platelets
for greater thermal effectiveness.

(2) 0.011-in. Platelets

(u) Figure XVIII-4 shows the radial temperature distri-
butions for three arbitrary surface temperatures of 1900, 1500, and 1100OF for
0.011-in. platelets located within the throat region. The thermal influence zone
is mly about 0.150 in. for all three surface-temperature conditions. The coolant
flow rates and temperature rises within the platelets in the throat region reflect
the very short thermal influence zone available for energy transfer.

(3) Radial Temperature Distribution of 0.021-in.
Instrumented Platelet Located in the Throat Region

(u) Figure XVIII-4 also shows the radial teiperature
distribution within a 0.021-in. platelet located at the throat with a maxinsw" flow
metering platelet indexed at the Number 1 location, experiencing the same effective
gas-recovery temperature as the adjacent 0.011-in. platelets operating at t turface
temperature of 19000F. The corresponding surface temperature of the 0.021-in,
platelet would be 2175eF. It can be seen that there in a substantial longitudi.."
temperature gradient (over 1500F) between the 0.011-in. and the 0.021-in. platelez.
This means that the instrumented platelet will record temperatures in e-.cess of
these the 0.011-in. platelets should be experiencing, but lower than that which
would exist in the 0.021-in. platelet if it were thermally isolated from the
cooler 0.011-in. platelets. The actual deviation in recorded temperature within
the 0.021-in. platelet from the adjacent 0.011-in. platelets must be determined
by a more comprehensive analysis which would allow both radial and longitudinal
conductiov effects.

c. Hydraulic Analysis

(u) The hydraulic analysis described in the previous quarterly
report is summarized in Figures XVUII-5, -6, and -7, which show pressure drop as a
function of N20 coolant flow rate for each of the twelve compartments.

(u) Figures XVIII-5 through 7 also indicate, for each indi-
vidual flow-control compartmenw, the point at which the transition from leIsnar to
turbulent flow can be expected to begin. These transition points are given for
b oh the primary and secondary metering passages and are indicative of the flow
regime existing in the Number-1 index position for all compartments with the excep-
tion of Compartment 9, for which the transition point is for flow conditions within
platelets oriented in the Number-2 index position.
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d. Tri-Ch.croethylene Flow Requirements for Reynold's Number
Similerity with N2 04 Flow

(u) Acause the prototype chamber will be flow tested with
trichloroethylene as the working fluid, it is desirable to know the normalizing
flow relationships between the two fluids. Since the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow will probably be reached during the first firing it In desirable
to know at what nominal Reynold's nmber the transitory flow occurs. This can
be done if the Reynold's number range anticipated with N204 is duplicated with
tri-chloroetbylene. For Reynold's number similarity

Re 2*2
N2 4C2

Since the fluid flow passages are identical in both cases, Reynold's namber
similarity requires that:

UCHCl3

*C2 HM 3  -V N2O4 12 i

Figure XVII-8 gives the tricloroetbylene flow ratss required to duplicate the
Reynold's number range that will be characteristic of the predicted N20 flow
rates. I

(u) For an equal pressure drop the relative flow rates are
found to be

since the gemetry and the gemetry-related factors are constant,

and
* ao (-), o ( . *

1204 N2O 4  0C 2 HCL3  IC2 HCL 3

is the weigbt flow relationship for equal pressure drop for the two fluids.
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XVIII, B, ARES Thrust Chamber (cont.)

e. Thermocouple Locations

(1) Radial Locations

(u) Based upon the platelet radial temperature distri-
butions it was decided to locate the thermocouple junctions at the hot gas surface,
0.010 and 0.050 in. below the hot gas surface. There will be a total of T2 thermo-
couples of which 57 will be surface junctions, ten will be 0.010 in. below the
surface, and five will be 0.050 in. below the surface. For any given test, 40
of the 72 thermocouples will be recording data due to availability of test area
instrumentation channels.

(2) Axial Locations

(u) With respect to the chamber rxial location, special
0.021-in. platelets with six thermocouples, oriented in mult-iples of 600 intervals
peripherally, separate each flow-control compartment. One exception to the 600
peripheral orientation is made for the instrumented platelet separating compart-
ments 2 and 3. The reason for this anomaly is to obtain midpoint and onpoint
spacing of the thermocouples with respect to the injector fuel discharge pattern
for either a 12-sector or a 32-sector injector configuration. The thermocouples
will be nominally located opposite a central flow groove of a flow sector except
for specific dual-point groove-land installations.

C. TNERMAE. BARRIER DEVEL 0P*NT

1. Su.mmy ad Conclusions

a. Recommended Liner

(c) The thermal barrier recommonded for the first ARE
chamber is a tungsten cermet of the following composition and thickness in the
as-sprayed condition:

Location Thicknelss in. Camosit ion

Primer Layer 0.005 95W-5 Nicoro 80
Thermal Barrier 0.020 82W-12 ZrO2-3 Nicoro 80 - 3 Si
Topcoat 0.005 Si

b. Nicoro-80 Substitution

(c) The substitution of 3; Nicoro 80 (82 Au-16 Cu-2 N±) for
3; copper previously used was found to provide equivalent oxidation resistance and
will resist corrosion attack between test firings from residual N204 absorbed into
the liner.
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XVIII, C, Thermal Barrier Development (cont.)

c. Braze Bonding

(c) Braze bonding of the tungsten cermet thermal barriers in
Inconel 718 -is accomplished in a braze treatment of 2 hr in vacuum at 17500F, as
illustrated in Figures XVIII-9 anid -10. An excellent bond is achieved by diffusion
of the gold through the pores of the liner into the surface of the Inconel 718.
An additional layer of liner, which is desiliconized, was found necessary for pre-
venting embrittlement of the bond zone during the braze cycle. Unfortunately, the $
Inconel 718 cannot be aged prior to braze-bonding the liner and, in the composi-
tions studied, the aging treatment of 8 kr at 13500F, furnace-cooling to 12000F,
and 20 hr total time, caused embrittlement of the bond zone between primer layer
and the thermal barrier. Consequently, at this time, braze bonding is not recom-
mended for ARES Inconel 718 chambers. It is believed that braze bonding on
stainless-steel or Hastalloy-X chambers will be practical with some additional
development.

d. Hastelloy X

(c) Sprayed Hastelloy X was found to possess insufficient
bond strength to inconel 718 for use in the ARES chamber. Braze-bonding of
lastelloy X to In;onel 718 resulted in some improvement, but not enough to recom-

mend its use. The primer coat contained 95% Hastelloy X and 5% Nicoro 80. It is
now believed that a primer cout of 95 MtO-5 1Nicoro 80 or 95W-5 Nicoro 80 would
result in a better bond since the gold alloy is Insoluble in the molybdenum and
tungsten and would diffuse preferentially to the Inconel-Tib bond zone as it does
with the tungsten cermet liners. As it was, the gold diffused into the hastelloy X
matrix without concentrating at the Ii- mnel 718 bond zone.

e. Topcoat Improvement

(c) The braze-bond cycle of 2 hr at 1T500F did not cause
significant diffusion of the silicon topcoat into the thermal barrier, and a rv

hoped-for improvement in oxidation protection from this treatment failed to occur.
Torch-fusing of the silicone topcoat either with or without a furnace-braze cycle
did not improve these properties. A topcoat composed of 70 Si-30(Au-6Si euLectic)
also did not significantly improve oxidation protection in as-sprayed, braze-
bonded, torch-fused, or torch-fused and braze-bonded .onditions. Further studies
of topcoat improvement are recommended as the best way to gain oxidation resistance.

f. Plasma-Process Improvement

(u) Experiments were conducted with the objective of increas-
ing the strength of the deposit by raising the impingement velocity of the particles.
Various povder-feed port-injection methods were investigated, which fed the powder
into the plasma at angles close to the direction of the flame rather than at the
conventional right angle. The idea was to raise the initial velocity of the parti-
cles. Also, a tungsten nozzle shroud was used to restrict the expansion of the
plama to raise impingement velocities and to reduce overspray. The near-parallel
injection had a secondary purpose of eliminating deposit buildup on the tungsten
nozzle by aiming the powder down the center line.
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XVIII, C, Thermal Barrier Development (cont.)

(u) Powder buildup on the tungsten nozzle was a major
problem which was not solved. The most promisin8 means for eliminating the
buildup would consist of using a water-cooled feed port of sufficient miniaturi-
zation and cooling to feed povder along the center ltne of the flame. In bend
tests, the strongest coating was obtained by spraying the powder through a water-
cooled feed tube at an impingement angle of 160, from a distance of about 0.150 in.
from the center line of the flame. However, the deposition efficiency with this
arrangement was too low. At this time, right-angle powder injection is recommended
for regeneratively cooled Chamber SN-1.

(u) A means was devised for continuously cleaning part of
the overspray contamination. The device consists of a copper tube bent into a
1.5-in. ID ring, mounted 1/2 in. from the chamber surface and drilled with a series
of holes pointed at the coating at a 450 angle away from the flame. Argon gas
at 100 paig continuously blows loose powder and dust from the region of the flame.
Bend tests showed some strength improvement and this technique is therefore recom-
mended for the fabrication of ARES chamber.

2. Discussion

(u) A series of three-tube thermal shock tests and a series of
bend tests were completed to late in the quarter to be included in this report.
These recent tests are significant and were sumarized in Paragraph 1, above.
However, it is felt that a complete discussion of earlier results at this time
wouild be lacking in meaning and continuity. Therefore, a very brief sumary of
the earlier work is shown in Figures XVIII-9, 10, -11, and -12.

(u) Complete documentation of the thermal-barrier development

work for the past quarter will be included in the next quarterly report,

D. COMPONENT DESIGN SUPPORT

1. Advanced TPA

(u) An analysis was conducted to predict the temperature
distribution in a portion of the B-design housing adjacent to the stator blades.
Isothermal plots are presented in Figures AVIII-13 and 14 for 20-sec firing
duration and thermal steady-state conditions, respectively.

(u) The boundary conditions used in the analysis of the stator
are shown schematically in Figure XVIII-15. The heat-transfer coefficient in the
curved annulus (upper left in Figure XVIII-15) was calculated on the basis of an
N2 04 flow rate of 39.3 gal/min. The discrete holes shown by a dotted line in the
figure, leading from the curved annulus to the shaft, were ignored for this
analysis due to their localized cooling effect.
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XVIII, D, Component Design Support (cont.)

(u) The calculation of the heat-transfer coefficient between the
housing and the liquid N2 04 flowing along the shaft and based on a velocity equal
to half the tangential velocity of the shaft. However, in the plenum inboard of
the nozzle stator, the heat-transfer coefficient was assumed to vary over a wide
range. There is considerable uncertalnty regarding the velocity of the fluid in
this area due to the relatively large annular gap and also due to the effect of
the stationary bolt heads protruding into the plenum. Therefore, the most conser-
vative conditions, that of free convection, were assumed for the outboard wall of
the plenum, as indicated in the figure. As the fluids approach the restricted
door area adjacent to the turbine hub, it was assumed to again accelerate to a
velocity equal to one-half the tangential velocity of the shaft.

(u) The calculation of the heat-tronsfer coefficient between the
liner and the housing was based on a gas velocity of 1 ft/sec. This is believed
to be conservative because no continuous flow path exists behind the liner. The
temperature in this area was assumed equal to the stagnation temperature of the
gas, i.e., 1501"P.

(u) The heat-transfer coefficient on the stator hub was calculated
in an identical manner as for the rotor hub. That is, a single composite heat-
transfer coefficient was calculated to represent both conduction and convection to
the stator hub. Details of the analysis are reported in Section XIX,E,2 of the pre-
vious quarterly report.

(u) The convective heat-transfer qoefficient between the gas
and the stator hub was calculated to be 5000 Btu/ft4-hr OR. The conductive
coefficient, representing heit transferred between the blades and the hub, was
calculated to be 3650 Btu/ft -hr-eR. A single composite coefficient, representing
both convection to the hub and conduction through the blades to the hub, was
calculated to be 4525 Btu/ft2 -hr-eR using the area weighting technique described
in the previous ruarterly report.

(u) The average recovery temperature on the blades and on the
hub was attuned at 1481eF based on a stagnation temperature of 15000F.

(u) The temperature distributions were obtained using the
thermal-analyzer computer programs. The interfacial thermal resistance between
adjacent parts have been ignored for this analysis. The presence of the bolt and
of the bolt hole was ignored, i.e, a section between bolt holes was analyzed.

(u) The stat,r was composed of a number of parts made from
different materials. The materials are identified on the schematic diagram of
Figure XVIII-15, and the corresponding physical properties which were used in the
thermal analysis are tabulated below:
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XVIII, D, Component Design Support (cont.)

Thermal Specific Density,
Conductivity, Heat, 3

Udimet *100 12.0 0.105 0.286
Inconel 718 9.0 0.14 0.296
Hastelloy 12.0 0.10 0.297
Porous Metal (Primarily Ni) 0.79 0.008 0.161
Teflon 0.14 0.25 0.776

(u) The results of the transient analysis of the stator indicated
that the stator hub, with a i.elatively small mass, reaches stead-state temperature
very quickly. In contrast, the adjacent thicker section of the housing has not yet
reached steady-state temperature after 20 sec. The latter area is heated primarily
by convection from the hot gas between the housing and the flow liner. The heat-
transfer coefficient on this surface, based on an assumed gas velocity of 1 ft/sec,
is therefore the controlling factor affecting the temperature in the housing.

(u) As stated previously, there was some uncertainty about the
flow velocity along the liquid side of the arm connecting the hub with the main
portion of the housing; therefore, a very conservative heat-transfer cefficient was
used along this surface. The results of the analysis of the stator show that very
little heat is conducted along the connector arm from the hub to the housing.
This clearly indicated that the assumed flow conditions in the N2 04 plenum will
not materially affect the temperature distribution in the vicinity of the bolt
holes in the housing.

(u) The thermal gradient in the stator hub is minimized by a
low-conductivity porous-metal strip on the inboard side of the hub. However, the
porous metal does not extend around the corner to protect the end surface of the
hub. Thermal stresses may be significant in this localized area because the
temperature on the exposed surface of the hub is as low as 1000F compared to
14000F at 0.3 in.

2. Primar. Combustor Fuel Circuit Pressure Drop

(u) An analysis was conducted to determine the circumferential
variation in mass flow in the primary fuel injector due to pressure variations
in the fuel manifold. The results of the ana.lysis are presented in Figure XVIII-16
and are based on a nominal pressure drop across the injector of 400 psig.

(u) The fuel enters an annular manifold through a iingle pipe
and then passes through the injector into the combustion chamber. The mass flow
of fuel entering the chamber varies directly with the pressure in the manifold
according to the following relationship:
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XVIII, D, Component Design Support (cont.)

W *V2g -PA (PM -PC

where: W L Local mass flow rate of fuel

g a Gravitational constant

a Density of fuel

A a Area of injection port

PC a Pressure in primary combustion chamber

P a Local pressure in fuel manifold

(u) The pressure in the manifold varies circumferentially around
tht manifold due to differences in fluid velocity and also due to friction in the
manifold. The fuel mass flow Immediately opposite the inlet pipe in the manifold
is considerably higher (5%) than' the masd flow rate at adjacent locations since
the former will be exposed to the total pressure in the pipe. Adjacent stations
in the manifold will see a lesser pressure due to the loss in pressure associated
with the 900 turn at the mouth of the feed pipe.

(u) Ignoring the local high mass flow at the pipe inlet, which
would probably affect only one set of injector holes, the maximum variation in
mass flow rate is 2%, as may be seen from Figure XVIII-16.
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Figure XVIII-3
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Figure XVIIl-5
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COMPARTMENT N20 4  C 2 HC13NUMBER 91N. IX .. I MA_.

1 0.60 1.83 0.82 2.52
2 1.42 4.28 1.95 5.89
3 1.42 4.28 1.95 5.89
4 1.11 3.10 1.52 4.26
5 2.06 3.10 2.83 4,26
6 2.24 3.73 3.08 5.12
7 1.37 2.28 1.88 3.13
8 0.65 1.28 0.89 1.76
9 0.69 1.28 0.95 1o76[
10 0.95 1.99 1.30 2.74
11 1.11 3.79 1.52 5.20
12 1.19 3.90 1.63 5.36

*C HC 3 -j-

C 2HCI 3  N2 0 4  204 373 W 4

FOR REYNOLDS NUMBER SIMILARITY AT 70"F

Trichloroethylene Estimated Flow-Rate Ranges (ib/sec) for Reynolds
Number Similarity

Figure XV111-8
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COMrOSxrION* THICKNESS, MILS

A C D F G Si

SPECIMEN

NO.

b 5 -- 15

2 5 -- 17 q

3 5 5 -- 17 -- 7

4 5 5 -- 13 7
5 5 1 t) 8 *-COMPOSITION KEY

6 6 -- -- 14 7
A 95W - 5 NICORO 80

7 5 19 -- 6 C 81;W - 12 ZrO 2 - 5 Cu
8 5 .- 9 D 85W - 2 7rO,- S NICORO 80

9 5 19) - F 8W - 1 ZrO2  I Cu - 3 St

t0 - 19 . . 7 G Z82W - 12 ZrO2 3 NICORO 80 3 Si

II --.. . 20 .. .. 6 Si SILICON

12 .. . Z- 0 .. .. 7

13 .. .. . 19 V

14 .. .. . .-- 20 7

15 . .. .. . 2; 7
16 .. .. .. .. 20 7

CONFIDENTIAL

Composit.on of Braze Bond Test Specimens (u)

Figure XVIII-11
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REGRESSION RATE

SPECIMEN RESULTS OF NO. TEST MILSISEC x 10 3

NUMBER COMPOSITION HEAT TREAT HEAT TREAT CYCLES (1) MAXIMUM MINIMUM

I ACFSi NONE 32 so 50
2 H SOUND 43 4.b 0
3 ViCUUM SOUND 60 H. 3 0

4 ADGSi NONE 45 14 0
5 H PARTING
6 ViCUUM SOUND 45 8.9 0

7 ADSs NONE 15 30 0
8 H, PARTING O9 vium SOUND is10)603

1 0 DSt NONE 15 21 0
i1 HU PARTING
12 Vcuum SOUND I5 47 47

13 FSi NONE 4S 11 I1

14 GS1 NONE 45 t0 0
15 H PARTING
16 VCUUM PARTING

(1) 3500'F SURFACE TEMPERATURE (2) NOT VALID. TEMP. (3) TOPCOAT LOST IN
OXIDIZING PLASMA GASES EXCESSIVE IN FIRST TEST CYCLE,
20 SEC. HEATING CYCLES. TESTING.

CONFINTIAL

Braze Bonding Test Results (u)

Figure XVIII-12
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XIX.

RELIABILITY

A. NODES..OF'-FAILURE ANALYSIS (H4OWA

(u) An evaluation of methods for interlocking the two fuel-control

vales ascompleted. The conclusions were:

~an~d._1. No Interlocks are needed in a minimum-cost test program using
only residual hardware. A simple valve-malfunction shutdown system is, however,

2. Tominimizee risk of losing new hardware, an interlock device
sholdbeconsidered. A mechanical interlock ioMI be desirable and would offer

a saladvantage over a comparable electrical system.

(u) Work was continued to evaluate module failures that could occur
during tha startup and shutdown transients.* The principal modes have been listed.

B. DESIGN RVIEW

Cu) An Investigation was conducted to determine the compatibility of
DuPont PR-1)43 AD fluid with space radiation environments If used for AME purge
seals.* Based on information currently available, this fluid will withstand radi-
ation encountered during extended sptce missions without the formation of insolu-
ble solids or sludge. Sam reduction In viscositj (less than 8%) can be expected,
and some volatile products may be formed.

(u) A representative of the AME Reliability Group has assuned the
ftamibnof secretary of the Design Review Comittee * A review was held on design

~ modifications fr the 2D nozzle with the representative from Reliability acting In
* this capacity.

C. =E8-Ln an3v!

(u) Test plans for the primary combustor and combustion seal have
been reviewed. The review consisted of comparing expected test data with test
objectives and Investigating the test safety measures devised for preserving the
test hardware.

D. TEST-DATA RVEWh

(u) A test program was conducted to evaluate explosive atiding as a
metood of joining the up-flow coling tubes to the thrust chamber flang. The
test results indicated that tbis joining prooplj34)Ayield reliable, leak-proof

* joint*. A report vas issued describing tn detail the development of the process
for this particular application.
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XIX, Reliability (cont.)

E. MAINTAI(ABILITY ANALYSIS

(W) A preliminary report on AS maintainability is in preparation.
%he report will be distributed to all affected design goups for caments.

F. RELIABILIT PRIDCTION

(u) Malfunction data from TITAN and Integrated Components programs
were acumulated to establish probabilities of occutreace for similar malfunctions
In ARM coaponents.

u) Work hu also started to determine the performance reliability
of the AM module. This performance reliability quantitatively measures the
probability of meeting the performance goals cLlled-out iu the Work Statement.
The initial objective of this analytical work 1 to determine whether module
performance requirements can be satisfied allowing for performance variability of
major module components, using fuel-control valve balancing only. Preliminary
work consisted of reviewing quantiative effects (dimensional and nondimensional)
of a number or independent design variables on key performance paraeters. Review
of these Influence coefficients revealed those independent design parameters Vhose
variations most significantly influence performance variability.
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IS Al TRACT

(u) The objective of the ARIZ (Advanced Rocket Engine, Storable)

progrm is to demonstrate the engineering practicality and the performance

characteristics of an advanced storable propellant modular engine embodying

high chamber pressure and the staged-combustion cycle.

(u) This fourth quarterly report describes the technical accomplish-

ments of the reporting period. Generally, the period was characterized as one

in which many analyses and designs were completed, fabrication of many com-

ponents was completed, and testing was accelerated. The most noteworthy

accomplishment was the successful hot firing of two different modular injectors

using the intensifier test system.
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